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The Promise

The Lost Daughter

by Damon Galgut
Europa Editions • On Sale: Mar 25/22
9781609457440 • $25.50 • pb

by Elena Ferrante
Europa Editions • On Sale: Feb 11/22
9781609457693 • $23.95 • pb

WINNER OF THE 2021 BOOKER PRIZE
A NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS' CHOICE

NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE directed by
Maggie Gyllenhaal and starring Olivia Colman,
Dakota Johnson, Paul Mescal, and Peter
Sarsgaard

On her deathbed, Rachel Swart makes a promise
to Salome, the family's Black maid. This promise
will divide the family-especially her children: Anton,
the golden boy; Astrid, whose beauty is her power;
and the youngest, Amor, whose life is shaped by
feelings of guilt.

LEAD

Reunited by four funerals over thirty years, the
dwindling Swart family remains haunted by the
unmet promise, just as their country is haunted (...)

Another penetrating Neapolitan story from
New York Times best-selling author of My
Brilliant Friend and The Lying Life of Adults
Leda, a middle-aged divorcee, is alone for the first
time in years after her two adult daughters leave
home to live with their father in Toronto. Enjoying
an unexpected sense of liberty, she heads to the
Ionian coast (...)

Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay

The Story of the Lost Child

by Elena Ferrante
Europa Editions • On Sale: Sep 12/14
9781609452339 • $26.95 • pb
Neapolitan Novels

by Elena Ferrante
Europa Editions • On Sale: Sep 11/15
9781609452865 • $26.95 • pb
Neapolitan Novels

Part of the bestselling saga about childhood
friends following different paths by one of the
great novelists of our time" ( The New York
Times ).

The stunning conclusion" to the bestselling
saga of the fierce lifelong bond between two
women, from a gritty Naples childhood through
old age ( Publishers Weekly, starred review).

In the third book in the New York Times bestselling Neapolitan quartet that inspired the
HBO series My Brilliant Friend, Elena and Lila
have grown into womanhood. Lila married at
sixteen and has a young son; she has left her
husband and the comforts her marriage brought
and now works as a common laborer. Elena has
(...)

The Story of the Lost Child concludes the dazzling
saga of two women, the brilliant, bookish Elena
and the fiery, uncontainable Lila, who first met
amid the shambles of postwar Italy. In this book,
life's great discoveries have been made; its
vagaries and losses have been suffered. Through
it all, the women's friendship (...)

The Story of a New Name

My Brilliant Friend

by Elena Ferrante
Europa Editions • On Sale: Sep 13/13
9781609451349 • $26.95 • pb
Neapolitan Novels

by Elena Ferrante
Europa Editions • On Sale: Oct 5/12
9781609450786 • $25.50 • pb
Fiction / Coming of Age
Neapolitan Novels

A novel in the bestselling quartet about two
very different women and their complex
friendship: Everyone should read anything with
Ferrante's name on it" ( The Boston Globe ).
The follow-up to My Brilliant Friend, The Story of a
New Name continues the epic New York Times bestselling literary quartet that has inspired an
HBO series, and returns us to the world of Lila and
Elena, who grew up together in post-WWII Naples,
Italy.
In The Story of a New (...)
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Now an HBO series: the first volume in the
New York Times -bestselling enduring
masterpiece" about a lifelong friendship
between two women from Naples ( The
Atlantic ).
Beginning in the 1950s in a poor but vibrant
neighborhood on the outskirts of Naples, Elena
Ferrante's four-volume story spans almost sixty
years, as its main characters, the fiery and
unforgettable Lila and the bookish narrator, Elena,
become women, wives, mothers, and leaders, all
the while maintaining a complex and at times
conflicted (...)
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The Committed

The Bear Woman

by Viet Thanh Nguyen and Viet Thanh Nguyen
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Mar 18/22
9780802157072 • $25.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary

by Karolina Ramqvist
Coach House Books • On Sale: Feb 8/22
9781552454312 • $21.95 • pb

The sequel to The Sympathizer, which won the
2016 Pulitzer Prize in Fiction and went on to
sell over a million copies worldwide, The
Committed tells the story of the man of two
minds" as he comes as a refugee to France
and turns his hand to capitalismThe longawaited follow-up to the Pulitzer Prize-winning The
Sympathizer, which has sold more than one million
copies worldwide, The Committed follows the man
of two minds as he arrives in (...)

Blending autofiction and the essay, The Bear
Woman takes us on a journey of feminism and
literary detective work that spans centuries and
continents. In the 1540s, a young French
noblewoman, Marguerite de la Rocque, was
abandoned by her guardian on an island in the
Gulf of Saint Lawrence with her maidservant (...)

Give Unto Others

Transient Desires

by Donna Leon
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Mar 25/22
9780802159403 • $37.95 • cl
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Police Procedural

by Donna Leon
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Mar 25/22
9780802158185 • $23.95 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Hard-Boiled
The Commissario Guido Brunetti Mysteries

Brunetti is forced to confront the price of
loyalty, to his past and in his work, as a
seemingly innocent request leads him into
troubling waters

In the landmark thirtieth installment of the
bestselling series the New Yorker has called an
unusually potent cocktail of atmosphere and
event," Guido Brunetti is forced to confront an
unimaginable crime

What role can or should loyalty play in the life of a
police inspector? It's a question Commissario
Guido Brunetti must face and ultimately answer in
Give unto Others, Donna Leon's splendid 31st
installment of her acclaimed Venetian crime series.

Brunetti is approached for a favor by Elisabetta
Foscarini, a woman he knows casually (...)
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A writer's obsession with the story of
Marguerite de la Rocque leads her to question
how women's stories have been told, and how
she will tell her own.

In his many years as a commissario, Guido
Brunetti has seen all manner of crime and known
intuitively how to navigate the various pathways in
his native city, Venice, to discover the person
responsible. Now, in Transient Desires, the thirtieth
novel in Donna Leon's masterful series, he faces a
(...)

Manifesto

IntersectionAllies

by Bernardine Evaristo
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Jan 28/22
9780802158901 • $37.95 • cl
Biography / Personal Memoirs

by Chelsea Johnson
Dottir Press • On Sale: Feb 11/22
9781948340571 • $20.50 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship

From the bestselling and Booker Prize-winning
author of Girl, Woman, Other, Bernardine
Evaristo's memoir of her own life and writing,
and her manifesto on unstoppability, creativity,
and activism

ONE OF HUFFPOST'S RECOMMENDED ANTIRACIST BOOKS FOR KIDS AND TEENS"

Bernardine Evaristo's 2019 Booker Prize win was
a historic and revolutionary occasion, with Evaristo
being the first Black woman and first Black British
person ever to win the prize in its fifty-year history.
Girl, Woman, Other was named a favorite book of
the year by President Obama and Roxane Gay (...)

The brainchild of three women-of-color
sociologists, IntersectionAllies is a smooth, gleeful
entry into intersectional feminism for kids.Featuring
gorgeous illustrations on every page and powerful
introductions by activist and law professorDr.
Kimberle Crenshaw, who coined the
term'intersectionality,' andDr. Ange-Marie Hancock
Alfaro, author of Intersectionality: An Intellectual
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***FEATURED ON KEYS SOULCARE AS "5
STUNNING VISUAL BOOKS FOR ALL AGES"
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Reptile Memoirs

Mrs Death Misses Death

by Silje Ulstein
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Mar 25/22
9780802158864 • $36.50 • cl
Fiction / Thrillers / Psychological

by Salena Godden
Canongate Books • On Sale: Feb 1/22
9781838851194 • $33.95 • cl
Fiction / Literary

A bestselling Norwegian debut already sold in
thirteen territories, Reptile Memoirs is a brilliantly
twisty and unusual literary thriller for fans of Gillian
Flynn, Jo Nesbo, Kate Atkinson, and Tana French,
asking the question: Can you ever really shed
your skin?

Mrs Death tells her intoxicating story in this
life-affirming fire-starter of a novel

LEAD

Liv has a lot of secrets. For her, home is the
picturesque town of Alesund, perched on a fjord in
western Norway. One night, in the early-morning
embers of a great party in the basement apartment
she shares (...)

LEAD

SHORTLISTED FOR THE GORDON BURN
PRIZE
Mrs Death tells her intoxicating story in this
life-affirming fire-starter of a novel
Mrs Death has had enough. She is exhausted from
spending eternity doing her job and now she seeks
someone to unburden her conscience to. Wolf
Willeford, a troubled young writer, is well
acquainted with death, but until now hadn't met

The Love of My Life

Fables and Spells

by Rosie Walsh
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Mar 1/22
9781509828364 • $24.99 • pb
Fiction / Contemporary Women

by adrienne maree Brown
AK Press • On Sale: May 27/22
9781849354509 • $23.95 • pb
Fiction / Science Fiction / General
Emergent Strategy Series

From the Canadian and New York Times
bestselling author of Ghosted comes a novel
about what happens when you discover the
person you trust most in the world isn't who
they say they are...

Fables and Spells, a gathering of adrienne maree
brown's short stories and poems, is a vibrant
selection of visionary works, both previously
published and brand new. Included here is her
most beloved story, The River," as well as the two
sequel tales of her Water Trio. The remaining
fourteen tales and nineteen poems explore
moments of beauty, conflict, and transformation
that weave deep, radical lessons into the folds of
the fantastical. Reparations to the descendants of
enslaved Africans lead to (...)

You think you know the person you promised to
spend the rest of your life with - but what if they've
lied about everything?
Emma loves her husband Leo and their young
daughter Ruby. Of course she does. But she's not
been honest with either of them (...)

Milk Blood Heat

City of Vengeance (Cesare Aldo #1)

by Dantiel W. Moniz
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Feb 18/22
9780802159441 • $23.95 • pb
Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)

by D. V. Bishop
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Feb 22/22
9781529038798 • $19.99 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Historical
Cesare Aldo

A gorgeous debut" (Lauren Groff) from Dantiel W.
Moniz, one of the most exciting discoveries in
today's literary landscape, Milk Blood Heat depicts
the sultry lives of Floridians in intergenerational
tales that contemplate human connection, race,
womanhood, inheritance, and the elemental
darkness in us all.

An explosive historical thriller set against the
backdrop of the Medici dynasty in Renaissance
Florence.

A livewire debut from Dantiel W. Moniz, one of the
most exciting discoveries in today's literary
landscape, Milk Blood Heat depicts the sultry lives
of Floridians in intergenerational tales that
contemplate human connection, race, womanhood
(...)
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Florence. Winter, 1536. A prominent Jewish
moneylender is murdered in his home, a death
with wide implications in a city powered by
immense wealth.
Cesare Aldo, a former soldier and now an officer of
the Renaissance city's most-feared criminal court,
is given four days to solve the murder: catch the
killer before the feast of Epiphany - or suffer the
consequences.
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Asian Rainforest Wildlife - 1000 Piece
Jigsaw Puzzle

A Geishas and the Floating World - 1000
Piece Jigsaw Puzzle

illustrated by Hue Huynh, edited by Tuttle
Publishing
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Apr 5/22
9780804855082 • $22.95 • ZE - Game
Non Classified

illustrated by Toyohara Kunichika, edited by Tuttle
Publishing
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 1/22
9780804854290 • $19.95 • ZE - Game
Non Classified

1000 pieces
- Quality design & easy to handle pieces
- Finished puzzle 29 x 20 inches
- Features a colorful jungle scene filled with
diverse Indonesian wildlife
PZ (...)

1000 pieces
- Quality design & easy to handle pieces
- Finished puzzle 24 x 18 inches
- Features a woodblock print by well-known artist
Toyohara Kunichika (1835-1900), dating from 1864
- This lovely scene shows four beautiful
courtesans dressed in expensive costumes in the
Yoshiwara entertainment district of Old Tokyo (...)

Japan's Most Famous Shinto Shrine 1000 Piece Jigsaw Puzzle

Japan's Samurai Warrior Festival - 1000
Piece Jigsaw Puzzle

edited by Tuttle Publishing
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 8/22
9780804854672 • $19.95 • ZE - Game
Non Classified

edited by Tuttle Publishing
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 8/22
9780804854689 • $19.95 • ZE - Game
Non Classified

1000 pieces
- Quality design & easy to handle pieces
- Finished puzzle 24 x 18 inches
- Features a mesmerizing photo from Japan's
Fushimi Inari shrine
- Fushimi Inari is a UNESCO World Heritage Site
and the best-known Shinto shrine in Japan
- It is famous for the 10,000 vermilion Torii gates
which form a 4-km (2.5-mile) pathway leading up
and around the mountain (...)

1000 pieces
- Quality design & easy to handle pieces
- Finished puzzle 24 x 18 inches
- Features a beautiful, full-color photograph of
Japan's Nebuta Festival in Aomori
- The festival features huge floats in the shape of
Samurai warriors made of wood or bamboo,
covered in papier mache, and lit from within by
hundreds of lights (...)

Japanese Woodblock Prints, 16 Note
Cards

Blue & White 40 Thank You Cards with
Envelopes

edited by Tuttle Publishing
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 15/22
9780804854788 • $19.95 • KT - Paperback and Kit
Non Classified

edited by Tuttle Publishing
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 15/22
9780804854863 • $19.95 • KT - Paperback and Kit
Non Classified

These beautiful note cards feature 16
traditional Japanese woodblock prints.

These cheerful thank cards feature 8 fun and
classic blue & white designs.

Blank inside, these cards will convey a heartfelt
message for any occasion.

Blank inside, and with thank you" on the front,
these cards will convey a heartfelt message of
gratitude.

This note card set includes:
- 16 folded blank note cards-3.75 x 4.5 inches (9.5
x 11.5 cm)
- 17 sealable envelopes (meet US Postal
requirements for mailing with a standard stamp)
- 16 unique designs (...)
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This note card set includes:
- 40 folded thank you note cards-4.5 x 3 inch (114
x 76 mm)
- 8 unique designs
- 41 sealable white envelopes (meet US Postal
requirements for mailing with a standard stamp (...)
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Succulents, 16 Note Cards
edited by Tuttle Publishing
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 15/22
9780804853743 • $19.95 • KT - Paperback and Kit
Non Classified

These beautiful note cards feature 16 artistic
renderings of stunning succulents.

Read Island: Happy Birthday! Fishing 12
pack cards
by Nicole Magistro, illustrated by Alice Feagan
Read Island, LLC • On Sale: Nov 15/21
850029584032 • $63.95 • notecards
Non Classified

Know a child who loves to fish? This is the perfect
birthday card to celebrate rod and reel, catch and
release, worms and of course, time in nature. A
colorful paper-cut collage wraps around both sides
and features a child catching a fish, a river winding
through the mountains, aspen and pine trees, and
boaters enjoying time on the water. Comes in a set
of 12 with individual barcodes. Size A2, 3.5" x 5"
folded. Printed on 14pt card stock (...)

Blank inside, these cards will convey a heartfelt
message for any occasion.
This note card set includes:
- 16 folded blank note cards - 3.75 x 4.5 inches
(9.5 x 11.5 cm)
- 17 sealable envelopes (meet US Postal
requirements for mailing with a standard stamp)
- 16 unique designs (...)

Read Island: You Are The Best! 12 pack
cards

Read Island: Just for You Ten 12 pack
cards

by Nicole Magistro, illustrated by Alice Feagan
Read Island, LLC • On Sale: Nov 15/21
850029584094 • $63.95 • notecards
Non Classified

by Nicole Magistro, illustrated by Alice Feagan
Read Island, LLC • On Sale: Nov 15/21
850029584117 • $63.95 • notecards
Non Classified

Studious fox stays grounded with a book, while a
child bundled for winter sips cocoa in a tree. Isn't
imagination wonderful? This paper-cut collage
wraps around both sides of the card in celebration
of cozy winter outings, warm drinks, good books
and praise for a friend. Just don't forget your
snowshoes! Comes in a set of 12 with individual
barcodes. Size A2, 3.5" x 5" folded. Printed on
14pt card stock, 80% recycled. Blank inside. Self
sealing kraft envelope, 100% recycled. Art (...)

Help kids express their gratitude and warmth
toward others with this peaceful greeting card. This
paper-cut collage, wraparound design celebrates
contentment and mindfulness, complete with the
gorgeously illustrated sunset and serene campsite
landscape. Comes in a set of 12 with individual
barcodes. Size A2, 3.5" x 5" folded. Printed on
14pt card stock, 80% recycled. Blank inside. Self
sealing kraft envelope, 100% recycled. Art by Alice
Feagan. Made in Colorado, USA (...)

Read Island: Mountain of Books
Horizontal 12 pack cards

Read Island: Set Sail 12 pack cards
by Nicole Magistro, illustrated by Alice Feagan
Read Island, LLC • On Sale: Nov 15/21
850029584568 • $63.95 • notecards
Non Classified

by Nicole Magistro, illustrated by Alice Feagan
Read Island, LLC • On Sale: Nov 15/21
850029584155 • $63.95 • notecards
Non Classified

Imagine a mountain made of books! This paper-cut
collage features readers, athletes, adventurous
kids, bookish forest creatures and a four-season
mountain landscape. An energetic and ideal
stationery to have on hand for any
occasion. Comes in a set of 12 with individual
barcodes. Size A2, 3.5" x 5" folded. Printed on
14pt card stock, 80% recycled. Blank inside. Self
sealing kraft envelope, 100% recycled. Art by Alice
Feagan. Made in Colorado, USA (...)
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Ahoy! Set sail on an adventure with our signature
card. Full color collage art by Alice Feagan
features a sunrise excursion in a tiny boat across
the mighty sea. The bold colors of nature create a
card perfect for anyone ready for an adventure!
Comes in a set of 12 with individual barcodes. Size
A2, 3.5" x 5" folded. Printed on 14pt card stock,
80% recycled. Blank inside. Self sealing kraft
envelope, 100% recycled. Art by Alice Feagan.
Made in (...)
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Read Island: Here's to S'more Years! 12
pack cards

Read Island: Have an Epic Birthday! 12
pack cards

by Nicole Magistro, illustrated by Alice Feagan
Read Island, LLC • On Sale: Nov 15/21
850029584612 • $63.95 • notecards
Non Classified

by Nicole Magistro, illustrated by Alice Feagan
Read Island, LLC • On Sale: Nov 15/21
850029584018 • $63.95 • notecards
Non Classified

A moose who loves to cook by fire? This is the
perfect birthday card to celebrate camping, reading
and summer time fun. A colorful paper-cut collage
wraps around both sides and features a moose
with a book rack, campfire, s'mores and rocky
coast line. Comes in a set of 12 with individual
barcodes. Size A2, 3.5" x 5" folded. Printed on
14pt card stock, 80% recycled. Blank inside. Self
sealing kraft envelope, 100% recycled. Art by Alice
Feagan. Made in Colorado (...)

Little rippers love adventure, so why not ski toward
the next birthday? This is the perfect birthday card
to celebrate snow sports, snow and winter time
fun. A colorful paper-cut collage wraps around both
sides and features a child on skis with poles, plus
snowshoes, pine trees, an owl and bighorn sheep.
Comes in a set of 12 with individual barcodes. Size
A2, 3.5" x 5" folded. Printed on 14pt card stock,
80% recycled. Blank inside. Self sealing kraft (...)

Read Island: Let's Celebrate! 12 pack
cards

Read Island: Thanks, Friend 12 pack
cards

by Nicole Magistro, illustrated by Alice Feagan
Read Island, LLC • On Sale: Nov 15/21
850029584636 • $63.95 • notecards
Non Classified

by Nicole Magistro, illustrated by Alice Feagan
Read Island, LLC • On Sale: Nov 15/21
850029584643 • $63.95 • notecards
Non Classified

A dancing girl and her animal friends celebrate the
joys of reading on the beach near the edge of a
forest on Read Island! This is the perfect card to
personalize for friends young and old. A colorful
paper-cut collage wraps around both sides and
features a moose, fox, grizzly, cougar, elk, eagle,
mouse and spirit bear. Comes in a set of 12 with
individual barcodes. Size A2, 3.5" x 5" folded.
Printed on 14pt card stock, 80% recycled (...)

How do a whale and a cougar keep balanced in a
canoe? With friendship and a lot of books! This is a
beautiful card to share your gratitude and humor
with a friend. A colorful paper-cut collage wraps
around both sides and features a reading
humpback, a sweet cat, nosy raven and fluttering
butterflies. Comes in a set of 12 with individual
barcodes. Size A2, 3.5" x 5" folded. Printed on
14pt card stock, 80% recycled. Blank inside. Self
sealing kraft envelope, 100% recycled (...)

Read Island: Snow Much Fun! 12 pack
cards

Read Island: Fox Sticker
by Nicole Magistro, illustrated by Alice Feagan
Read Island, LLC • On Sale: Nov 15/21
850029584506 • $77.95 • stickers
Juvenile Fiction / Activity Books

by Nicole Magistro, illustrated by Alice Feagan
Read Island, LLC • On Sale: Nov 15/21
850029584704 • $63.95 • notecards
Non Classified

Celebrate winter with this paper-cut collage,
wraparound design featuring a gang of bookish
elk. The perfect card for celebrating the winter
solstice and snow! Comes in a set of 12 with
individual barcodes. Size A2, 3.5" x 5" folded.
Printed on 14pt card stock, 80% recycled. Blank
inside. Self sealing kraft envelope, 100% recycled.
Art by Alice Feagan. Made in Colorado, USA (...)
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Readers are leaders! Just ask fox, a studious and
adventurous character from the picture book, Read
Island. This sticker is great for water bottles,
computers, and other everyday items. Mattelaminated, white, die cut, polypropylene material
peels easily from its white backer. With hang tag
for easy display in stores. Comes in a set of 20
individual stickers of the same design. Art by Alice
Feagan (...)
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Read Island: Whale Sticker

Read Island: Spirit Bear Sticker

by Nicole Magistro, illustrated by Alice Feagan
Read Island, LLC • On Sale: Nov 15/21
850029584513 • $77.95 • stickers
Juvenile Fiction / Activity Books

by Nicole Magistro, illustrated by Alice Feagan
Read Island, LLC • On Sale: Nov 15/21
850029584520 • $77.95 • stickers
Juvenile Fiction / Activity Books

Make a splash with humpback whale, a bookish
and adventurous character from the picture book,
Read Island. This sticker is great for water bottles,
computers, and other everyday items. Mattelaminated, white, die cut, polypropylene material
peels easily from its white backer. With hang tag
for easy display in stores. Comes in a set of 20
individual stickers of the same design. Art by Alice
Feagan (...)

Bring your inner world out with spirit bear, a
mindful and adventurous character from the picture
book, Read Island. This sticker is great for water
bottles, computers, and other everyday items.
Matte-laminated, white, die cut, polypropylene
material peels easily from its white backer. With
hang tag for easy display in stores. Comes in a set
of 20 individual stickers of the same design. Art by
Alice Feagan (...)

Read Island: Moose Sticker

Origami Orchids Kit

by Nicole Magistro, illustrated by Alice Feagan
Read Island, LLC • On Sale: Nov 15/21
850029584537 • $77.95 • stickers
Juvenile Fiction / Activity Books

by Dennis Whigham
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 8/22
9780804854931 • $24.95 • KT - Paperback and Kit
Crafts & Hobbies / Origami

Read outside with moose, a camp-loving character
from the picture book, Read Island. This sticker is
great for water bottles, computers, and other
everyday items. Matte-laminated, white, die cut,
polypropylene material peels easily from its white
backer. With hang tag for easy display in stores.
Comes in a set of 20 individual stickers of the
same design. Art by Alice Feagan (...)

Create beautiful paper models of 20 orchid
species!
Display rare and exotic orchids with these realistic
paper replicas that you simply pop-out and glue
together-no scissors required! These paper
sculptures were produced under the direction of
senior botanists at the North American Orchid
Conservation Center at the Smithsonian.
This kit features:
- A full-color book presenting fascinating
information about the orchid varieties
- Precut pieces for 20 beautiful 3D paper orchids

Origami Cherry Blossoms Paper Pack
Book

The Complete Book of Origami Polyhedra
by Tomoko Fuse
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Jan 4/22
9784805315941 • $21.95 • PB - Paperback
Crafts & Hobbies / Origami

edited by Tuttle Publishing
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 22/22
9780804854276 • $16.95 • PB - Paperback
Crafts & Hobbies / Origami

Learn to fold incredible geometric origami
models from The Queen of Modular Origami!"

New functional format, same high-quality
paper!
This origami paper pack from Tuttle Publishing has
256 sheets of richly saturated, double-sided
origami paper. Held into place with an easy tearout design, you won't have to worry about loose
papers in your pack falling out or getting creased
and crinkled.
Origami Cherry Blossoms Paper Pack Book
includes:
- 256 6-inch folding papers
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In this book, Tomoko Fuse-Japan's most famous
living origami artist-shows you how to create
amazing polyhedral models using the techniques
of modular origami (where many paper sheets are
folded then locked together without glue or tape).
Make 64 intriguing modular models, including:
- Stackable Modules-The perfect starting point
for novices, these simple constructions result in
stunning three-dimensional forms
- 3-D Stars-Dazzling decorative starbursts (...)
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Introduction to Bonsai

Macrame Made Easy

by Bonsai Sekai Magazine, illustrated by Kyosuke
Gun
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Jan 4/22
9784805315446 • $24.95 • PB - Paperback
Gardening / Japanese Gardens

by Harumi Kageyama
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Apr 5/22
9780804854726 • $22.95 • PB - Paperback
Crafts & Hobbies / Knots, Macrame & Rope Work

From knotting a simple spiral bracelet to
creating a boho wall hanging-macrame has
never been easier or more stylish.

Go beneath the soil with this hand-drawn
guide!
This book is sure to become your go-to reference
for all things bonsai. Beautifully illustrated with
details and views a camera simply can't show,
Introduction to Bonsai offers a unique and
insightful look at these mini ecosystems.
This complete guide contains all the
information you need to create and maintain
your own bonsai:
- Handy monthly bonsai maintenance schedules

In this book, Japanese macrame and handicraft
guru Harumi Kageyama presents illustrated stepby-step lessons that introduce you to 28 different
knots and 23 innovative projects, including
ornamental, wearable, and useful items such as:
- Reusable shopping bags that look chic and cut
down on waste
- Knotted handbags and pouches that add a boho
touch to any outfit
- An ornamental (...)

Scandinavian-Style Christmas Knits

Plain Weave

by Thea Rytter
Trafalgar Square Books • On Sale: Aug 5/22
9781646011438 • $27.95 • pb
Crafts & Hobbies / Seasonal

by Tina Ignell
Trafalgar Square Books • On Sale: Jun 3/22
9781646011360 • $48.95 • cl
Crafts & Hobbies / Weaving

Gorgeous, charming accessories and
decorations for the tree, the windowsill,
wreaths, holiday place settings, and more.Bring
warmth, coziness, and handmade care to your
home for the holiday season, with designs inspired
by Scandinavian tradition and the natural world,
worked in beautifully coordinated colors intended
to suit any decor. From straightforward, classic
stars and hearts for the beginner to more complex
projects for the veteran-including a wintertime
forest floor studded with mushrooms and acornsevery knitter's needles will be bursting (...)

The latest from Tina Ignell: a comprehensive
study of 2-shaft stripes, plaids, color effects,
and so much more.Renowned weaving expert
Tina Ignell ( Favorite Scandinavian Projects to
Weave, Favorite Rag Rugs, Simple Weaves ) turns
her attention to the deceptively simple and
endlessly adaptable category of plain weaves, in
this exhaustive overview of techniques, sample
projects, and inspirational possibilities. Combine a
wide variety of materials, setts, beats, and other
effects with just two shafts-though sometimes four
is preferred for the (...)

Small Loom Weaving

Modern Japanese Crochet

by Ichi.co
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 29/22
9780804854658 • $22.95 • CL - Hardback
Crafts & Hobbies / Weaving

by Nihon Vogue
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: May 24/22
9780804854733 • $22.95 • PB - Paperback
Crafts & Hobbies / Needlework / Crocheting

Small Loom Weaving is a friendly introduction
to the joys of making your own handwoven
goods.

15 amazing stitches, 10 simple lessons, and 25
glorious projects.

Illustrated lessons introduce you to the
fundamentals of the loom, materials, tools, color
changes, introducing texture, finishing, and more.
This useful guide also shows you how to make
chic, boho items ranging from coasters and
placemats to scarves and small wall hangings.

Modern Japanese Crochet casts the classic
stitches you think you know in a totally new light,
showing them in ways that add striking textures
and contrasts to handcrafted pieces. For the
experienced needlework enthusiast, this book is a
revelation-the perfect introduction to the unique
Japanese style of crocheting and charted patterns.

In this book, textile designer and expert weaver
Ichi.co proves that creating beautiful textures and
patterns on a loom is easier than (...)

Clear instructions, schematics, and charts walk
you through exciting Japanese-style projects
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Creative Mending

Vivian Hoxbro's Knitting Handbook

by Hikaru Noguchi
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 8/22
9780804854740 • $22.95 • CL - Hardback

by Vivian Hoxbro
Trafalgar Square Books • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781646011353 • $44.95 • cl
Crafts & Hobbies / Needlework / Knitting

Mend, rethink, transform, recreate!
Mending your favorite fabric items-from jeans to
sweaters to sofa covers-becomes a true art form in
Creative Mending . In this book, mending guru
Hikaru Noguchi shows you her entire range of
valuable techniques-from embroidery and patching
to darning and felting-that are just challenging
enough for experienced menders.
Noguchi's basic rules of mending are that the
repair should suit the fabric and its user, and that
there are lots of creative ways to (...)

Eight techniques, sixteen patterns-infinite
combinations, and endless inspiration!Vivian
Hoxbro, the knitting expert behind Traditional
Danish Sweaters, is back with a brand-new
collection of basic pattern figures-but don't let their
simplicity fool you! Stripes, squares, triangles,
angles, stairs, chevrons, circles, and shells are
some of Hoxbro's favorite foundational design
elements, undeniably classic and endlessly
flexible; these elementary shapes, reimagined and
dynamically combined, form sixteen delightful
projects, for knitting that's fun, playful, and
undeniably clever.

Norwegian Sweaters and Jackets

A Year of Sewing with Nani Iro

by Kari Hestnes
Trafalgar Square Books • On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781646011421 • $41.95 • cl
Crafts & Hobbies / Needlework / Knitting

by Naomi Ito
Zakka Workshop • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781940552699 • $37.95 • pb
Crafts & Hobbies / Sewing
Japanese Dressmakers

The best of Kari Hestnes's decades-long career
in a single collection.Kari Hestnes has been a
knit designer for almost 40 years-and she's a
perennial fan favorite for her focus on gorgeous
details and stunning embellishment, her flattering
garment shaping, and her playful, vivid use of
color. Now, she's revisited those four decades of
challenging and endlessly rewarding work in order
to bring together the best of the best, in one
extraordinary collection: classic cabling, dynamic
textures, and brilliant (...)

Learn to sew garments that you'll love and
want to wear all throughout the year!

Crochet Cute Dolls with Mix-and-Match
Outfits

Draw Amazing Manga Characters

Craft a timeless and versatile wardrobe for
everyday with Nani Iro, the Japanese fabric brand
by artist and textile designer Naomi Ito. In this
follow-up to The Nani Iro Sewing Studio, Naomi
and her talented atelier present a collection of 18
artful garments that can be enjoyed all year roundsimply change the fabric selection or design
elements like sleeve length to customize pieces
(...)

by Akari
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Apr 26/22
9784805316771 • $22.95 • PB - Paperback
Art / Techniques / Cartooning

by Miya
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 22/22
9780804854511 • $19.95 • CL - Hardback
Crafts & Hobbies / Needlework / Crocheting

Set your manga characters in motion!
Crocheted sisters Amelie and Mako and are
ready for anything-a day at the beach, a
birthday bash, a visit to the library-and their
outfits are, too!
In this book, popular Japanese amigurumi
designer Miya takes you step-by-step through the
dollmaking process, showing you how to create
two charming doll companions, their teddy bear pal
Marron, and 63 miniature wardrobe additionsranging from warm winter coats to delicate ballet
slippers.
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Draw Amazing Manga Characters combines the
strengths, talents, and perspectives of five different
manga artists over 81 lessons that increase in
detail and complexity. Key building blocks allow
you to progress as you move through the book and
Take a Closer Look" sidebars offer tips so
developing artists can avoid frustrating obstacles
and roadblocks.
This essential handbook shows you how to:
- Draw action characters from every possible
angle, perspective, and viewpoint
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Drawn to Birds

Sketch Your World

by Jenny deFouw Geuder
Adventure Publications • On Sale: May 20/22
9781647552251 • $40.95 • cl
Nature / Animals / Birds

by Kimiko Sekimoto
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: May 31/22
9784805316849 • $19.95 • CL - Hardback
Art / Techniques / Drawing

This coffee-table book pairs the author's
naturalist knowledge with her watercolor
paintings to create a one-of-a-kind product for
birders and nature lovers (...)

An inspiring, interactive guide for drawing
people, places, food, and things you come
across in your travels.
This book offers aspiring urban sketchers a series
of 40 step-by-step lessons showing you how to
draw everything from the meal you ordered at a
cafe to a map of highlights from your latest road
trip. You'll get all the tips and advice you need for
drawing what you see during your day and while
out and about.
Learn to sketch (...)

Tabemasho! Let's Eat!

Exploring the World of Japanese Craft
Sake

by Gil Asakawa
Stone Bridge Press • On Sale: Sep 9/22
9781611720686 • $26.50 • pb
Cooking / Japanese

by Nancy Matsumoto and Michael Tremblay
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 8/22
9784805316511 • $24.95 • PB - Paperback
Cooking / Beverages / Wine & Spirits

Tabemasho! Let's Eat! is a tasty look at how
Japanese food has evolved in America from an
exotic and mysterious - even gross" - cuisine to the
peak of culinary popularity, with sushi sold in
supermarkets across the country and ramen
available in hipster restaurants everywhere. The
author was born in Japan and raised in the U.S.
and has eaten his way through this amazing food
revolution (...)

This stunning guide invites you into the story
of sake-an ancient beverage finding its way in a
modern world.
LEAD

Whether you're a sake novice or an experienced
connoisseur, Exploring the World of Japanese
Craft Sake offers fascinating insights, practical tips,
and rich stories about this popular beverage.
Authors and experts Nancy Matsumoto and
Michael Tremblay personally undertook the
challenge of visiting 33 artisanal sake breweries in

Hosting with the Lazy Makoti

Two Dollar Radio Guide to Vegan
Cooking: Volume 2, the Saga Continues

by Mogau Seshoene
Icon Books • On Sale: Apr 7/22
9781928363156 • $35.95 • pb
Cooking / African

by Speed Dog
Two Dollar Radio • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9781953387226 • $23.50 • pb
Cooking / Vegan

A brand-new collection of recipes from South
Africa's bestselling chef and social media
sensation
Mogau Seshoene aka the Lazy Makoti is the
South African Nadiya Hussain, with a huge
social media following across Africa - she has
600k+ followers and her YouTube videos have
had over 100k views.

Two Dollar Radio Guide to Vegan Cooking:
Volume 2, the Saga Continues is two things at
once: a practical guide to vegan cheffing, and a
playful epic of the stories behind the recipes.

Toy Story 2 proved to skeptics that sequels can
best the original, and with this second volume of
their legendary cookbook saga, executive vegan
chefs Jean-Claude van Randy and Speed Dog
out-chef their celebrated younger selves (if that's

Here she presents a brand-new cookbook full of
delicious and easy-to-follow recipes from the
African continent. Mogau shows readers how to
host any occasion with stylish and tasty food (...)
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A Beginner's Guide to the Zen Tea
Ceremony

The Ultimate Japanese Noodles
Cookbook

by Randy Channell Soei
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 15/22
9784805316399 • $19.95 • CL - Hardback - With
dust jacket
History / Asia / Japan

by Masahiro Kasahara
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Apr 12/22
9784805316818 • $19.95 • CL - Hardback
Cooking / Japanese

This book masterfully captures the essence of
the Japanese tea ceremony-its role in
decluttering the mind and focusing on the
present-while also introducing the objects and
rituals that make it unique.
Author Randall Channell Soei-the highest-ranked
non-Japanese within the Urasenke tea ceremony
tradition-has been teaching the ancient method of
preparing, serving and drinking tea to Japanese
and foreigners for over 20 years from his studio in
Kyoto, Japan. In this book, he explains the (...)

Elevate your ramen and introduce new noodles
into your repertoire!
The Ultimate Japanese Noodles Cookbook is your
introduction to the world of Japanese noodles and
pasta. Chef and restaurateur Masahiro Kasahara
presents all his personal favorites in this book-from
quick and delicious ramen to hot pots for a dinner
party, and classic udon recipes to summery
somen.
These recipes offer a simple way to recreate your
go-to noodle dishes at home and discover new

satisFRY

Japanese Superfoods

by Mona Dolgov
On Sale: May 27/22
9781736675618 • $27.95 • pb
Cooking / Health & Healing / General

by Yumi Komatsudaira
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: May 10/22
9784805316429 • $29.95 • CL - Hardback
Cooking / Japanese

Unlock the secrets to healthy recipes that taste
unbelievably decadent with air frying expert
Mona Dolgov's new satis-FRY, the complete
guide to air frying perfection.

Discover the secrets of Japanese superfoods
and learn how you can incorporate them in
your daily meals!

Do you still have your air fryer in your closet, afraid
to unpack the box? Does you new oven have an
air fryer setting and you don't know where to start?
satis-FRY gives you the cooking confidence and
the WOW to make amazing meals, snacks, sides,
and even air-baked desserts healthy-delicious (...)

Yumi Komatsudaira grew up in her family's
seaweed shop, snacking on the green treats on
which her family built their health-based culinary
business. Now she shares the secrets of healthy
eating that have guided the Japanese for ages.
Superfoods are the life-giving ingredients that our
bodies need for balance, wellness, healing, and
longevity. Cholesterol-reducing, anti-aging, antiinflammatory, anti-cancer (...)

Cooking with Japanese Pickles

The Complete Mediterranean Cookbook

by Takako Yokoyama
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 22/22
9784805316634 • $22.95 • CL - Hardback - With
dust jacket
Cooking / Methods / Canning & Preserving

by Tess Mallos
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Apr 12/22
9780804855594 • $12.95 • PB - Paperback
Cooking / Regional & Ethnic / Mediterranean

The Complete Mediterranean Cookbook is an
inspired look at the exciting yet straightforward
way of cooking that is common to the
Mediterranean region.

Enjoy healthy and delicious Japanese pickles
with the help of a leading Japanese food
expert!
Homemade Japanese pickles are incredibly tasty
and easy to make, and have numerous gut health
and digestion benefits. This amazing book shows
you how to make your own Japanese-style pickles
at home using fresh vegetables from your garden
or local farmers' market-and how to incorporate
them into delicious Japanese homestyle meals.

Especially appealing in this hectic world,
Mediterranean food relies on ingredients and ideas
rather than fancy techniques or fussy garnishes,
making it a simple and relaxing way to cook. With
an emphasis on classic foolproof concepts that are
open to experimentation, The Complete
Mediterranean Cookbook provides a rich palate of
recipes that even the novice cook will (...)

Author Takako Yokoyama provides 76 pickling
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The Way of Tea

Melons and other Cucurbits

by Aaron Fisher
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Apr 5/22
9780804854368 • $19.95 • PB - Paperback
Self-Help / Personal Growth / Happiness

by Richard Brown
Marion Boyars Publishers • On Sale: May 22/22
9781909248731 • $34.95 • pb
Gardening / Fruit
The English Kitchen

Clarity. Health. Peace of mind. These are the
goals of The Way of Tea.

Gardening in the lockdowns of 2020 and 2021
grew exponentially as a hobby, particularly
amongst those who have a good plot of land.
Richard Brown is a horticultural teacher in a
college, up in the North of England, in Yorkshire.
The fact that he has been successfully growing
melons for several years is a credit to his powers
as a gardener. Melons, squash, pumpkins and
cucumbers are members of the same botanical
family, and you will learn how to grow (...)

In this book, readers will learn more about all
aspects of tea-from the practical to the spiritualand how they can implement the accompanying
ancient traditions into their modern life.
With The Way of Tea, you'll start by tapping into
the wisdom and insights of the Chinese tea
masters, learn more about the distinct practices of
the chanoyu (tea ceremony"), and delve into the
healthful (...)

Inside Your Japanese Garden

Wild Swans

by Joseph Cali
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 8/22
9784805316146 • $34.95 • CL - Hardback - With
dust jacket
Gardening / Japanese Gardens

by Jackie Morris
Unbound • On Sale: Sep 9/22
9781783528882 • $34.95 • cl
Juvenile Fic / Poetry (See Also Stories In Verse)

Learn how to create a tranquil outdoor space at
home with this practical and inspiring guide!
With instructive drawings and step-by-step
techniques, Inside Your Japanese Garden walks
you through designing and creating your very own
Japanese garden. From small projects like
benches and gates, to larger undertakings like
bridges and mud walls, this book provides a wide
variety of ways to enhance the space around your
home, no matter the size. Instructions on how to
work with stone (...)

LEAD

LEAD

A girl loses her beloved brothers when they are
turned into swans by her wicked stepmother. She
embarks on a vital quest with one purpose: to find
them and turn them back into boys again.
But the task is complicated. She must pick nettles
with her bare hands and turn them to yarn, to spin
and knit into shirts for each of the eleven brothers.
And all the while she cannot speak, for if she does,
even so much as (...)

East of the Sun, West of the Moon

Max Verstappen

by Jackie Morris
Unbound • On Sale: Sep 9/22
9781783528868 • $34.95 • cl
Juvenile Fic / Poetry (See Also Stories In Verse)

by James Gray
Icon Books • On Sale: May 10/22
9781785788574 • $29.95 • pb
Sports & Recreation / Motor Sports

From the moment she saw him, the girl knew the
bear had come for her. How many times had she
dreamed of him? Now, here he was, as if spelled
from her dreams.
This encounter marks the beginning of a long and
extraordinary journey. At the bear's secret palace
in faraway mountains, she is treated courteously
but troubled by the bear's unfathomable sadness.
As the bear's secret unravels, another adventure
unfolds, which takes her to the homes of the four
(...)

THE FIRST BIOGRAPHY OF DUTCH FORMULA
ONE WUNDERKIND MAX VERSTAPPEN, NOW
FULLY UPDATED TO COVER THE 2021
SEASON**
LEAD
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Few drivers have ever shaken up Formula 1 in
quite the same way as Max Verstappen. Already
the youngest competitor in F1 history, having
made his breakthrough in 2015 aged just 17, his
debut race for Red Bull at the 2016 Spanish Grand
Prix saw him become the youngest driver ever to
win a race, achieve a podium finish or even lead
(...)
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The Clash

All the Lovers in the Night

by Martin Popoff
PM Press • On Sale: Jun 10/22
9781629639345 • $54.50 • cl
Music / Punk

by Mieko Kawakami
Europa Editions • On Sale: May 13/22
9781609456993 • $37.95 • cl
Fiction / Contemporary Women

THE STORIES BEHIND EVERY STUDIO TRACK
FROM THE ONLY BAND THAT MATTERS.

Bestselling author of Breasts and Eggs Mieko
Kawakami invites readers back into her
immediately recognizable fictional world with
this new, extraordinary novel and
demonstrates yet again why she is one of
today's most uncategorizable, insightful, and
talented novelists.

Established in 1976 at the fore London's punk rock
insurgence, The Clash would outlast their peers
while creating some of the most influential albums
in rock 'n' roll history. Author Martin Popoff dissects
each of the Clash's ninety-one studio tracks,
examining the circumstances that led to their
creation, the recording processes, the historical
contexts and more. In addition, introductory essays
set the scene for the band's six (...)

LEAD

Three

The Long Corner

by Valerie Perrin
Europa Editions • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781609457556 • $37.95 • cl

by Alexander Maksik
Europa Editions • On Sale: May 27/22
9781609457518 • $36.95 • cl
Fiction / Literary

From the international bestselling author of
Fresh Water for Flowers , a beautifully told and
suspenseful story about the ties that bind us
and the choices that make us who we are.
LEAD

Fuyuko Irie is a freelance copy editor in her midthirties. Working and living alone in a city where it
is not easy to form new relationships, she has little
regular contact with anyone other than her editor,
Hijiri, a woman of (...)

1986: Adrien, Etienne and Nina are 10 years old
when they meet at school and quickly become
inseparable. They promise each other they will one
day leave their provincial backwater, move to
Paris, and never part.

2017: A car is pulled up from the bottom of the
lake, a (...)

A bold novel about ambition, grief, creativity,
beauty, and existential emptiness that retraces the
arc of American life and culture in the first decades
of the 21st century.

It is early 2017 in New York City, Donald Trump is
President, and Solomon Fields, a young Jewish
journalist-turned-advertising hack, finds himself
disillusioned by the hollowness and conformity of
American life and language. Once brimming with
dreams and ideals instilled in him by his eternally
bohemian grandmother, a survivor of (...)

Belle Greene

Starting from Scratch

by Alexandra Lapierre
Europa Editions • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781609457587 • $37.95 • cl
Fiction / Contemporary Women

by Andrea Marcolongo
Europa Editions • On Sale: May 20/22
9781609457495 • $25.50 • pb
Literary Criticism / Ancient & Classical

Based on the true story of Belle da Costa
Greene, a woman who defied all odds to carve
out a destiny of her own choosing, this is a
richly imagined novel bursting with
atmosphere, lush period detail, and many
unforgettable characters.

From the best-selling author of The Ingenious
Language comes a meditation on rebuilding,
recovery, and renewal that is also a fascinating
portrait of antiquity's most complex and
surprisingly modern hero.

New York in the 1900s. A young girl fascinated by
rare books defies all odds and becomes the
director of one of the country's most prestigious
private libraries. It belongs to the magnate J. P.
Morgan,darling of the (...)
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In times of peace and prosperity, one can turn to
Homer to learn valuable life lessons, to experience
the thrills and terrors of war, and to read about
hair-raising adventures in distant lands. But when
things do not go as planned, when we
unexpectedly find ourselves at the (...)
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Living and Dying with Marcel Proust

The Missing Word

by Christopher Prendergast
Europa Editions • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781609457600 • $23.50 • pb
Literary Criticism / European / French

by Concita De Gregorio
Europa Editions • On Sale: Jul 15/22
9781609457624 • $21.95 • pb
Fiction / Family Life

Living and Dying with Marcel Proust is the
result of a lifetime's reading of, reflection on,
and love for Proust's masterpiece, In Search of
Lost Time .

Based on a true story, an urgently told
psychological thriller and the fierce portrait of
a woman in all her frailty and courage

Irina's life with her husband and her twin daughters
is orderly. An Italian living in Switzerland, she
works as a lawyer. One day, something breaks.
The marriage ends without apparent trauma, but
on a weekend seemingly like any other, the girls'
father takes Alessia and Livia away with him. They
disappear. A few days later the man (...)

Christopher Prendergast, one of the world's
foremost Proust scholars and general editor of the
most recent translation of A la recherche du temps
perdu, has produced a highly entertaining book
that takes in such disparate Proustian obsessions
as insomnia, food and digestion, color, addiction,
memory, breath and breathing, breasts, snobbism,
music, and humor.

Lambda

Life Ceremony

by David Musgrave
Europa Editions • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9781609457648 • $24.50 • pb
Fiction / Science Fiction / Alien Contact

by Sayaka Murata
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9780802159588 • $33.95 • cl

Outwardly alien arrivals from a distant sea, the
lambdas are genetically human. The government
has noticed them. So has a whole gamut of
extremist groups. Cara Gray has noticed them too,
first as a haunting presence in her otherwise
ordinary childhood, then as the impossibly shifting
target of her work as a police officer.

The long-awaited first short story-collection by
the author of the cult sensation Convenience
Store Woman, tales of weird love, heartfelt
friendships, and the unsettling nature of
human existence
LEAD

When a bomb goes off at a school, Cara finds
herself the weak point in a surveillance regime that
has failed to prevent the worst terrorist (...)

With Life Ceremony, the incomparable Sayaka
Murata is back with her first collection of short
stories ever to be translated into English. In Japan,
Murata is particularly admired for her short stories,
which are sometimes sweet, sometimes shocking,
and always imbued with an otherworldly
imagination and uncanniness.
In these twelve (...)

LEAD

Also a Poet

Cat Brushing

by Ada Calhoun
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9780802159786 • $36.95 • cl
Biography / Personal Memoirs

by Jane Campbell
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Aug 19/22
9780802160027 • $35.50 • cl
Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)

A staggering memoir from New York Times
bestselling author Ada Calhoun tracing her
fraught relationship with her father and their
shared obsession with a great poet

A rousing and original debut story collection
that probes the erotic, emotional, and
intellectual lives of elder women, CAT
BRUSHING will be published in the author's
80th year.

When Ada Calhoun stumbled upon old cassette
tapes of interviews her father, celebrated art critic
Peter Schjeldahl, had conducted for his nevercompleted biography of poet Frank O'Hara, she
set out to finish the book her father had started
forty years earlier.

LEAD

CAT BRUSHING, the provocative debut by Jane
Campbell, vigorously explores the sensual worlds
of thirteen older women, unearthing their passions,
libidinal appetites, integrity, and sense of self as
they fight against prevalent misconceptions and
stereotypes of the aging.

As a lifelong O'Hara fan who grew up amid his
bohemian cohort (...)

Written in spikey, incisive prose, this alluring cast
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The Human Zoo

The Men

by Sabina Murray
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Aug 26/22
9780802157515 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary

by Sandra Newman
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9780802159663 • $36.95 • cl
Fiction / Literary

A blistering new novel that follows a Filipino
American journalist's return to dictatorship-ruled
Manila to research her book on tribes from a
"cracklingly original" ( Elle ) and "singular" ( New
York Times Book Review ) author, PEN Faulkner
award-winner, Sabina Murray.

From the author of The Heavens, a dazzling,
mindbendingnovel in which all people with a
Ychromosome mysteriously disappear from
the face ofthe earth
LEAD

Filipino-American Christina "Ting" Klein has just
travelled from New York to Manila, both to escape
her imminent divorce, and to begin research for a
biography of Timicheg, an indigenous Filipino
brought to America at the start of 20th century (...)

Deep in the California woods on an evening in late
August, Jane Pearson is camping with her
husband Leo and their five-year-old son Benjamin.
As dusk sets in, she drifts softly to sleep in a
hammock strung outside the tent where Leo and
Benjamin are preparing for bed. At that moment,
every single person with (...)

The Wonder Test

The Brilliant Abyss

by Michelle Richmond
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Jul 29/22
9780802159892 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Women Sleuths

by Helen Scales
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9780802158239 • $23.50 • pb
Nature / Oceans & Seas

New York Times bestselling author Michelle
Richmond introduces a tough and spirited new
protagonist, FBI Agent Lina Connerly, in this
exhilarating race to save Silicon Valley teens from
their own parents' ambition and greed. &emsp;

A marine biologist vividly brings alive the
extraordinary ecosystem of the deep ocean-a
realm about which we know less than we do
about the Moon-and shows how protecting
rather than exploiting it will benefit mankind.

Escaping New York City and the espionage case
that made her question everything, recently
widowed FBI Agent Lina Connerly returns home to
sell the house she has inherited in tony Greenfield,
California. With her teenage son Rory, Lina hopes
to reassemble her life, reevaluate her (...)

The oceans have always shaped human lives,"
writes marine biologist Helen Scales in her vibrant
new book The Brilliant Abyss, but the surface and
the very edges have so far mattered the most.
"However, one way or another, the future ocean is
the (...)

Monkey Boy

When the Stars Begin to Fall

by Francisco Goldman
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: May 27/22
9780802157683 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary

by Theodore R. Johnson
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Jul 1/22
9780802157867 • $23.50 • pb
Social Science / Discrimination & Race Relations

Full of rebellious comedy and vitality. . .
Goldman's autobiographical immersion
answers the urgent cry of memory. . . [He] is a
natural storyteller&#8213;funny, intimate,
sarcastic, all-noticing.' &#8213;James Wood,
New Yorker

A bold, thought-provoking pathway to the
national solidarity that could, finally, address
the ills of racism in America

In Monkey Boy, Francisco Goldman's 'brilliantly
constructed auto-fiction' (NPR), we meet Francisco
Goldberg, a middle-aged writer grappling with the
challenges of family and love, legacies of violence
and war, and growing up as the son of immigrantsa Guatemalan Catholic mother and a Russian
Jewish father-in (...)
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Racism is an existential threat to America,"
Theodore R. Johnson declares at the start of his
profound and exhilarating book. It is a refutation of
the American Promise enshrined in our
Constitution that all men and women are inherently
equal. And yet racism continues to corrode our
society. If we cannot overcome it, Johnson argues,
while the United States will remain (...)
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Empire State

The Old Enemy

by Henry Porter
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Aug 26/22
9780802159359 • $23.95 • pb
Fiction / Espionage

by Henry Porter
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Jul 1/22
9780802159885 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Espionage

(...)

Paul Samson is living in London and picking up
some extra work for a private security company
when he is almost killed by a thuggish assassin
while tailing a mysterious and gifted young
employee of a powerful environmental NGO. The
murder of legendary spy Robert Harland, the
poisoning of billionaire philanthropist Denis Hisami
with a neurotoxin in the United States House of
Representatives, and a second attempt on
Samson's own life send him on the run to Estonia
to figure (...)

The Irish Assassins

Hard Like Water

by Julie Kavanagh
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Aug 26/22
9780802149374 • $24.50 • pb
History / Europe / Ireland

by Yan Lianke
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9780802158130 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary

A brilliant work of historical true crime charting a
pivotal event in the l9th century, the Phoenix Park
murders in Dublin, that gripped the world and
forever altered the course of Irish history, from
renowned journalist, former New Yorker London
editor, and Costa Biography Award finalist Julie
Kavanagh.

Gao Aijun is a son of the soil of Henan's Balou
Mountains, and after a service in the Army, he is
on his way back to his ancestral village, feeling like
a hero. Close to his arrival, he sees a strikingly
attractive woman walking barefoot alongside a
railway track in the warm afternoon sun, and he is
instantly smitten. She is Xia Hongmei and lives up
to her name of beautiful flower." Hiding their
relationship from their spouses, the pair (...)

Ireland, 1879-1882. After 700 years of British rule,
the post-Famine generation of Irish tenant farmers
began to push back against the reigning feudal
system of landownership. The charismatic political
leader, Charles (...)

The Betrayed

The Window Seat

by Reine Arcache Melvin
Europa Editions • On Sale: Sep 16/22
9781609457730 • $39.50 • cl
Fiction / Contemporary Women

by Aminatta Forna
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: May 27/22
9780802159861 • $23.50 • pb
Literary Collections / Essays

The Betrayed tells the story of two sisters who
love the same man. As dictatorship and
political upheaval ravage the Philippines, the
sister's conflicting passions threaten to lead
them to betray not only each other, but all that
their father stood for.

A stunning new collection of essays from the
award-winning author of Happiness, The
Window Seat explores border crossings both
literal and philosophical, our relationship with
the natural world, and the stories that we tell
ourselves.

Shy, idealistic Pilar initially resolves to carry on her
father's fight against the regime, while her
flamboyant older sister Lali reacts by marrying the
enemy-Arturo, the dictator's godson. Each tries to
find their place in this violent (...)

Aminatta Forna is one of our most important
literary voices, and her novels have won the
Windham Campbell Prize and the Commonwealth
Writers' Prize for Best Book. In this elegantly
rendered and wide-ranging collection of new and
previously published essays, Forna writes
intimately (...)
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The Killing Hills

Shifty's Boys

by Chris Offutt
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9780802159878 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary

by Chris Offutt
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9780802159984 • $36.95 • cl
Fiction / Literary

A literary master across genres, award-winning
author Chris Offutt's latest novel, The Killing
Hills, is a compelling, propulsive thriller in
which a suspicious death exposes the loyalties
and rivalries of a deep-rooted and fiercely
private community in the Kentucky backwoods.

Army-CID-officer-cum-unofficial-PI Mick Hardin
is up against unforeseen forces who will stop
at nothing in this vividly atmospheric thriller
from acclaimed novelist Chris Offutt.

Mick Hardin, a combat veteran now working as an
Army CID agent, is home on a leave that is almost
done. His wife is about to give birth, but they aren't
getting along. His sister, newly risen to (...)

Chris Offutt is
a literary master across genres, and his most
recent novel THE KILLING HILLS
was one of his most successful, earning him a new
audience andearning
praise from the likes of The New York Times, the
Wall Street Journal,
and Crime Reads .His latest book, Shifty's

The Dark Flood

The Search for the Genuine

by Deon Meyer
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: May 13/22
9780802159601 • $37.95 • cl
Fiction / Thrillers

by Jim Harrison
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Sep 16/22
9780802157218 • $39.50 • cl
Literary Collections / Essays

From internationally acclaimed crime writer
Deon Meyer, a new thriller featuring superstar
detectives Benny Griessel and Vaughn Cupido
in the wake of their impulsive pursuit of state
corruption that has left their reputations
hanging in the balance

The first general nonfiction title in thirty years
from a giant of American letters, The Search
for the Genuine is a sparkling, definitive
collection of Jim Harrison's essays and
journalism-some never before published

Having jeopardized their careers in an
unauthorized investigation that threatened to
reveal the corruption in South Africa's halls of
power, Benny Griessel and Vaughn Cupido have
been demoted from the elite Hawks police unit.
While waiting to be transferred from Cape Town to
(...)

The first general nonfiction title in thirty years
from a giant of American letters, The Search
for the Genuine is a sparkling, definitive
collection of Jim Harrison's essays and
journalism-some never before published

Slenderman

Hundred Waters, The

by Kathleen Hale
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Aug 26/22
9780802159809 • $36.95 • cl
True Crime / Murder / General

by Lauren Acampora
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Aug 19/22
9780802159748 • $35.50 • cl
Fiction / General

p dir=ltr">The first full account of the
Slenderman stabbing, a true crime narrative of
mental illness, the American judicial system,
the trials of adolescence, and the power of the
internet

Celebrated by the Boston Globe as "a brilliant
anthropologist of the suburbs," the deliciously
weird and darkly offbeat Lauren Acampora
returns to the secret lives of the polished
Connecticut haven that got us all hooked on
NPR Best Book of the Year The Wonder
Garden, and jolts us with the sparks that fly
when those lives collide

<p dir="ltr">The Slenderman stabbing of May 31,
2014, in the Milwaukee suburb of Waukesha,
Wisconsin, shocked the local community and the
world. The violence of Morgan Geyser and Anissa
Weier, two twelve-year-old girls who attempted to
stab their classmate to death, was extreme, but
(...)
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"Acampora's prose has a seductive, pearlescent
allure."-TIME Magazine
Formerly a model and photographer trying to make
it in New York, Louisa Rader (...)
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The Ocean House

Brother Alive

by Mary-Beth Hughes
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: May 27/22
9780802159434 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)

by Zain Khalid
Grove/Atlantic • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9780802159762 • $35.50 • cl
Fiction / Literary

A stunning story cycle from bestselling New
York Times Notable author, Mary-Beth Hughes,
The Ocean House explores the fractured lives
of families from a beach town on the Jersey
Shore as the consequences of loss pass
through generations.

An astonishing debut novel about family,
sexuality, and capitalist systems of control,
following three adopted brothers who live
above a mosque in Staten Island with their
imam father

Faith, a mother of two young children, Cece and
Connor, is in need of summer childcare. As a
member of a staid old beach club in her town and
a self-made business consultant, she is appalled
when her brother-in (...)

<span lang="EN">In 1990, three boys are born,
unrelated but intertwined by circumstance: Dayo,
Iseul, and Youssef. They are adopted as infants
and live in a shared bedroom perched atop a
mosque in one of Staten Island's most diverse and
precarious neighborhoods, Coolidge. The three
boys are a conspicuous trio: Dayo (...)

The Heron's Cry (Two Rivers #2)

The Sleeping and the Dead

by Ann Cleeves
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Apr 5/22
9781509889709 • $19.99 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Police Procedural
Two Rivers

by Ann Cleeves
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529070514 • $19.99 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Police Procedural

Ann Cleeves, New York Times bestselling
author and creator of the Shetland and Vera
series, returns to North Devon in the second
book in the Two Rivers series featuring
Detective Matthew Venn, following The Long
Call.

A standalone crime novel from the bestselling
author of the Shetland, Vera, and Two Rivers
series'. Now available for the first time in
Canada.
Detective Peter Porteous is called to Cranwell
Lake where the body of a teenager has been
discovered. After trawling through the missing
persons files, he comes to the conclusion that the
corpse is Michael Grey, an enigmatic and secretive
young man who was reported missing by his foster
parents in 1972.

North Devon is enjoying a rare hot summer with
tourists flocking to its coastline. When Detective
Matthew Venn is called out to a rural crime scene
at the home of a group of artists, he finds an
elaborately staged murder. Dr Nigel Yeo has (...)

The news report that a (...)

Burial of Ghosts

One Good Thing

by Ann Cleeves
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529070521 • $19.99 • pb
Fiction / Thrillers / Psychological

by Alexandra Potter
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781529022865 • $24.99 • pb
Fiction / Contemporary Women

A classic psychological thriller from the
bestselling author of the Shetland, Vera, and
Two Rivers series'. Now available for the first
time in Canada.

A heartwarming, hilarious alternative love
story, from the bestselling author of
Confessions of a Forty-Something, Alexandra
Potter.

Abandoned as a baby, twenty-five-year-old Lizzie
Bartholomew spent her childhood moving between
foster homes and has had more than her fair share
of troubles.

LEAD

Now a holiday in Morocco seems to be the perfect
escape. Especially when she meets Philip, a fellow
tourist. After a brief affair, Lizzie returns to
England, only to (...)
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Meet Olivia (Liv): forty-five-years-old and recently
divorced after her husband left her for a younger
woman.
Meet Harry: an old rescue dog who was dumped
on the moors when he was too old to hunt and
replaced with a young dog.
After her divorce, Liv moves from London to a
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Shards of Earth (The Final Architecture
#1)

Eyes of the Void (The Final Architecture
#2)

by Adrian Tchaikovsky
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529051902 • $21.99 • pb
Fiction / Science Fiction / Apocalyptic & PostApocalyptic
The Final Architecture Trilogy

by Adrian Tchaikovsky
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 14/22
9781529051940 • $33.99 • pb
Fiction / Science Fiction / Space Opera
The Final Architecture Trilogy
A thrilling far-future space adventure from
Arthur C. Clarke Award-winner Adrian
Tchaikovsky, Eyes of the Void is the second
high-octane installment in The Final
Architecture trilogy.

The first high-octane installment in the Final
Architecture Trilogy, from Arthur C. Clarke
Award-winner Adrian Tchaikovsky.
The war is over. Its heroes forgotten. Until one
chance discovery...
Idris has neither aged nor slept since they remade
his mind in the war. And one of humanity's heroes
now scrapes by on a freelance salvage vessel, to
avoid the attention of greater powers.

The epic space opera adventure continues in this
follow-up to Shards of Earth. Battle lines will be
drawn, loyalties will be tested, and devastating
decisions must be made, as the race to save
humanity begins.
After eighty years of fragile peace, the Architects

Guns of the Dawn

The Tiger and the Wolf (Echoes of the Fall
#1)

by Adrian Tchaikovsky
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 23/22
9781529091458 • $19.99 • pb
Fiction / Fantasy / Epic

by Adrian Tchaikovsky
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 23/22
9781529091427 • $19.99 • pb
Fiction / Fantasy / Epic
Echoes of the Fall

A gripping standalone fantasy novel from the
Arthur C. Clarke Award-winner Adrian
Tchaikovsky. Now reissued with a fresh cover
look.

Winner, 2017 British Fantasy Award for Best
Novel

When Lascanne falls under the shadow of its
warring neighbour, Denland, Emily Marshwic is
conscripted to fight for the cause. But do her
doubts prove another way to victory?

The first book in Adrian Tchaikovsky's awardwinning fantasy trilogy, Echoes of the Fall, The
Tiger and the Wolf is a coming-of-age tale as a
young girl must find her place in a dangerous
world on the brink of war. Now reissued with a
fresh cover lool.

First, Denland's revolutionaries assassinated their
king, launching a wave of bloodshed after
generations of peace. Next they clashed with
Lascanne, their royalist neighbour, pitching war-

In the bleak northern crown of the world, war is
coming...

The Bear and the Serpent (Echoes of the
Fall #2)

The Hyena and the Hawk (Echoes of the
Fall #3)

by Adrian Tchaikovsky
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 23/22
9781529091434 • $19.99 • pb
Fiction / Fantasy / Epic
Echoes of the Fall

by Adrian Tchaikovsky
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 23/22
9781529091441 • $19.99 • pb
Fiction / Fantasy / Epic
Echoes of the Fall

The second book in Arthur C. Clarke Awardwinner Adrian Tchaikovsky's fantasy trilogy,
Echoes of the Fall, following The Tiger and the
Wolf. Now reissed with a fresh cover look.

The epic conclusion to Adrian Tchaikovsky's
award-winning fantasy trilogy, Echoes of the
Fall. Now reissued with a fresh cover look.
The unmaking of the world has begun.

As the south is in turmoil, an old terror emerges in
the north...
Maniye, child of both Wolf and Tiger clans, has
been named Champion of her people. But they're
unsure if she's an asset - or a threat. To buy time,
she joins Prince Tecuman's warband of outcasts
and heads (...)
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From the depths of the darkest myths, the soulless
Plague People have returned. Their pale-walled
camps obliterate villages, just as the terror they
bring with them destroys minds. In their wake,
nothing is left of the true people: not their places,
not their ways. The Plague People will remake the
world (...)
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The Diamond Queen

The Exhibitionist

by Andrew Marr
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781035001644 • $24.99 • pb
Biography / Royalty

by Charlotte Mendelson
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 17/22
9781529052749 • $38.99 • cl
Fiction / Literary

Political journalist Andrew Marr's vivid account
of the Queen and her reign over Great Britain
and the Commonwealth. Fully revised and
updated with a new chapter and introduction.

The luminous fifth novel from Man Bookerlonglisted and twice-longlisted Women's Prize
author Charlotte Mendelson.
The longer the marriage, the harder truth
becomes.

With a flair for narrative and the meticulous
research that readers have come to expect, in The
Diamond Queen Andrew Marr turns his attention to
the monarch, chronicling the Queen's pivotal role
at the centre of the state, which is largely hidden
from the public gaze, and making a strong case for
(...)

Meet the Hanrahan family, gathering for a
momentous weekend as famous artist and
notorious egoist Ray Hanrahan prepares for a new
exhibition of his art - the first in many decades and one he is sure will burnish his reputation for
good.

I Am a Killer

Pippo and Clara

by Danny Tipping and Ned Parker
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529065176 • $19.99 • pb
True Crime / Murder / General

by Diana Rosie
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781447293071 • $19.99 • pb

A story about family, love, and loss - and how
so much of our lives hinges on chance.

The official tie-in to the successful Netflix
documentary series, I Am a Killer, features ten
of the most compelling cases with fascinating
exclusive material.

A country torn apart by war. Two siblings divided
by fate.

What goes through the mind of a killer when they
commit murder? Based on the massively
successful Netflix documentary series of the same
name, this book features ten of the most
compelling cases from the first two series and is
full of exclusive never-seen-before material.

Italy, 1938. Mussolini is in power and war is not far
away. Clara and Pippo are just children: quiet,
thoughtful Clara is the older sister; Pippo, the
younger brother, is forever chatting. The family has
only recently arrived in the city carrying their few
possessions.

The authors, Ned Parker and Danny Tipping
secured (...)

When Mamma goes missing early one morning
(...)

Date with Betrayal (Dales Detective #7)

The Last Summer

by Julia Chapman
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 17/22
9781529049602 • $19.99 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Cozy
The Dales Detective Series

by Karen Swan
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 2/22
9781529084375 • $24.99 • pb
Fiction / Contemporary Women
The Wild Isles

In the seventh novel in Julia Chapman's Dales
Detective series, betrayal is rife in the idyllic
Yorkshire Dales as Samson O'Brien, owner of
the Dales Detective Agency, is targeted by a
hitman. A brilliantly engaging and witty
mystery, perfect for fans of Richard Osman's
The Thursday Murder Club and M.C. Beaton's
Agatha Raisin series.

An epic, sweeping historical novel from
Canadian bestseller Karen Swan, The Last
Summer is set on the Scottish island of St
Kilda, and is the first novel in a brand-new
series.

LEAD

Death is coming to Bruncliffe: its target is Samson
O'Brien. Oblivious to his impending date with fate,
Samson is busy juggling a number of cases at (...)

When the residents of St Kilda ask to be
evacuated from their remote island home in the
summer of 1930, it's in search of a better life on
the mainland rather than the scratch existence on
their mountain in the sea.
For 18-year-old Effie Gillies, it's (...)
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The Secret Path

The City of Tears (The Burning Chambers
#2)

by Karen Swan
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529006261 • $19.99 • pb
Fiction / Contemporary Women

by Kate Mosse
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 14/22
9781509806898 • $19.99 • pb
Fiction / Historical
The Burning Chambers

Another instantly addictive summer read from
Canadian bestseller Karen Swan. Taking you
from the high pressure of a London hospital to
the lush beaches and ancient towns of Costa
Rica.
An old flame. A new spark. Love can find you in
the most unlikely places.
At only twenty, Tara Tremain has everything: she's
a trainee doctor, engaged to the man of her
dreams - Alex, a passionate American biology
student. But just when life seems perfect, Alex
betrays her in the (...)

From the Languedoc to Paris and Amsterdam,
Kate Mosse's novel sees the Joubert family
caught up in the St Bartholomew's Day
massacre and a frightening sequence of events
thereafter.
A breathtaking historical novel of revenge,
persecution and loss, The City of Tears by Kate
Mosse follows on from her Sunday Times number
one bestseller, The Burning Chambers.
May 1572: for ten violent years the Wars of

Little Big Love

Catch the Rabbit

by Katy Regan
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781509898329 • $18.99 • pb
Fiction / Family Life

by Lana Bastasic
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jul 12/22
9781529039627 • $19.99 • pb
Fiction / Literary

An unforgettable, heart-stopping story of the
secrets we keep and of love in all of its many
forms.

Winner of the 2020 European Union Prize for
Literature

Originally published in Canada and the UK
under the title Little Big Man.
Liam Jones was the love of Juliet's life. He was her
brother's best friend, then her best friend, then the
father of her little boy. In those shining weeks after
Zac was born, she had never been happier and
neither had Liam. And then one night, Liam
disappeared (...)

Lana Bastašic's powerful debut novel Catch
the Rabbit is an emotionally rich excavation of
the complicated friendship between two
women in a fractured, post-war Bosnia as they
venture into the treacherous terrain of the
Balkan wonderlands and their own history.
It's been twelve years since inseparable childhood
friends Lejla and Sara have spoken, but an
unexpected phone call thrusts Sara back into a
world she left behind, a language she's (...)

Single Bald Female

The Killing Tide (Rhona MacLeod #16)

by Laura Price
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 14/22
9781529074246 • $34.99 • cl
Fiction / Contemporary Women

by Lin Anderson
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 17/22
9781529033694 • $19.99 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Police Procedural
Rhona MacLeod

An extraordinary, uplifting novel of courage,
friendship and fearlessly embracing life, by
debut author Laura Price.

When three bodies are found on a wrecked
ship in the Orkney Isles, forensic scientist
Rhona MacLeod is brought in to investigate, in
the sixteenth book in Lin Anderson's
acclaimed series.

At thirty-one, Jessica Jackson has it all - the career
she's worked so hard for, the loving boyfriend and
a cosy London flat they share with their cat. But a
shock diagnosis turns Jess's world upside down,
and her contented life implodes with it.
As Jess juggles her career with chemo, and learns
that her perfect boyfriend isn't quite so perfect after
all, her (...)
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After a fierce storm hits Scotland, a mysterious
cargo ship is discovered in the Orkney Isles.
Boarding the vessel uncovers three bodies,
recently deceased and in violent circumstances.
Forensic scientist Dr Rhona MacLeod's study of
the crime scene suggests that a sinister game was
being played on board, but (...)
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The Murders at Fleat House

Wartime Friends

by Lucinda Riley
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 26/22
9781529094961 • $24.99 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Cozy

by Margaret Dickinson
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 14/22
9781529077926 • $18.99 • pb
Fiction / Sagas

A twisting, page-turning tour-de-force from the
beloved, multimillion copy selling sensation,
Lucinda Riley.

Set in the 1940s, Wartime Friends is a tale of
unbreakable bonds in times of strife, by
Margaret Dickinson, the "Queen of
Saga" (Daily Express).

The sudden death of a pupil in Fleat House at St
Stephen's - a small private boarding school in
deepest Norfolk - is a shocking event that the
headmaster is very keen to call a tragic accident.
But the local police cannot rule out foul play and
the case prompts the return of high-flying Detective
Inspector Jazmine 'Jazz' Hunter to the force. Jazz
has her (...)

It is 1940s coastal Lincolnshire and Carolyn
Holmes is keen to do what she can for the war
effort. Raised on the family farm, she is prevented
by her mother, Lilian, from going to secretarial
college after leaving the local grammar school,
although nothing is too good for her brother, Tom.
Phyllis Carter, a widow (...)

The Orphanage Girls

Green Living Made Easy

by Mary Wood
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jul 5/22
9781529033434 • $18.99 • pb
Fiction / Sagas

by Nancy Birtwhistle
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Apr 19/22
9781529088380 • $34.99 • cl
House & Home / Cleaning & Caretaking

A gritty and moving saga about an orphanage
in London's East End, from the author of The
Jam Factory Girls.

We all want to do our best for our homes and
the planet, but it's often hard to find the time
and energy to think of alternatives. Nancy
Birtwhistle makes it easy with 101
indispensable tips, ideas and recipes that will
help you to live a more eco-friendly life without
giving up on home comforts.

Children deserve a family to call their own.
Ruth dares to dream of another life - far away from
the horrors within the walls of Bethnal Green's
infamous orphanage. Luckily she has friends, Amy
and Ellen, but she can't keep them safe, and the
suffering is only getting worse. Surely there must
be a way out of here?
But when Ruth (...)

One change, any change, will make a difference
to our precious planet.
This practical book from Sunday Times bestselling
author and Great British Bake (...)

Weaponized

Weaponized

by Neal Asher
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jul 12/22
9781529050042 • $33.99 • pb
Fiction / Science Fiction / Space Opera

by Neal Asher
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jul 12/22
9781529050035 • $42.99 • cl
Fiction / Science Fiction / Space Opera

A thrilling standalone sci-fi novel set in Neal
Asher's acclaimed Polity Universe. When a farflung colony is attacked by powerful alien
raptors, its inhabitants will be forced to fight
back, even as war changes them in monstrous
ways.

A thrilling standalone sci-fi novel set in Neal
Asher's acclaimed Polity Universe. When a farflung colony is attacked by powerful alien
raptors, its inhabitants will be forced to fight
back, even as war changes them in monstrous
ways.

A bright new future for humanity - or a dark and
inescapable past.

A bright new future for humanity - or a dark and
inescapable past.

With the advent of new AI technology, Polity
citizens now possess incredible lifespans. Yet they
struggle to find meaning in their longevity, seeking
danger and novelty in their (...)

With the advent of new AI technology, Polity
citizens now possess incredible lifespans. Yet they
struggle to find meaning in their longevity, seeking
danger and novelty in their (...)
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Jack Four

The Greatest Escape

by Neal Asher
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529049992 • $21.99 • pb
Fiction / Science Fiction / Adventure

by Neil Churches
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jul 12/22
9781529060331 • $44.99 • cl
History / Military / World War Ii

A high-octane adventure set in Neal Asher's
acclaimed Polity Universe, Jack Four is a
thrilling, fast-paced standalone novel, perfect
for fans of Alastair Reynolds and Stephen
Baxter.

The gripping, vividly told story of the largest
POW escape in the Second World War,
organized by an Australian bank clerk, a British
jazz pianist and an American spy.
In August 1944, the most successful POW escape
of the Second World War took place. 106 Allied
prisoners were freed from Maribor camp, in
present-day Slovenia. The escape was organized
not by officers, but by two ordinary soldiers:
Australian Ralph Churches (a bank clerk before
the war) and Londoner Les (...)

One of twenty human clones, Jack Four was
created to be sold. His purchasers are the alien
prador and they only want him for their
experimentation program. But there is something
different about Jack.
The prador's king has been mutated by the
Spatterjay virus into a monstrous creature, along

Wild Flowers

Vegetables

by Roger Phillips
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781529082203 • $55.99 • cl
Nature / Flowers

by Roger Phillips and Martyn Rix
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529063295 • $55.99 • cl
Gardening / Vegetables

Comprehensive and featuring beautiful colour
photography of flower species native to Britain,
Ireland and northern Europe, Wild Flowers is a
must-have for flower enthusiasts, by renowned
expert Roger Phillips.

A beautiful and comprehensive guide to over
500 vegetables with colour photographs, this is
the definitive book for gardeners.

Containing over one thousand species, this revised
and updated edition is an indispensable guide for
those who want to learn more about the beauty of
the natural world. The authoritative text contains
fascinating details of each flower's description,
leaves, size, habitat and growing time to help
make identification accurate and (...)

Whether you are a complete novice or an
experienced gardener, Vegetables contains a
stunning array of produce, in full colour
photography, that can be grown in gardens of all
sizes, allotments and even in windowsill pots. The
book features over 500 vegetables that can be
cultivated in a temperate climate, from the familiar
carrot and spinach to the exotic jicama and (...)

The Midwife

Can You See Me Now?

by Tricia Cresswell
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Apr 5/22
9781529066869 • $38.99 • cl
Fiction / Historical

by Trisha Sakhlecha
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781509886340 • $19.99 • pb

A haunting and moving book club read with an
unforgettable twist, this debut is perfect for
fans of The Familiars by Stacey Halls and
Bridget Collins' The Binding.
1830. After a violent storm, a woman is found
alone, naked and near death, on the
Northumberland moors. She has no memory of
who she is or how she got there. But she can
remember how to help a woman in labour and how
to expertly dress a wound, and can speak (...)
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Perfect for fans of Lisa Jewell and Erin Kelly,
Can You See Me Now? centers around a young
Indian woman, now a government minister,
whose past secrets are about to reverberate
into the present and shatter her life.
Fifteen years ago, three sixteen-year-old girls meet
at Wescott, an exclusive private school in India.
Sabah and Noor, were the most popular girls in
their year. When Alia, a new arrival from England,
enrolls she feels her happiness depends on (...)
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My Amy

The Secret History of Here

by Tyler James
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jul 12/22
9781529042191 • $19.99 • pb
Biography / Composers & Musicians

by Alistair Moffat
Canongate Books • On Sale: Jul 12/22
9781838851149 • $19.95 • B-format paperback
Science / Natural History

A moving, intimate look at the life of Amy
Winehouse by her best friend. Now available in
paperback.

A personal investigation into the history that
surrounds us, from the historian and awardwinning author of The Hidden Ways

Written with a searing honesty and originally
published for the tenth anniversary of Amy
Winehouse's death, My Amy is an evocative
portrait of unbreakable lifelong friendship - and a
devastating study into fame, addiction and selfsabotage.

The Secret History of Here is the story of a single
place in the Scottish Borders. The site on which
Alistair Moffat's farm now stands has been
occupied since prehistoric times. Walking this
landscape you can feel the presence and see the
marks of those who lived here before.

Only one person knows what really happened to
Amy, other than Amy herself. He is Tyler James,
Amy's best friend from the age of thirteen. They

But it is also the story of everywhere. In
uncovering the (...)

Time on Rock

Explorer

by Anna Fleming
Canongate Books • On Sale: May 17/22
9781838851767 • $33.95 • cl
Nature / Mountains

by Benedict Allen
Canongate Books • On Sale: Jun 7/22
9781786896230 • $37.95 • cl
Biography / Adventurers & Explorers

A rock-climber's eye view of the natural world,
tracing a geological and personal journey
across the British Isles over ten years

This enquiry into the explorer mindset is part
meditation, part memoir, from one of 'Britain's
greatest explorers' ( Telegraph)

In Time on Rock Anna Fleming charts two parallel
journeys: learning the craft of traditional rock
climbing, and the new developing appreciation of
the natural world it brings her. Through the story of
her progress from terrified beginner to confident
lead climber, she shows us how placing hand and
foot on rock becomes a profound new way into (...)

What does it mean to be an explorer in the twentyfirst century?

Sick Money

The Coward

by Billy Kenber
Canongate Books • On Sale: May 3/22
9781838850258 • $37.95 • cl
Medical / Pharmacy

by Jarred McGinnis
Canongate Books • On Sale: Apr 12/22
9781838851538 • $33.95 • cl

An urgent call to build a new model for the
pharmaceutical industry, from the multi-awardwinning Times journalist
The pharmaceutical industry is broken. From the
American hedge fund manager who hiked the price
of an AIDS pill from $17.50 to $750 overnight to
the children's cancer drugs left intentionally to
expire in a Spanish warehouse, the signs of this
dysfunction are all around. A system that was
designed to drive innovation and patient care has
been relentlessly distorted to (...)
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Explorer is the story of what first led Benedict
Allen to head for the farthest reaches of our planet
- at a time when there were still valleys and ranges
known only to the remote communities who
inhabited them. It is also the story of why, thirty
years later, he (...)

A startling and intimate debut novel which
explores masculinity, family, disability and love
as an estranged father and son struggle to
reconcile
A BBC TWO BETWEEN THE COVERS BOOK
CLUB PICK
Question: What's worse than being in a
wheelchair?
Answer: Being a fuck-up in a wheelchair.
After a car accident Jarred discovers he'll never
walk again. Confined to a 'giant roller-skate', he
finds himself with neither money nor job. Worse
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The Cutting Room

The Second Cut

by Louise Welsh
Canongate Books • On Sale: May 3/22
9781838850906 • $17.95 • B-format paperback
Fiction / Thrillers / Crime
Canons

by Louise Welsh
Canongate Books • On Sale: May 3/22
9781838850869 • $29.95 • cl
Fiction / Thrillers / Crime

The award-winning and atmospheric crime cult
classic from bestselling author Louise Welsh 'Unputdownable' Sunday Times

A stylish, atmospheric detective story with
shades of the Gothic - from the author of the
award-winning cult classic The Cutting Room

'Unputdownable' Sunday Times
'I was hooked from page one' Guardian

LEAD

When Rilke, a dissolute auctioneer, comes upon a
hidden collection of violent and highly disturbing
photographs, he feels compelled to discover more
about the deceased owner who coveted them.
Soon he finds himself sucked into an underworld of
crime, depravity and secret desire, fighting for his
life.

'I doubt I'll read a better book this year' Val
McDermid
'Compelling, immersive and brimming with life'
Graeme Macrae Burnet
Auctioneer Rilke has been trying to stay out of
trouble, keeping his life more or less respectable.
Business has been slow at Bowery Auctions, so
when an old friend, Jojo, gives Rilke a tip-off for a
house (...)

Featherweight

The Go-Between

by Mick Kitson
Canongate Books • On Sale: Apr 5/22
9781838851958 • $20.50 • B-format paperback
Fiction / Literary

by Osman Yousefzada
Canongate Books • On Sale: Apr 5/22
9781786893529 • $29.95 • cl

A compelling story of overcoming all the odds,
and a woman centuries ahead of her time, set
on the canals of nineteenth-century England
'A gleeful, page-flipping read' Observer
'The ultimate summer escape' New York Times

One wrong move, one misstep, and the course
of a life can be changed for ever.
Annie Perry is born beside the coal-muddied
canals of the Black Country at the height of the
industrial revolution. At nine years old she is sold

An enlightening memoir of living between
worlds and learning how to find one's own from the artist and fashion designer
'A beautifully observed and funny book'
Guardian 'Compelling and humane' Sathnam
Sanghera
A coming-of-age story set in Birmingham in the
1980s and 1990s, The Go-Between opens a
window into a closed migrant community living
in a red-light district on the wrong side of the
tracks.
The adult world is seen through Osman's eyes as

The Biggest Footprint

Heady Bloom

by Rob Sears and Tom Sears, illustrated by Tom
Sears
Canongate Books • On Sale: Mar 15/22
9781838853495 • $29.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Nature / Environmental
Conservation & Protection

by Andrew Faulkner
Coach House Books • On Sale: Apr 5/22
9781552454435 • $21.95 • pb
Poetry / Subjects & Themes / Family

A buddy-cop dramedy starring a bottle of Advil
and a headache that won't quit
A fun, wildly original, fact-packed and
beautifully illustrated book by the Sears
brothers, revealing our giant species as we've
never seen ourselves before and showing us
how - together - we can do a better job of
looking after the planet

Imagine you're standing in a room, and someone
on the other side of the door won't stop knocking ever. Welcome to Andrew Faulkner's world of the
never-ending, low-grade headache, a medical
issue resolved only by striking up a committed
relationship with the slippery miracle that is Advil.
Through direct address, sideways glances, lyrical
interludes and deep consideration of what it means
to overcome (...)

Meet the mega human: colossal, clueless . . .
and the biggest hope for life on earth
There are eight billion of us humans.
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The Second Substance

Dream States

by Anne Lardeux
Coach House Books • On Sale: Jun 21/22
9781552454398 • $21.95 • pb
Fiction / Dystopian

by John Lorinc
Coach House Books • On Sale: Aug 23/22
9781552454282 • $21.95 • pb

Squatters at a rural gas station try to find
freedom and build something new on the ashes
of our petrocivilization in this sensual novel.
A community of outsiders takes over an
abandoned gas station. They spend their days
ripping up asphalt, drinking beer and eating hot
dogs, and wandering through woods and towns in
search of new ways of living. People come and go:
a charismatic landscaper, Italian anarchists, a
policewoman, travellers. A teenager drifts into
homelessness. And The Girl (...)

A look at 21st-century city-building. Is the
utopian smart city" within our grasp?
The promise of the so-called smart city has been
at the forefront of urban planning and development
since the early 2010s, and the tech industry that
supplies smart city software and hardware is now
worth hundreds of billions a year.
But the ideas and approaches underpinning smart
city tech raise tough and importantquestions about
the future of urban communities, surveillance,
automation, and public participation (...)

The Scent of Light

Boat

by Kristjana Gunnars
Coach House Books • On Sale: May 17/22
9781552454381 • $25.95 • pb

by Lisa Robertson
Coach House Books • On Sale: May 3/22
9781552454404 • $21.95 • pb
Poetry / Canadian

Kazim Ali introduces five autofiction novellas
by Kristjana Gunnars - available in the U.S. for
the first time, in a single, handsome volume
Between the late eighties and late nineties,
Kristjana Gunnars published five transgeneric
novels comprised of a scintillating blend of fiction,
autobiography, literary theory, and philosophy.
Elusive and poetic... rigorous yet passionate...
these books were treasured by a
devotedreadership and have been lauded by
critics throughout the years since.

From the author of The Baudelaire Fractal, a
poetry classic, with new work

- Kazim Ali, from the introduction

In 2004, boldly original poet Lisa Robertson
published a chapbook, Rousseau's Boat, poems
culled from years of notebooks that are,
nevertheless, by no means autobiographical. In
2010, she expanded the work into a full-length
book, R's Boat . During the pandemic, she was
drawn back into decades of journals to shape
Boat . These poems bring fresh vehemence to
Robertson's ongoing examination of the changing
shape of feminism (...)

Whitemud Walking

After Beowulf

by Matthew James Weigel
Coach House Books • On Sale: Apr 12/22
9781552454411 • $23.95 • pb
Poetry / Lgbt

by Nicole Markotic
Coach House Books • On Sale: Apr 5/22
9781552454428 • $21.95 • pb
Poetry / Canadian

An Indigenous resistance historiography,
poetry that interrogates the colonial violence of
the archive

hwæt, another Beowulf translation? Not
exactly...

Whitemud Walking is about the land Matthew
Weigel was born on and the institutions that
occupy that land. It is about the interrelatedness of
his own story with that of the colonial history of
Canada, which considers the numbered treaties of
the North-West to be historical and completed
events. Butthey are eternal agreements that entail
complex reciprocity and obligations. The state and
archival institutions work together (...)
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Welcome to Denmark's Heorot Hall, where King
Hrothgar invites to his banquet table everyone but
Grendel, Saxon's cradle-made monster. Dissing
this ur-outsider initiates a predictable and
monstrous backlash, a Mediæval fracas that only
the eponymous Beowulf can quash. Sailing across
the whaleroads, he arrives to quell and queltch
and quatch the Grendel beast."
Beowulf, that still-recognizable hero, embodies a
"blank" function, a motive-driven yet motiveless
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A Suitable Companion for the End of Your
Life
by Robert McGill
Coach House Books • On Sale: Jun 14/22
9781552454442 • $21.95 • pb
Fic / Absurdist

Distraught and hopeless, an eighteen-year-old
distance runner, Regan, decides to end her life.
And she'll do it through an unusual new method
available only on the dark web. Enter Ulle, a
woman with amnesia, who will, inadvertently, make
Regan's wish come true.
Soon Ulle begins to remember her past and the
outrageous steps her government took to combat a

LEAD

by Sina Queyras
Coach House Books • On Sale: May 31/22
9781552454336 • $21.95 • pb
Literary Criticism / Books & Reading

From LAMBDA Literary Award winner Sina
Queyras, Rooms offers a peek into the defining
spaces a young queer writer moved through as
they found their way from a life of chaos to a
life of the mind

A bold and absurd new take on the dystopian
plague novel, where people are treated like
IKEA furniture
LEAD

Rooms

Thirty years ago, a professor threw a chair at Sina
Queyras after they'd turned in an essay on Virginia
Woolf.
Queyras returns to that contentious first encounter
with Virignia Woolfto recover the body and thinking
of that time. Using Woolf's A Room of (...)

At Last Count

God Isn't Here Today

by Claire Ross Dunn
Invisible Publishing • On Sale: Jun 14/22
9781988784953 • $20.95 • pb
Fic / Small Town & Rural

by Francine Cunningham
Invisible Publishing • On Sale: May 10/22
9781988784908 • $20.95 • pb
Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)

For readers who love Mark Haddon, Miriam
Toews, and Sally Rooney

For fans of Chuck Palahniuk, Joyce Carol
Oates, and Karen Russell, the stories in Francine
Cunningham's debut collection God Isn't Here
Today ricochet between form and genre, taking
readers on a dark, irreverent, yet poignant journey
led by a unique and powerful new voice.

Paisley Ratchford is trying to keep it together, but
her world is about to be turned upside down: In six
weeks, the Toronto apartment building she lives in
will be demolished. Thirty-nine years old, with
nowhere to go and no one to turn to, she tries to
regain possession of her childhood home on
Amherst Island, a tight-knit community at the
eastern end of Lake Ontario.

Driven by desperation into moments of
transformation, Cunningham's characters are
presented with moments of choice - some for the
better and some for the worse. A young man goes
to God's office downtown for advice; a woman (...)

Doubly (...)

Tegan and Sara

Chinatown

by Melody Lau
Invisible Publishing • On Sale: Aug 16/22
9781778430046 • $17.95 • pb
Biography / Composers & Musicians
Bibliophonic

by Thuan
New Directions Publishing • On Sale: Jun 21/22
9780811231886 • $22.95 • pb

A guide to the music and multifaceted career of
Canadian artists and songwriters Tegan and
Sara.
LEAD

Through interviews with Tegan and Sara, their
collaborators, journalists and fans, this book
explores the multifaceted career of one of music's
most celebrated sister duos, from their start as Neil
Young's proteges to Canadian indie-rock
purveyors and, almost 15 years into their career,
making their riskiest transformationyet, into
mainstream pop breakouts.

An abandoned package is discovered in the Paris
Metro: the subway workers suspect it's a terrorist
bomb. A Vietnamese woman sitting nearby, her
son asleep on her shoulder, waits and begins to
reflect on her life, from her constrained childhood
in communist Hanoi, to a long period of study in
Leningrad during the Gorbachev period, and finally
to the Parisian suburbs where she now teaches
English. Through everything runs her passion for
Thuy, the father of her son, a writer (...)

Coming up as grunge-loving musicians in the late
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Alindarka's Children

The Famous Magician

by Alhierd Bacharevic
New Directions Publishing • On Sale: Jun 21/22
9780811231961 • $27.50 • pb

by Cesar Aira
New Directions Publishing • On Sale: Jul 5/22
9780811228893 • $25.50 • cl
Fiction / Magical Realism
Storybook ND Series

Alicia and her brother Avi are imprisoned in a
camp on the edge of a forest. There, children are
trained to forget their language through therapy,
coercion, drugs, and larynx surgery. The Leid (or
Belarusian language) is considered a perversion or
sickness to be cured and replaced by the only pure
form of language, the Lingo (Russian). But the
children slip away through a hole in the fence.
Abducted by their father - who had been
performing his own dubious experiments (...)

Bloom & Other Poems

A certain writer (past sixty, enjoying 'a certain
renown'") strolls through the old book market in a
Buenos Aires park: "My Sunday walk through the
market, repeated over so many years, was part of
my general fantasizing about books."
Unfortunately, he is suffering from writer's block.
However, that proves to be the least of our hero's
problems. In the market, he fails to avoid the
insufferable boor Ovando - "a complete loser" but
a "man supremely full of himself: Conceit was (...)

An Apprenticeship or The Book of
Pleasures

by Chuan Xi
New Directions Publishing • On Sale: Jun 21/22
9780811231374 • $24.50 • pb
Poetry / Asian / Chinese

by Clarice Lispector
New Directions Publishing • On Sale: May 3/22
9780811232210 • $22.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary

Bloom and change your way of living," Xi Chuan
exhorts us.Bloom / unleash a deep underground
spring with your rhizome." In his wildly roving new
collection, Bloom & Other Poems, Xi Chuan, like a
modern-day master of the fu -rhapsody, delves into
the incongruities of daily existence, its
contradictions and echoes of ancient history, with
sensuous exaltations and humorous observations.
Problems of mourning and reading, thoughts on
loquaciousness, Manhattan, the Luxor Temple,
and socks are scrutinized, while in other poems we
(...)

Lori, a primary school teacher, is isolated and
nervous, comfortable with children but unable to
connect to adults. When she meets Ulisses, a
professor of philosophy, an opportunity opens: a
chance to escape the shipwreck of introspection
and embrace the love, including the sexual love, of
a man. Her attempt, as Sheila Heti writes in her
afterword, is not only to love and to be loved," but
also "to be worthy of life itself."Published in 1968,
An Apprenticeship is (...)

The Woman Who Killed the Fish

It Must Be a Misunderstanding

by Clarice Lispector
New Directions Publishing • On Sale: Jul 5/22
9780811229609 • $25.50 • cl
Fiction / Fairy Tales, Folklore & Mythology
Storybook ND Series

by Coral Bracho
New Directions Publishing • On Sale: May 3/22
9780811231398 • $22.95 • pb
Poetry / Subjects & Themes / Death, Grief, Loss

That woman who killed the fish unfortunately is
me," begins the title story, but "if it were my fault,
I'd own up to you, since I don't lie to boys and girls.
I only lie sometimes to a certain type of grownup
because there's no other way." Enumerating all the
animals she's loved - cats, dogs, lizards, chickens,
monkeys - Clarice finally asks: "Do you forgive
me?"

It Must Be a Misunderstanding is the acclaimed
Mexican poet Coral Bracho's most personal and
emotive collection to date, dedicated to her mother
who died of complications from Alzheimer's.
Remarkably, Bracho, author and daughter, seems
to disappear into her own empathic observations
as her mother comes clear to us not as a tragic
figure, but as a fiery and independent personality.
The chemistry between them is vivid, poignant,
and unforgettable. As the translator Forrest
Gander explains in his introduction, the (...)

"The Mystery of the Thinking Rabbit" is a detective
story which explains that bunnies think (...)
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The English Understand Wool

Spadework for a Palace

by Helen DeWitt
New Directions Publishing • On Sale: Jul 5/22
9780811230070 • $25.50 • cl
Fiction / Fairy Tales, Folklore & Mythology
Storybook ND Series

by Laszlo Krasznahorkai
New Directions Publishing • On Sale: Jul 5/22
9780811228404 • $25.50 • cl
Fiction / Literary
Storybook ND Series

Maman was exigeante - there is no English wordand I had the benefit of her training. Others may
not be so fortunate. If some other young girl, with
two million dollars at stake, finds this of use I shall
count myself justified.

Spadework for a Palace bears the subtitle Entering
the Madness of Others" and offers an epigraph:
"Reality is no obstacle." Indeed. This high-octane
obsessive rant vaults over all obstacles, fueled by
the idees fixe of a "gray little librarian" with fallen
arches whose name - mr herman melvill - is merely
one of the coincidences binding him to his lodestar
Herman Melville ("I too resided on East 26th
Street . . . I, too, had worked for a while at the
Customs Office"), which (...)

Raised in Marrakech by a French mother and
English father, a 17-year-old girl has learned
above all to avoid mauvais ton (bad taste" loses
something in the translation). One should not ask
servants to wait on (...)

The Wall

Early Light

by Marlen Haushofer
New Directions Publishing • On Sale: Jun 21/22
9780811231947 • $22.95 • pb
Fiction / Science Fiction / Apocalyptic & PostApocalyptic

by Osamu Dazai
New Directions Publishing • On Sale: Jul 5/22
9780811231985 • $25.50 • cl
Storybook ND Series

While vacationing in a hunting lodge in the
Austrian mountains, a middle-aged woman
awakens one morning to find herself separated
from the rest of the world by an invisible wall. With
a cat, a dog, and a cow as her sole companions,
she learns how to survive and cope with her
loneliness.

Early Light offers three very different aspects of
Osamu Dazai's genius: the title story relates his
misadventures as a drinker and a family man in the
terrible fire bombings of Tokyo at the end of WWII.
Having lost their own home, he and his wife flee
with a new baby boy and their little girl to relatives
in Kofu, only to be bombed out anew. Everything's
gone," the father explains to his daughter: "Mr.
Rabbit, our shoes, the Ogigari house (...)

Allegorical yet deeply personal and absorbing,
The Wall is at once a critique of modern
civilization, a nuanced and loving portrait of a
relationship between a woman (...)

LEAD

A Fierce Green Place

Three Streets

by Pamela Mordecai
New Directions Publishing • On Sale: May 17/22
9780811231046 • $25.95 • pb
Poetry / Caribbean & Latin American

by Yoko Tawada
New Directions Publishing • On Sale: Jul 5/22
9780811229302 • $25.50 • cl
Fiction / Ghost
Storybook ND Series

A Fierce Green Place: New and Selected Poems
brings together, across the span of thirty-plus
years, the rebellious, innovative work of the
Jamaican-born Canadian writer Pamela Mordecai.
From her acclaimed first collection Journey Poem
published in 1989, to the moving elegy for her
murdered brother in the true blue of islands, to the
stories of freed slaves told in subversive sonnets,
and on to her dazzling reimaginings of biblical
stories, A Fierce Green Place highlights the
astounding range (...)

The always astonishing Yoko Tawada here takes a
walk on the supernatural side of the street. In
Kollwitzstrasse," as the narrator muses on former
East Berlin's new bourgeois health food stores, so
popular with wealthy young people, a ghost boy
begs her to buy him the old-fashioned sweets he
craves. She worries that sugar's still sugar - but
why lecture him, since he's already dead? Then
white feathers fall from her head and she seems to
be turning into a (...)
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But the sun, and the ships, and the fish,
and the waves

Thick Skin
by Hilary Peach
Anvil Press Publishers • On Sale: Aug 15/22
9781772141955 • $22.00 • pb
Biography / Personal Memoirs

by abridged by Conyer Clayton
Anvil Press Publishers • On Sale: Jun 15/22
9781772141924 • $18.00 • pb
Poetry / Canadian

But the sun, and the ships, and the fish, and the
waves, Conyer Clayton's follow-up to her awardwinning debut, We Shed Our Skin Like Dynamite,
is a collection of prose poems that employs
surrealism, humour, and body horror to cope with
CPTSD, assault, loss, fear, and the memories of it
all. The narrator weaves her way through largely
aquatic landscapes-water parks, ponds, beastfilled lakes, vast oceans. She walks through time,
reverting to childhood and back within (...)

Thick Skin: Field Notes from a Sister In The
Brotherhood, is a deep dive into the secret
language and hidden culture of one of the most
esoteric heavy construction trades: Boilermaking.
For more than two decades, Hilary Peach worked
as a transient welder - and one of the only women
- in the Boilermakers Union. Distilled from a vast
cache of journals, notes, and keen observations,
Thick Skin follows Peach from the West Coast
shipyards and pulp mills of British Columbia,
through (...)

This Here Paradise

Cactus Gardens

by retold by Calvin Wharton
Anvil Press Publishers • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781772141931 • $18.00 • pb
Poetry / Canadian

by with Evelyn Lau
Anvil Press Publishers • On Sale: Jun 15/22
9781772141948 • $18.00 • pb
Poetry / Canadian

This Here Paradise begins with an epigraph from
the work of Welsh poet, Menna Elfyn: "your
language a hymn/ lost in the multitude,/ requiem
for a world/ that's forgetting how to be". As if in
response to this "forgetting," Wharton's poems
move from the personal to cross a panorama of
hopeful attentiveness. Clear images combine with
a distinctive sense of rhythm and music to shape a
collection both straight-ahead readable and
carefully thoughtful, serious and playful. There is a
(...)

Set against a backdrop of shifting weather and a
blasted, mysterious
landscape, Cactus Gardens explores the
complexity and intensity of
personal relationships. The narrator drifts through
a variety of
locales, from a hospital ward to a lakefront hotel, a
downtown condo,
and restaurant patios, depicting friendships that
are as meaningful and
volatile as romantic entanglements.

The Hurting Kind

The Clearing

by Ada Limon
Milkweed Editions • On Sale: May 20/22
9781639550494 • $29.95 • cl
Poetry / Women Authors

by Allison Adair
Milkweed Editions • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781639550234 • $22.50 • pb
Poetry / Women Authors
Max Ritvo Poetry Prize

An astonishing collection about
interconnectedness-between the human and
nonhuman, ancestors and ourselves-from
National Book Critics Circle Award winner and
National Book Award finalist Ada Limon.

Winner of the 2020 Max Ritvo Poetry Prize, The
Clearing navigates the ever-shifting poles of
violence and vulnerability with rich imagination
and a singular incisiveness,"asserting feminist
viewpoints and mortal terror in lush musical
lines"( New York Times ).

'I have always been too sensitive, a weeper / from
a long line of weepers,' writes Limon. 'I am the
hurting kind.' What does it mean to be the hurting
kind? To be sensitive not only to the world's pain
and joys, but to the meanings that bend in the
scrim between the natural (...)
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The women in Allison Adair's debut collectionluminous and electric from the first line to the lastlive in places that have been excavated for gold
and precious ores. They understand the nature of
being hollowed out, of being"the planet's (...)
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The Life and Death of a Minke Whale in
the Amazon

2 A.M. in Little America

by Fabio Zuker
Milkweed Editions • On Sale: May 20/22
9781571311818 • $25.50 • pb
Nature / Environmental Conservation & Protection

by Ken Kalfus
Milkweed Editions • On Sale: May 20/22
9781571311443 • $33.95 • cl
Fiction / Literary

As the Amazon burns, Fabio Zuker shares
stories of resistance, self-determination, and
kinship with the land.

From"an important writer in every
sense"(David Foster Wallace), a novel that
imagines a future in which sweeping civil
conflict has forced America's young people to
flee its borders, into an unwelcoming world.

In 2007, a seven-ton minke whale was found
stranded on the banks of the Tapajos River,
hundreds of miles into the Amazon rainforest. For
days, environmentalists, journalists, and locals
followed the lost whale, hoping to guide her back
to the ocean, but ultimately proved unable to save
her. Ten years later, journalist Fabio Zuker travels
to the state of Para, to the (...)

One such American is Ron Patterson, who finds
himself on distant shores, working as a repairman
and sharing a room with other refugees. In an
unnamed city wedged between ocean and lush
mountainous forest, Ron can almost imagine a
stable life for himself. Especially when he (...)

You Can Be the Last Leaf

Human Resources

by Maya Abu Al-Hayyat
Milkweed Editions • On Sale: May 20/22
9781571315403 • $22.50 • pb
Poetry / Middle Eastern

by Ryann Stevenson
Milkweed Editions • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781571315182 • $29.95 • cl
Poetry / Women Authors
Max Ritvo Poetry Prize Winner ($10,000 purse)

Translated from the Arabic and introduced by
Fady Joudah, You Can Be the Last Leaf draws
on two decades of work to present the
transcendent and timely US debut of
Palestinian poet Maya Abu Al-Hayyat.

Winner of the Max Ritvo Poetry
Prize, Ryann Stevenson's Human Resources is
a sobering and
perceptive portrait of technology's impact on
connection and power.

Art. Garlic. Taxis. Sleepy soldiers at checkpoints.
The smell of trash on a winter street, before 'our
wild rosebush, neglected / by the gate, / blooms.'
Lovers who don't return, the possibility that you
yourself might not return. Making beds. Cleaning
up vomit. Reading recipes. In (...)

Human Resources follows
a woman working in the male-dominated world of
AI, designing women that don't
exist. In discerning verse, sheworkshops the
facial characteristics of a floating head named
'Nia,' who her boss calls 'his

Vapor

I can be myself when everyone I know is
dead...

by Sarah Eliza Johnson
Milkweed Editions • On Sale: Aug 19/22
9781639550586 • $22.50 • pb
Poetry / General

Sara Eliza Johnson's much-anticipated second
collection traces human emotion and
experience across a Gothic landscape of
glacial and cosmic scale.

With a mind informed by physics, and a heart
yearning for sky burial, Vapor 's epic vision
swerves from the microscopic to telescopic,
evoking an Anthropocene for a body and planet
that are continually dying: 'So alone / I open like a
grave,' Johnson chronicles her love for 'all this
emptiness, this warp and transparence, the whorl
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by Kamila Mlynarcyk, illustrated by Neil
Christopher, introduction by James O'Barr, Yellow
Kid Award Winner
Eye of Newt Books • On Sale: Aug 23/22
9781777081782 • $39.95 • cl
Art / Subjects & Themes / General

Art book, local Canadian artist, creepy/off-beat
horror art
"Kamila is a cornucopia of dreadfulness. Her works
at once beautiful and terrible, each piece like being
tickled by Death's cold little fingers, every
bewitching creation a world I want to know more
about." - Gerald Brom
Welcome to the art and mind of Kamila Mlynarczyk
(better known as @WoodedWoods). This book
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Let's Do It

Tokyo Year Zero

by Bob Stanley
Faber & Faber • On Sale: Jul 12/22
9780571372195 • $33.95 • C-format paperback
Music / Rock

by David Peace
Faber & Faber • On Sale: Aug 9/22
9780571231997 • $17.95 • B-format paperback
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / International
Mystery & Crime

The must-read music book of the year: Bob
Stanley's prequel to Yeah Yeah Yeah, Let's Do
It is the only book that brings together all
genres to tell the definitive story of the birth of
Pop, from 1900 to the mid-fifties.
The prequel to Bob Stanley'suniversally
acclaimed Yeah Yeah Yeah, Let's Do It is the
only book that brings together all genres to tell
the definitive story of the birth of Pop, from
1900 to the mid-fifties (...)

Tokyo Year Zero is part one of David Peace's
'Tokyo Trilogy', and a stunning literary thriller
in its own right, from the bestselling author of
GB84 and The Damned Utd .

'Brilliant.' New York Times
'Remarkable.' Irish Times

August 1946. One year on from surrender and
Tokyo lies broken and bleeding at the feet of its

Occupied City

Tokyo Redux

by David Peace
Faber & Faber • On Sale: Aug 9/22
9780571232031 • $15.95 • B-format paperback
Fiction / Literary

by David Peace
Faber & Faber • On Sale: Jun 14/22
9780571232017 • $17.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary

Occupied City by David Peace is the second
book in the acclaimed Tokyo Trilogy, and a
fitting sequel to the Red Riding quartet.

Described by The Times as his 'most James
Ellroy-like book yet . . . a powerful, stirring
read' the paperback of the final book of David
Peace's Tokyo Trilogy, about one of Japan's
great unsolved mysteries.

'Extraordinary.' New York Times
'Savagely beautiful.' The Times

Tokyo, January 26th, 1948. As the third year of the
US Occupation of Japan begins, a man enters a
downtown bank. He speaks of an outbreak of
dysentery and says he is a doctor, sent by the
Occupation authorities. Clear liquid is poured into
sixteen teacups. Sixteen employees of (...)

A powerful, stirring read.' The Times
'Typically brilliant . I loved it.'Adrian McKinty
'The most stone-cold crime novel of 2021.'
CrimeReads
Tokyo, July 1949. President Shimoyama, Head of
the National Railways of Japan, goes missing.
American Detective Harry Sweeney leads the

This Rare Spirit

Bill Frisell, Beautiful Dreamer

by Julia Copus
Faber & Faber • On Sale: Jun 14/22
9780571313549 • $22.50 • pb
Biography / Literary

by Philip Watson
Faber & Faber • On Sale: May 24/22
9780571361663 • $39.95 • cl
Biography / Composers & Musicians

The first comprehensive biography of this
undervalued writer, who was considered 'far and
away the best living woman poet' in her day.

The definitive biography of guitar icon and
Grammy Award-winning artist, Bill Frisell,
featuring exclusive interviews with Paul Simon,
Bon Iver and more.

The first comprehensive biography of this
undervalued writer, who was considered 'far
and away the best living woman poet' in her
day.

The definitive biography of guitar icon and
Grammy Award-winning artist Bill Frisell.

Andrew Motion's Spectator Book of the Year.
'One of the many achievements of This Rare Spirit
is its rejection of that tired view of the poet as
mouse that barely roared in favour of a true (...)
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FEATURING EXCLUSIVE LISTENING SESSIONS
WITH: Paul Simon; Justin Vernon of Bon Iver; Gus
Van Sant; Rhiannon Giddens; The Bad Plus;
Gavin Bryars; Van Dyke Parks; Sam Amidon; Hal
Willner; Jim Woodring; Martin Hayes & Dennis
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Burntcoat

100 Poems

by Sarah Hall
Faber & Faber • On Sale: Aug 9/22
9780571329342 • $17.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary

by Seamus Heaney
Faber & Faber • On Sale: Jun 14/22
9780571347162 • $15.95 • pb
Poetry / English, Irish, Scottish, Welsh
Faber Poetry

An electrifying novel of passion, connection
and transformation from 'a writer of showstopping genius' (Guardian).

A singular, accessible selection of Heaney's work,
for new and younger readers and for schools - now
in paperback.

An electrifying story of passion, connection
and transformation from 'a writer of showstopping genius' ( Guardian ).

Seamus Heaney had the idea to form a personal
selection from across the entire arc of his poetry,
small yet comprehensive enough to serve as an
introduction for all comers. He never managed to
do this in his lifetime, and no edition exists which
has such a broad range, drawing from first
collection to last. But now, at last, the project has
(...)

'Dark and brilliant.'SARAH MOSS
'A masterpience.'DAISY JOHNSON
'Extraordinary.'SARAH PERRY
'Hall has set a bar . . . Finely wrought, intellecutally
brave and emotionally honest.'

The Gamekeeper

Boulder

by Barry Hines
And Other Stories • On Sale: May 6/22
9781913505301 • $25.50 • pb
Fic / Small Town & Rural

by Eva Baltasar
And Other Stories • On Sale: Aug 12/22
9781913505387 • $21.95 • pb

George Purse is an ex-steelworker employed as a
gamekeeper on a ducal country estate. He
gathers, hand-rears and treasures the birds to be
shot at by his wealthy employers. He must ensure
that the Duke and his guests have good hunts
when the shooting season comes round on the
Glorious Twelfth; he must ensure that the
poachers who sneak onto the land in search of
food do not.

Working as a cook on a merchant ship, a woman
comes to know and love Samsa, a woman who
gives her the nickname "Boulder.ÔÇØ When
Samsa gets a job in Reykjavik and the couple
decides to move there together, Samsa decides
that she wants to have a child. She is already forty
and can't bear to let the opportunity pass her by.
Boulder is less enthused, but doesn't know how to
say no'and so finds herself dragged along on a (...)

Season by season, over the course of a year,
George (...)

Tamarisk Row

Bad Eminence

by Gerald Murnane
And Other Stories • On Sale: May 13/22
9781911508366 • $24.50 • pb
Fiction / Coming of Age

by James Greer
And Other Stories • On Sale: Jul 15/22
9781913505349 • $33.50 • cl
Fiction / Satire

Nine-year-old Clement Killeaton's father makes a
living placing bets on horse races for a
professional gambler. His mother is a pious
Catholic. His fellow students are cruel and aloof.
But from these elements, all suffused with the
mysterious but forbidden attractions of sex,
Clement creates an imagined world of his own.
Centred on fictional horses, the races they run,
and their invented owners, jockeys, and fellow
competitors, it is played out with Clement's prized
marble collection in the (...)

Meet Vanessa Salomon, a privileged and
misanthropic French-American translator hailing
from a wealthy Parisian family. Her twin sister is a
famous movie star, which Vanessa resents deeply
and daily. The only man Vanessa ever loved
recently killed himself by jumping off the roof of her
building. It's a full life.
Vanessa has just started working on an English
translation of a titillating, experimental thriller by a
dead author when she's offered a more prominent
gig: translating the latest book (...)
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The Visitors

Invasion of the Spirit People

by Jessi Jezewska Stevens
And Other Stories • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781913505288 • $36.50 • cl
Fiction / Psychological

by Juan Pablo Villalobos
And Other Stories • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9781913505363 • $24.50 • pb

On the eve of the Occupy Wall Street protests, C is
flat broke. Once a renowned textile artist, she's
now the sole proprietor of an arts supply store in
Lower Manhattan. Divorced, alone, at loose ends,
C is stuck with a struggling business, a stack of
bills, a new erotic interest in her oldest girlfriend,
and a persistent hallucination in the form of a
rogue garden gnome with a pointed interest in
systems collapse . . .

LEAD

Juan Pablo Villalobos's fifth novel adopts a gentle,
fable-like tone, approaching the problem of racism
from the perspective that any position as idiotic as
xenophobia can only be fought with sheer
absurdity.

C needs to put her medical (...)

In an unnamed city, occupied by an unnamed
world power, an immigrant named Gastón makes
his living selling exotic vegetables to eateries
around the city. He has a dog called Kitten, who's
been diagnosed with terminal cancer, and a good
friend called Max, who's in a deep (...)

Abolition Feminisms Vol. 1

Yellow Earth

by foreword by Dean Spade
Haymarket Books • On Sale: Aug 5/22
9781642596946 • $31.95 • pb
Social Science / Discrimination & Race Relations

by John Sayles
Haymarket Books • On Sale: Jun 10/22
9781642597073 • $13.95 • pb
Fiction / Sagas

This groundbreaking double-volume engages the
theme of abolition feminisms, a political tradition
grounded in radical anti-violence organizing, Black
feminist and feminist of color rebellion, survivor
knowledge production, strategies devised inside
and across prison walls, and a full, fierce refusal of
race-gender pathology and punitive control. This
analysis disrupts the politics of carceral feminism
as conversations about the ramifications of the
prison-industrial complex continue (...)

In Yellow Earth, John Sayles introduces an epic
cast of characters, weaving together narratives of
competing agendas and worldviews with lyrical
dexterity, insight, and wit.

Out of Hiding

Forget-Sadness-Grass

by Alan Twigg
Ronsdale Press • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781553806622 • $21.95 • pb
History / Jewish

by Antony Di Nardo
Ronsdale Press • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781553806684 • $17.95 • pb
Poetry / Canadian / General

Holocaust witnesses will soon cease to exist. As
Tolstoy famously put it, what is to be done? One
answer is Out of Hiding, a cross-section of stories
collected from one region of the globe, British
Columbia, Canada, examining 85 authors and 160
books. Out of Hiding is both inspiring and chilling.
The outstanding characters include the heroic
whistleblower, Rudolf Vrba, credited by historian
Sir Martin Gilbert with saving at least 100,000
lives, as well as Robbie Waisman, likely the (...)

Forget-Sadness-Grass, Antony Di Nardo’s sixth
collection, takes its name from the Chinese
ideogram for daylily, that tawny orange blossom,
“an escape of Asiatic origin,” which bursts its
borders in the summer and, in this book, finds its
way into poetry that blurs the line between the
cyclical and empirical, between mysticism and
lyricism. In poetry that surprises as much as it
illuminates, Di Nardo delves into aspects of
mortality, of memory and forgetting, the cycles of
loss and (...)
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When rich layers of shale oil are discovered
beneath the town of Yellow Earth, all hell breaks
loose. Locals, oil workers, service workers,
politicians, law enforcement, and get-rich-quick
opportunists-along with an earnest wildlife
biologist-commingle and collide as the population
of the town triples overnight. Harleigh Killdeer,
chairman of the tribal business (...)
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Nathalie

Crowe Stone

by Debra Camelin
Ronsdale Press • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781553806714 • $12.95 • pb
YA Fic / Historical / Canada

by Gabriele Goldstone
Ronsdale Press • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781553806653 • $18.95 • pb

Nathalie: An Acadian’s Tale of Tragedy and
Triumph chronicles the “coming-of-age” story of
Nathalie Belliveau, a 13-year-old Acadian girl.
Separated from her family during the 1755
expulsion from Grand-Pré, Nova Scotia, Nathalie
travels more than 150 kilometres to Cap-Sable
with two older companions, encountering the
Mi’kmaq along the way. When Nathalie reaches
Pobomcoup (Pubnico), she becomes betrothed to
Ange Amirault; but her happiness is short-lived
when the British deport the Acadians living there
(...)

It’s especially cold and snowy, that last winter of
the Second World War. With the Red Army
expected to thunder through the Third Reich at any
moment, a sense of doom pervades Katya’s world
where everyone is expected to believe in the
Nazi’s final victory. At the end of January, 1945,
East Prussian civilians are finally given permission
to flee. Having spent the war years working at an
ammunition factory, Katya joins her two sisters,
and thousands of others, trekking (...)

When the Dikes Breached

Cougar Claw

by Martha Attema
Ronsdale Press • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781553806745 • $12.95 • pb
YA Fic / Coming Of Age

by Cary J. Griffith
Adventure Publications • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781647550813 • $23.95 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / General
A Sam Rivers Mystery

February 1st, 1953, a spring tide combines with a
strong northwestern storm, causes devastating
flooding in the southwestern part of the
Netherlands, parts of Belgium, France, England
and Scotland. When the dikes breach, the floods
not only unleash death and destruction for sixteenyear-old Klara van Burgh and her large family but
unearth a dark family secret. In this small island
community, steeped in tradition, the Church
controls the lives of citizens, who live by strict rules
and a (...)

In this outdoors mystery, special agent Sam
Rivers investigates the unexplained-and very
unlikely-cougar attack that killed a wealthy
business owner.

Creative Interventions Workbook

Frontlines of Repair

by Creative Interventions
AK Press • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781849354660 • $34.95 • pb
Social Science / Sexual Abuse & Harassment

edited by Seth Tobocman
AK Press • On Sale: May 27/22
9781849354745 • $20.95 • pb
Comics & Graphic Novels / History

The Creative Interventions Workbook features
useful and effective tools and exercises aimed for
survivors of interpersonal violence, friends/family
who want to help, and people who caused harm.
This companion textto the Creative Interventions
Toolkit, also published by AK Press, provides
grounded, hands-on lessons to help readers
confront and end interpersonal violence of all
sorts-sexual, domestic, family, and more. Together
they form the feminist bedrock texts for the
emerging framework oftransformative justice (...)

World War 3 Illustrated is back with a collection of
comics and art about repairing our deeply
damaged world. Over twenty artists interpret the
theme in a wide variety of ways: mutual aid in the
face of a deadly pandemic, the struggle to respond
to catastrophic climate change; prison abolition
and reparations for African Americans; the right of
return for Palestinians and the restoration of land
to Native Americans; the everyday efforts of
workers who are repairing people and places (...)
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The sighting of a cougar in the Minnesota River
Valley, outside the Twin Cities, is incredibly rare. A
deadly cougar attack on a human in this area is
about as likely as getting struck by lightning-twice.
Yet when wealthy business owner Jack McGregor
is found dead, the physical evidence seems
incontrovertible.
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Gang Politics

Begin the World Over

by Kristian Williams
AK Press • On Sale: Jul 15/22
9781849354561 • $20.50 • pb
Social Science / Violence In Society

by Li Sun Kung
AK Press • On Sale: May 13/22
9781849354721 • $23.95 • pb
Fiction / Alternative History
Emergent Strategy Series

In three taut essays, Kristian Williams examines
our society's understanding of social and political
violence, what gets romanticized, misunderstood,
or muddled. He explores the complex intersections
between gangs" of all sorts-cops and criminals,
Proud Boys and antifa, Panthers and skinheadsarguing that government and criminality are
intimately related, often sharing critical features. As
society becomes more polarized and the
conviction that things are only going to get worse,
and more violent, grows, William's analysis is a
crucial corrective to (...)

Begin the World Over is a fictional alternate history
of how the Founders' greatest fear-that Black and
indigenous people might join forces to undo the
newly formed United States-comes true.

The Modern Crisis

War and Peace

by Murray Bookchin
AK Press • On Sale: Aug 12/22
9781849354462 • $21.95 • pb
Nature / Environmental Conservation & Protection

by Pierre-Joseph Proudhon
AK Press • On Sale: Jul 8/22
9781849354684 • $41.95 • pb
Political Science / International Relations / General

Murray Bookchin's frank assessment of the
disaster we are heading toward at increasing
speed is as much a work of ethics as it is of
environmentalism. The four essays that comprise it
share the view that, as he puts it, our ideas and
our practice must be imbued with a deep sense of
ethical commitment." Whether he is critiquing the
market economy, the state, or the idea-common to
both capitalists and certain left materialists-that
human beings are motivated (...)

Of Proudhon's best books, War and Peace is the
least well known in the English-speaking world.
This first English translation will open up both our
understanding of Proudhon's mature works as well
as a window on mid-nineteenth century
international relations and the history of
international thought. Sharkey's rich and faithful
translation, and Prichard's scholarly introduction
and annotations, bring this book to life for a new,
(post)modern audience. This is still one of the only
extended accounts of (...)

Overcoming Capitalism

The Reservoir

by Tom Wetzel
AK Press • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781849354707 • $27.95 • pb
Social Science / Social Classes

by David Duchovny
Akashic Books • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781636140445 • $27.95 • cl
Fiction / Literary

Overcoming Capitalism is a book about strategy,
particularly how the powerless can get the upper
hand. And it's written for everyone - not a
specialized, self-selected audience. Tom Wetzel
carefully explains how capitalism works and how
the structure is stacked against us with an eye
toward where power lies and how we can tip the
scales.

A former Wall Street veteran, quarantined by
the coronavirus, becomes consumed with
madness-or the fulfillment of his own mythic
fate

The book is a twenty-first century reworking of the
approach to unionism. The United States has a
dramatic history of workers organizing on (...)

In 1793, as revolutionaries in the West Indies take
up arms, James Hemings has little interest in
joining the fight for liberte -talented and favored, he
is careful to protect his relative comforts as
Thomas Jefferson's enslaved chef. But when he
meets Denmark Vesey, James is immediately
smitten (...)

This beautiful fever dream of a novella put me in
mind of Gabriel Garcia Márquez because of its
sense of romance-and humor-in the midst of
calamity. I'll never look at Central Park the same
way."
-Amanda Peet, actress
"A heartbreaking story of the cloaked complexities
of father-daughter love framed as a sort of virtuoso
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Now Lila Knows

Face

by Elizabeth Nunez
Akashic Books • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781636140247 • $36.95 • cl
Fiction / Literary

by Justine Bateman
Akashic Books • On Sale: Aug 12/22
9781636140339 • $22.95 • pb
Social Science / Anthropology / Cultural

Caribbean professor Lila Bonnard arrives in
Vermont for a short-term teaching position and
is forced to confront the terrible legacy of
American (in)justice.

Writer/director/producer Justine Bateman
examines the aggressive ways that society reacts
to the aging of women's faces.

Timely and essential, Now Lila Knows is a
luminous story of discovery and the consequences
of being Black in America."
- Bernice L. McFadden, author of The Book of
Harlan

Face . . . is filled with fictional vignettes that
examine real-life societal attitudes and internal
fears that have caused a negative perspective on
women's faces as they age." - TODAY Show, a
Best Book of 2021

"Nunez is one of the finest and most necessary

"There is nothing wrong with your face. At least,
that's what Justine Bateman wants you to realize.
Her new book, Face: One Square Foot of Skin, is a

Creatures of Passage

A Simpler Life

by Morowa Yejide
Akashic Books • On Sale: Jul 15/22
9781636140285 • $24.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary

by Series edited by Alain Botton
The School of Life • On Sale: Jun 10/22
9781912891689 • $27.95 • cl
Psychology / Emotions

With echoes of Toni Morrison's Beloved,
Yejide's novel explores a forgotten quadrant of
Washington, DC, and the ghosts that haunt it.

This book explores ideas around minimalism,
simplicity and how to live comfortably with
less.

Yejide's writing captures both real news and
spiritual truths with the deftness and capacious
imagination of her writing foremothers: Zora Neale
Hurston, Toni Morrison and N.K. Jemisin...
Creatures of Passage is that rare novel that
dispenses ancestral wisdom and literary virtuosity
in equal measure."
- Washington Post
"The novel is worthy of every Toni Morrison

We live in a complicated, frenzied, and noisy
world, filled with too much information, too many
products, ideas, and opinions. As a result, many of
us long for simplicity: a pared down, more

How to Survive the Modern World

Bold Truths

by Series edited by Alain Botton
The School of Life • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781912891535 • $41.95 • cl
Philosophy / Social

by Series edited by Alain Botton
The School of Life • On Sale: Jul 15/22
9781912891566 • $34.95 • pb
Art / Prints

A hopeful guide to living well in the 21st
century.

20 unique prints encapsulating the most
important lessons The School of Life has to
teach.
<p dir=ltr">

The modern world has brought us a range of
extraordinary benefits and joys, including
technology, medicine, and transportation. But with
these advances, it seems, we've also seen an
increase in greed, despair, and agitation.
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Bold Truths is a collection of philosophical lessons
immortalized as 20 colorful art prints.
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Varieties of Melancholy

The Bar at Twilight

by Series edited by Alain Botton
The School of Life • On Sale: Aug 12/22
9781912891603 • $27.95 • cl
Self-Help / Emotions

by Frederic Tuten
Bellevue Literary Press • On Sale: May 20/22
9781954276031 • $25.50 • pb
Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)

An insightful and consoling guide to the
melancholic state of mind.

An incomparable storyteller serves up an
enchanting concoction of art, love, and
longing

This is a book that celebrates the most neglected
but valuable emotion we can feel: melancholy.
Melancholy isn't depression, rage, or bitterness.
It's a serene, wise, and kindly response to the
difficulties of being alive. It helps us navigate a
wise and rational middle ground between extreme
despair and naïve optimism.

In fifteen masterful stories, Frederic Tuten
entertains questions of existential magnitude,
pervasive yearning, and the creative impulse. A
wealthy older woman reflects on her relationship
with her drowned husband, a painter, as she
awaits her own watery demise. An exhausted
artist, feeling stuck, reads a book of criticism about
allegory and symbolism before tossing her

Voices in the Dead House

Benefit

by Norman Lock
Bellevue Literary Press • On Sale: Jul 15/22
9781954276017 • $23.95 • pb
The American Novels

by Siobhan Phillips
Bellevue Literary Press • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781942658993 • $25.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary

Walt Whitman and Louisa May Alcott meet the
horrors of the Civil War as they minister to its
casualties

A young woman discovers what lurks beneath
the system that anointed her among the best
and brightest of her generation

After the Union Army's defeat at Fredericksburg in
1862, Walt Whitman and Louisa May Alcott
converge on Washington to nurse the sick,
wounded, and dying. Whitman was a man of many
contradictions: egocentric yet compassionate,
impatient with religiosity yet moved by the spiritual
in all humankind, bigoted yet soon to become
known as the great poet of democracy. Alcott was
an (...)

'A smart, razor-sharp exploration of the precarious
island of academic life and the cold unforgiving
waters that surround it.' -Jenny Offill, author of
Dept. of Speculation and Weather
Laura, a student from a modest background,
escapes her small town to join the ranks of the
academic elite on a Weatherfield fellowship to
study at Oxford University. She enthusiastically
throws (...)

Lessons From History

Murder at the Bailey

by Alex Deane
Biteback Publishing • On Sale: May 17/22
9781785907104 • $31.95 • cl
History / General

by Henry Milner
Biteback Publishing • On Sale: May 27/22
9781785907043 • $27.95 • B-format paperback
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Cozy

Lessons from History is a joyful romp through the
obscurest parts of the past. The annals have been
scoured for overlooked figures and events that
nonetheless made an impact, and within these
pages they are brought hilariously and often
poignantly back to life.

A notorious loan shark is shot dead outside the Old
Bailey. The killer is apprehended at the scene and
Adrian Stanford is about to take on the toughest
case of his career. Can he steer his client past the
no-nonsense detective Chief Superintendent 'Iron'
Rod Stokes, hell bent, in his last case before
retirement, in achieving a murder conviction? Or
the acerbic judge known to all as Mack The Knife,
whose own resolve is being tested to the limit (...)

Alex Deane began tweeting about quirky tales as a
distraction from the monotony of lockdown. Now
with over 2 million views online, the #deanehistory
stories are a social media sensation. These
tongue-in-cheek tales about eccentricity (...)
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Vanda

Kalmann

by Brunet
Bitter Lemon Press • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781913394653 • $22.50 • B-format paperback
Fiction / Thrillers / Psychological

by Joachim Schmidt
Bitter Lemon Press • On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781913394684 • $23.95 • B-format paperback
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / International
Mystery & Crime

A psychological thriller set in Southern France.
Brunet has followed on from the success of "the
Summer of Reckoning" with this magnificent
portrait of a woman and a mother, a beautiful and
often poetic tale that is unflinching about social
and personal violence. Set in Marseilles, this is the
story of Vanda, a beautiful woman in her thirties,
arms covered in tats, skin so dark that some take
her for a North African. Devoted to her six-year-old
son (...)

This atmospheric crime thriller laced with
humor-described by some as an Icelandic
Fargo -is set in the village of Raufarhöfn in
the far north of the country.

Kalmann Odinsson is the self-appointed Sheriff of
his town. Day by day, he
treks the wide plains which surround the almost
deserted village, hunts

Fish Swimming in Dappled Sunlight

Field Notes from the Flood Zone

by Riku Onda
Bitter Lemon Press • On Sale: Aug 5/22
9781913394592 • $23.50 • B-format paperback
Fiction / Thrillers / Psychological

by Heather Sellers
BOA Editions • On Sale: May 6/22
9781950774579 • $23.95 • pb
Poetry / Subjects & Themes / Nature
American Poets Continuum Series

From the author of The Aosawa Murders, one of
the NYT Notable Books of
2020. The WSJ commented: 'Part psychological
thriller, part murder
mystery-it is audacious in conception and brilliant
in execution.' The
Globe and Mail said the book was 'emerging as
one of the most praised
novels of the year.'

From the frontlines of climate catastrophe, a
poet watches the sea approach her doorstep.
Born and raised in Florida, Heather Sellers grew
up in an extraordinarily difficult home. The natural
world provided a life-giving respite from domestic
violence. She found, in the tropical flora and fauna,
great beauty and meaningful connection. She
made her way by trying to learn the name of every
flower, every insect, every fish and shell and tree
she encountered.
That world no longer exists (...)

Set in Tokyo over the course of one night, Aki and

Dante's Divine Trilogy

You Came Here for Greatness

by Alasdair Gray and Dante Alighieri
Canongate Books • On Sale: May 3/22
9781786897022 • $33.95 • B-format paperback
Poetry / European / Italian
Canons

by Aaron Rose
New World Library • On Sale: May 13/22
9781608687824 • $25.95 • pb
Self-Help / Spiritual

Alasdair Gray's remarkable retelling of Dante's
Divine Comedy; this edition brings Gray's Hell,
Purgatory and Paradise together into a single
edition for the first time

A truly unique approach to turning selfunderstanding and self-love into radical caring
for others and collective change

In this masterful retelling of one of the greatest
works of world literature, Alasdair Gray - in his last
work - offers an original translation in prosaic
English rhyme. Lyrical and modern, this complete
edition brings all three parts of Dante's epic
journey through Hell and Purgatory and on to
Paradise together in a single volume for (...)
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Aaron Rose came to his work as a motivational
speaker, transformational coach, and inclusivity
leader through his background both experiencing
rejection for being LGBTQ within a religious family
and being moved to early activism by the conflict
and inequality he witnessed growing up in 1990s
New York City. But his message is for anyone who
feels misunderstood, worries about the seemingly
(...)
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The Other Side of Nothing

The Dharma Bum's Guide to Western
Literature

by Brad Warner
New World Library • On Sale: May 20/22
9781608688043 • $26.95 • pb
Religion / Buddhism / Zen

by Dean Sluyter
New World Library • On Sale: Apr 8/22
9781608687695 • $25.95 • pb
Literary Criticism / Comparative Literature

A real, relatable, and reader-friendly guide to
Zen Buddhist ethics for modern times

Reveals the profound, often surprising ways the
literature we love conveys the awakening we seek

In the West, Zen Buddhism has a reputation for
paradoxes that defy logic. In particular, the
Buddhist concept of nonduality - the realization
that everything in the universe forms a single,
integrated whole - is especially difficult for
outsiders to grasp. In The Other Side of Nothing,
Zen teacher Brad Warner untangles the mystery
and explains nonduality in plain English. To
Warner, this is not just a philosophical (...)

Suppose we could discover enlightenment
teachings in Macbeth, The Catcher in the Rye,
Moby-Dick, The Bluest Eye, and The Cat in the
Hat . . . read Hemingway as haiku . . . learn
mindfulness from Virginia Woolf and liberation from
Frederick Douglass . . . see Dickinson and
Whitman as Buddhas of poetry, and Huck Finn and
Gatsby as seekers of the infinite.

Active Hope (revised)

Mythic Imagination

by Joanna Macy and Chris Johnstone
New World Library • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781608687107 • $28.50 • pb
Nature / Ecology

by Joseph Campbell
New World Library • On Sale: May 20/22
9781608688098 • $27.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary

The challenges we face can be difficult even to
think about. Climate change, political polarization,
economic upheaval, and mass extinction together
create a planetary emergency of overwhelming
proportions. Active Hope shows us how to
strengthen our capacity to face this crisis so that
we can respond with unexpected resilience and
creative power. Drawing on decades of teaching
an empowerment approach known as the Work
That Reconnects, the authors guide us through a
transformational process informed by mythic
journeys, modern psychology (...)

Enjoy seven never-before-collected stories from
the master of myth and story himself

Reclaiming Wellness

Medium Mentor

by Jovanka Ciares
New World Library • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781608687848 • $24.50 • pb
Health & Fitness / Healthy Living

by MaryAnn DiMarco
New World Library • On Sale: Apr 22/22
9781608687633 • $24.50 • pb
Body, Mind & Spirit / Parapsychology / ESP

Today's most effective wellness practices - and
their multicultural sources - presented to make
optimum overall health accessible to all

Shows how to tap into the soul's innate abilities
that we all yearn for and need - and that are ready
and waiting for us - to live our best lives and
responsibly serve others

Many of the most popular approaches to mind,
body, and spirit wellness are rooted in age-old
practices from around the world and come from
communities of color. But today they are typically
promoted and used only by dominant culture elites.
No more. In Reclaiming Wellness, Jovanka Ciares
reclaims these time- and science-proven
modalities to make them affordable and easy to
(...)
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Before he was the engaging professor who
brought mythology into people's living rooms
through his conversations with Bill Moyers, before
he became known as the thinker whose ideas
influenced Star Wars, and before his now-beloved
phrase follow your bliss" entered the popular
lexicon, Joseph Campbell was a young man who
tried his hand at writing fiction. At the age of
twenty-nine, after years of (...)

How would your life be different if you knew that
you had the private phone number of the wisest,
truest, most loving adviser possible? If you knew
that your every thought, word, and action might be
guided to help you and others? MaryAnn DiMarco
shows that this (...)
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Someday Is Today

The Pain Solution

by Matthew Dicks
New World Library • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781608687503 • $25.95 • pb
Self-Help / Creativity

by MD LAc Saloni Sharma
New World Library • On Sale: May 27/22
9781608687930 • $25.50 • pb
Health & Fitness / Pain Mgmt

A master of getting things done - a bestselling
novelist, acclaimed storyteller, schoolteacher,
parent, and workshop leader - shares how anyone
and everyone can reach their creative goals no
matter what

A patient-proven approach to pain prevention,
relief, and eradication without medication, surgery,
or special equipment

Someday - when the kids are grown, work
lightens up, I win the lottery - I am going to start
that business, become a yoga teacher, write that
book, develop that app, paint that picture, finish
my degree, pick up that musical instrument. . . .
There's a Japanese proverb: 'The day you decide
to do (...)

Most of us are acquainted with everyday aches
and pains. Some of us, after an injury, after
surgery, after COVID, or even without an event,
know a different kind of pain - one that lingers and
doesn't respond to medications. It keeps us from
living a full life. As Dr. Saloni Sharma shows, all of
us can learn to prevent, ease, and even triumph
over (...)

Career Self-Care

Memoir as Medicine

by Minda Zetlin
New World Library • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781608687329 • $24.50 • pb
Bus & Econ / Personal Success

by Nancy Slonim Aronie
New World Library • On Sale: Apr 1/22
9781608688074 • $25.50 • pb

Like the best advice from a therapist, career
counselor, and savvy best friend, this practical
resource details dozens of concrete ways to
improve work life in every kind of job or
entrepreneurial setting
Gig economy, Zoom meeting, solopreneur. Did
these terms even exist five years ago? Plus, the
last two years have turned everything we thought
we knew about 'working' upside down. Successful
professionals in record numbers have quit jobs
they didn't love (because YOLO - you only live
once), and (...)

A wonderfully fresh and frank guide to why and
how to write personal stories that will heal, liberate,
inspire - and entertain - both writer and reader
Writing has been medicine for Nancy Slonim
Aronie. At nine months old, her son Dan was
diagnosed with diabetes. Then, at twenty-two, he
was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. During the
years she and her husband took care of Dan, and
when he died at age thirty-eight, Aronie could not
find the book she (...)

Pause Breathe Choose

May Cause Side Effects

by Naz Beheshti
New World Library • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781608688180 • $24.50 • pb
Self-Help / Personal Growth / General

by Brooke Siem
Central Recovery Press • On Sale: May 20/22
9781949481709 • $37.95 • cl
Biography / Personal Memoirs

A leading-edge guide to how well-being drives
success across all aspects of life

An unforgettable memoir about the turmoil of
antidepressant withdrawal and the work it
takes to unravel the stories we tell ourselves to
rationalize our suffering-all unfurled against a
global backdrop.

CEO, executive wellness coach, and thought
leader Naz Beheshti distills the most valuable
lessons she learned from her first boss and
mentor, Steve Jobs, into a holistic method to live
your best life. Presenting the highly effective
framework that Beheshti has used with clients for
over a decade, this book is a guide for selfdiscovery, better choices, and purposeful growth.

Brooke Siem was among the first generation of
teens to be prescribed antidepressants. Initially
treated at fifteen years old, she swallowed the
capsules each morning with no thought of why or
how she might stop the prescriptions down the
road.

Now more than ever (...)
A decade and a half later, still on the (...)
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The Essential Guidebook to Mindfulness
Recovery For Family and Friends

Passport to Shame
by Sam Louie
Central Recovery Press • On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781949481686 • $25.95 • pb

by John Bruna
Central Recovery Press • On Sale: Aug 5/22
9781949481723 • $27.95 • pb
Body, Mind & Spirit / Meditation

A self-paced curriculum for families and loved
ones of someone in recovery from addiction
integrating mindfulness practices with the
Twelve Steps.

A psychotherapist's candid memoir of
addiction and recovery, exploring the
intersection of Asian culture, mental health,
and assimilating into American culture as an
ethnic minority.

A companion title tot he bestselling The Essential
Guidebook to Mindfulness in Recovery, former
Buddhist monk John Bruna and his team outline
the seven skills for living mindfully in recovery values, attention, wisdom, equanimity,
compassion, loving-kindness, and action. Each
skill has its own chapter with exercises and daily

Sam Louie grew up torn between cultures as part
of a first-generation Chinese immigrant family from
Hong Kong living in a predominantly African
American neighborhood in the United States. He
experienced the duality of existence with the
tension of two vastly different worldviews, his
identity intertwined with the country he lives in and
his (...)

The Forgery

Catching Fire

by Ave Barrera
Charco Press • On Sale: Aug 5/22
9781913867157 • $21.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary

by Daniel Hahn
Charco Press • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781913867256 • $21.95 • pb
Literary Collections / Diaries & Journals
Untranslated Series

A failing artist turned forger, an architectural
masterpiece hidden behind high walls, an impish
vagabond, and some very resourceful, very
intimidating twins - Forgery pays homage to greats
like Juan Rulfo and Luis Barragan, traversing late
20th Century Guadalajara with the exuberance
and eccentricity of an 18th Century picaresque.

In Catching Fire, the translation of Diamela Eltit's
Never Did the Fire unfolds in real time as a
conversation between works of art, illuminating
both in the process. The problems and pleasures
of conveying literature into another language what happens when you meet a pun? a double
entendre? - are met by translator Daniel Hahn's
humor, deftness, and deep appreciation for what
sets Eltit's work apart, and his evolving
understanding of what this particular novel is trying
to do (...)

Ave Barrera eases us into this microcosmos as
strange and shocking as it is true, constructing
powerful atmospheres imbued with very varied
sensations, ranging from dreamlike hallucinations
to terror, horror and beauty (...)

Never Did the Fire

Here Be Icebergs

by Diamela Eltit
Charco Press • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781913867218 • $22.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary

by Katya Adaui
Charco Press • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781913867195 • $21.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary

A literary icon in Chile and a major figure in the
anti-Pinochet resistance, Diamela Eltit gets
renewed attention in the English language in a
novel of breakdowns. Holed up together, old, ill,
and untethered from the revolutionary action that
defined them, a couple's bonds dissolve in their
loss of a child and their loss of belief in an idea.
What is there left to have faith in when the
structures we built, and the ones we succumbed
to, no (...)

The mysteries of kinship (families born into and
families made) take disconcerting and familiar
shapes in these refreshingly frank short stories. A
family is haunted by a beast that splatters fruit
against its walls every night, another undergoes a
near-collision with a bus on the way home from the
beach. Mothers are cold, fathers are absent - we
know these moments in the abstract, but Adaui
makes each as uncanny as our own lives: close
but not yet understood.
With (...)
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A Musical Offering

A Scene In Between (Revised Edition)

by Luis Sagasti
Charco Press • On Sale: May 27/22
9781999368456 • $20.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary

by Sam Knee
Cicada Books • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9781800660168 • $41.95 • cl
Music / History & Criticism

Tracing a circular course that echoes Bach's
Goldberg Variations, Luis Sagasti's second book to
appear in English takes the guise of a musical
scheherazade, recounting story after story,
vibrating to celestial harmonies. From the music
born of the sun to the music sent into space on the
Voyager mission, from Rothko to rock music, from
the composers of the concentration camps to a
weeping room for Argentinian conscripts in the
Falklands, A Musical Offering traverses the shifting
sands of fiction (...)

A revised edition of this cult classic
photographic exploration of 1980s music and
fashion, alongside hundreds of never-seenbefore photographs that will delight both fans
of Sam Knee's work and new music and
fashion aficionados.

Twenty Dollars and Change

Before Whiteness

by Clarence Lusane
City Lights Publishers • On Sale: Aug 26/22
9780872868854 • $29.95 • pb
History / African American

by D.S. Marriott
City Lights Publishers • On Sale: May 6/22
9780872868847 • $22.50 • pb
Poetry / American / African American
City Lights Spotlight

America is in the throes of a historic reckoning
with racism, and official narratives are up for
revision as we struggle to bring our democracy
forward.

A searing indictment of anti-Black social and
political violence by British Jamaican poet and
leading scholar of Afro-pessimism D.S.
Marriott.

Re-evaluating who should be honored as a
national hero is a key front in the fight for racial
justice. Whose lives and contributions should be
officially celebrated in our monuments, statues,
street names, and the portraits on the money we
exchange with one another every day?
For some, it's Andrew Jackson-a slaveholder (...)

A book that turns Blackness into a question of
reading, seeking to destroy and reimagine the
various traditions of inscribing and decoding
Blackness in poetry, Before Whiteness draws on a
sweeping range of references from medieval
Beowulf to contemporary UK grime. Born in Britain
but now living in the U.S., Marriott trains his
analytical gaze on grim American (...)

Family Album

Things You May Find Hidden in My Ear

by Gabriela Aleman
City Lights Publishers • On Sale: May 27/22
9780872868823 • $22.50 • pb

by Mosab Abu Toha
City Lights Publishers • On Sale: May 6/22
9780872868601 • $22.50 • pb
Poetry / Middle Eastern

Family Album is Ecuadorian author Gabriela
Aleman's rollicking follow-up to her acclaimed
English-language debut, Poso Wells .
Aleman is known for her spirited and sardonic take
on the fatefully interconnected-and often highly
compromised-forces at work in present-day South
America, and particularly in Ecuador. In this
collection of eight hugely entertaining short stories,
she teases tropes of hardboiled detective fiction,
satire, and adventure narratives to recast the
discussion of national identity. A muddy brew of
pop-culture (...)
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''A glorious photographic compendium of styles
and street cultures from a bygone era''. - The
Guardian
''An artist's image and music is inextricably
tethered and A Scene In Between draws these
threads together beautifully''. - Vice Magazine

Mosab Abu Toha is an astonishingly gifted
young poet from Gaza, almost a seer with his
eloquent lyrical vernacular ... His poems break
my heart and awaken it, at the same time. I feel
I have been waiting for his work all my life.'Naomi Shihab Nye
In this poetry debut Mosab Abu Toha writes about
his life under siege in Gaza, first as a child, and
then as a young father. A survivor of four brutal
military attacks, he bears (...)
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The Feminist Subversion of the Economy

Everything for Everyone

by Amaia Perez Orozco
Common Notions • On Sale: Aug 19/22
9781942173199 • $29.95 • pb
Social Science / Feminism & Feminist Theory

by ME O'Brien and Eman Abdelhadi
Common Notions • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781942173588 • $24.50 • pb
Fiction / Dystopian

The political response to the COVID-19 pandemic
and the pressures on the global capitalist
economies has, once again, imposed the priority of
markets over life. Add to this the climate crisis and,
undoubtedly, the task of sustaining life continues
to be privatized, made invisible, and feminized. We
must ask: what does a dignified life look like,
especially one that transforms the gendered
labor divisions and a racialized, exploitative
feminized care economy that falls mainly on the
shoulders of women (...)

By the middle of the twenty-first century, war,
famine, economic collapse, and climate
catastrophe had toppled the world's governments.
In the 2050s, the insurrections reached the nerve
center of global capitalism-New York City. This
book, a collection of interviews with the people
who made the revolution, was published to mark
the twentieth anniversary of the New York
Commune, a radically new social order forged in
the ashes of capitalist collapse.

On the Poverty of Student Life

Event Horizon

by translated by Donald Nicholson-Smith
Common Notions • On Sale: May 20/22
9781942173571 • $25.50 • pb
Philosophy / Political

by Cate Marvin
Copper Canyon Press • On Sale: Jun 3/22
9781556596438 • $22.50 • pb
Poetry / American

When the Situationist International was a little
known revolutionary art group, before Guy
Debord's philosophical masterpiece Society of the
Spectacle was published, and before Paris'
universities were occupied in May '68, a pamphlet
succinctly titled On the Poverty of Student Life:
Considered in Its Economic, Political,
Psychological, Sexual, and Especially Intellectual
Aspects, With a Modest Proposal for Doing Away
With It created a scandal that would turn into a
global revolt.

With contemplative poems inspired by the
everyday-errands, gardening, dog walks,
sunbathing-Cate Marvin reckons with the hurt
of our patriarchal world, confronting her own
past, toxic relationships and pondering what
we can gain by leaving some loved-ones
behind.

On the Poverty of Student Life was a match (...)

Her brilliant fourth poetry collection exists just
outside of calamity. Set between the violent realm
of patriarchy and the bright otherworld of female
agency and survival, these are poems of pointed
humor and quick intellect, radical exposure and
(re)vision (...)

Smoking the Bible

Diaries of a Terrorist

by Chris Abani
Copper Canyon Press • On Sale: May 27/22
9781556596285 • $23.95 • pb
Poetry / Subjects & Themes / Death, Grief, Loss

by Christopher Soto
Copper Canyon Press • On Sale: May 13/22
9781556596346 • $23.95 • pb
Poetry / American

An award-winning author of numerous books,
Chris Abani moves between his Igbo ancestry
and migration to the United States in poems
that evoke the holiness of grief through the
startling, central practice of inhaling an
immolated Bible.

Sexy, outspoken, and explosive, the terrorist of
Soto's debut collection resists police violence
with linguistic verve and radical honesty.

Smoking the Bible is an arresting collection of
poems thick with feeling, shaped by Chris Abani's
astounding command of form and metaphor.
These poems reveal the personal story of two
brothers-one elegizing the other-and the larger
story of a man (...)
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This debut poetry collection demands the abolition
of policing and human caging. In Diaries of a
Terrorist, Christopher Soto uses the "we" pronoun
to emphasize that police violence happens not
only to individuals, but to whole communities. His
poetics open the imagination towards possibilities
of existence beyond the status quo. Soto asks,
"Who do we call terrorist, & why"? These political
surrealist (...)
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Now Do You Know Where You Are

Swallowed Light

by Dana Levin
Copper Canyon Press • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781556596339 • $23.95 • pb
Poetry / Women Authors

by Michael Wasson
Copper Canyon Press • On Sale: May 20/22
9781556596001 • $22.50 • pb
Poetry / Native American

Love and grief guide Dana Levin in her new
book exploring an increasingly unsettling
America after the 2016 election, on both
national and personal levels.

Ocean Vuong meets Natalie Diaz in dreamlike,
blood-soaked verse that explores the cost of
memory and mourning.
Swallowed Light begins at the opened clearing of
myth, at the mouth of history. In his breathtaking
debut poetry collection, Michael Wasson writes
into the gaps left by a legacy of erasure-the wholly
American fracture of colonialism-where the
indigenous tongue is determined to bloom against
its own vanishing. These poems mourn and build
with pattern and intricacy, intuition and echo (...)

Dana Levin's fifth collection is a brave and
perceptive companion, walking with the reader
through the disorientations of personal and
collective transformation. Now Do You Know
Where You Are investigates how great change
calls the soul out of the old lyric, "to be a
messenger-to record whatever wanted to stream
through." Levin works in (...)

Love Poems in Quarantine

Red Stilts (paperback)

by Sarah Ruhl
Copper Canyon Press • On Sale: Jun 10/22
9781556596308 • $22.50 • pb
Poetry / Subjects & Themes / General

by Ted Kooser
Copper Canyon Press • On Sale: Apr 22/22
9781556596490 • $22.50 • pb
Poetry / American

An award-winning, multi-genre writer grapples
with the pandemic, death of George Floyd, and
other crises of our times in gnomic poems
written from inside the purgatory (and sudden
revelations) of quarantine.

Red Stilts finds Pulitzer Prize-winner and former U.
S. Poet Laureate Ted Kooser at the top of his
imaginative and storytelling powers. Here are the
richly metaphorical, imagistically masterful, clear
and accessible poems for which he has become
widely known. Kooser writes for an audience of
everyday readers and believes poets "need to
write poetry that doesn't make people feel stupid."
Each poem in Red Stilts strives to reveal the
complex beauties of the ordinary, of the world
that's (...)

Writing from and toward "the endless desire / to
be at home in the world," Sarah Ruhl wrote Love
Poems in Quarantine to mark the passage of time
when all familiar landmarks disappeared. From the
dawn of the COVID-19 pandemic, to the murder of
George Floyd, to (...)

The Trees Witness Everything

Langrishe, Go Down

by Victoria Chang
Copper Canyon Press • On Sale: May 6/22
9781556596322 • $23.95 • pb
Poetry / American / Asian American

by Aidan Higgins
Deep Vellum • On Sale: Jul 15/22
9781628973921 • $22.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary
Dalkey Archive Essentials

A lover of strict form, best-selling poet Victoria
Chang turns to compact Japanese waka,
powerfully innovating on tradition while
continuing her pursuit of one of life's hardest
questions: how to let go.

An eminently poetic book, Langrishe, Go Down
(Higgins's first novel) traces the fall of the
Langrishes - a once wealthy, highly respected Irish
family - through the lives of their four daughters,
especially the youngest, Imogen, whose love affair
with a self-centered German scholar resonates
throughout the book. Their relationship, told in
lush, erotic, and occasionally melancholic prose,
comes to represent not only the invasion and
decline of this insular family, but the decline of
Ireland and Western Europe as a (...)

In The Trees Witness Everything, Victoria Chang
reinvigorates language by way of concentration,
using constraint to illuminate and free the wild
interior. Largely composed in various Japanese
syllabic forms called "wakas," each poem is
shaped by pattern and count. This highly original
work innovates inside the lineage (...)
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Poor Things

Eros the Bittersweet

by Alasdair Gray
Deep Vellum • On Sale: Aug 5/22
9781628973938 • $25.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary
Dalkey Archive Essentials

by Anne Carson
Deep Vellum • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781628973860 • $23.95 • pb
Literary Criticism / Ancient & Classical
Dalkey Archive Essentials

One of Alasdair Gray's most brilliant creations,
Poor Things is a postmodern revision of
Frankenstein that replaces the traditional monster
with Bella Baxter - a beautiful young erotomaniac
brought back to life with the brain of an infant.
Godwin Baxter's scientific ambition to create the
perfect companion is realized when he finds the
drowned body of Bella, but his dream is thwarted
by Dr. Archibald McCandless's jealous love for
Baxter's creation.

Selected by the Modern Library as one of the
100 best nonfiction books of all time

The hilarious tale of love and scandal that ensues
would (...)

A book about romantic love, Eros the Bittersweet is
Anne Carson's exploration of the concept of eros"
in both classical philosophy and literature.
Beginning with, "It was Sappho who first called
eros 'bittersweet.' No one who has been in love
disputes her," Carson examines her subject from
numerous points of view, creating a lyrical
meditation in the tradition of William Carlos
Williams's Spring and (...)

You'll Like it Here

An Evening of Romantic Lovemaking

by Ashton Politanoff
Deep Vellum • On Sale: Aug 26/22
9781628974034 • $21.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary
American Literature Series

by Ben Slotky
Deep Vellum • On Sale: Jul 29/22
9781628974010 • $21.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary
American Literature Series

You'll Like it Here is a haunting bricolage, divided
into three parts, that excavates the forgotten
history of Redondo Beach in the early 1900's
through old news clippings, advertisements,
recipes and other ephemera that speak to the ills
of male stoicism, industrialization and capitalism,
and environmental displacement. Ashton used
digital archives from the Redondo Reflex and other
city adjacent newspapers as the basis for his
surrealist account, masterfully tracing this larger
shift away from coastal maritime repose in the (...)

An Evening of Romantic Lovemaking is the tale of
a would-be standup comedian/terrorist as he
hilariously and heart-wrenchingly performs his last
act in front of an audience who may or may not be
there. Curtis White calls it both the funniest and
one of the saddest novels I've ever read" and "a
work of comic genius. While comparisons to
Gilbert Sorrentino, Mark Leyner, and Flann O'Brien
will be made, Slotky's voice is entirely his own and
one (...)

Deer

Wittgenstein's Mistress

by Dashiel Carrera
Deep Vellum • On Sale: Aug 12/22
9781628974027 • $21.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary
American Literature Series

by David Markson
Deep Vellum • On Sale: Jul 8/22
9781628973914 • $22.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary
Dalkey Archive Essentials

The Deer is a rhythmic, surrealist psychological
thriller about a physicist who hits - what appears to be a deer. As he returns from the scene of the
accident to his childhood home, long-forgotten
memories flood his consciousness, and he must
come to terms with the fact that his past, and
reality as he knows it, are not what they appear.
Part experimental film, part jazz record, but always
lyrical, luminous, and austere, The Deer is a
poignant meditation on (...)

Wittgenstein's Mistress is a novel unlike anything
David Markson or anyone else has ever written
before. It is the story of a woman who is convinced
and, astonishingly, will ultimately convince the
reader as well that she is the only person left on
earth.
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Presumably she is mad. And yet so appealing is
her character, and so witty and seductive her
narrative voice, that we will follow her hypnotically
as she unloads the intellectual baggage of a
lifetime in a (...)
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The Longcut

At Swim-Two-Birds

by Emily Hall
Deep Vellum • On Sale: May 20/22
9781628973976 • $22.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary
American Literature Series

by Flann O'Brien
Deep Vellum • On Sale: May 13/22
9781628973884 • $25.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary
Dalkey Archive Essentials

The narrator of The Longcut is an artist who
doesn't know what her art is. As she gets lost on
her way to a meeting in an art gallery, walking
around in circles in a city she knows perfectly well,
she finds herself endlessly sidetracked and
distracted by the question of what her work is and
how she'll know it when she sees it.

Along with one or two books by James Joyce,
Flann O'Brien's At Swim-Two-Birds is the most
famous (and infamous) of Irish novels published in
the twentieth century.

Her mental peregrinations take her through the
elements that make up her life: her dull office (...)

A wildly comic send-up of Irish literature and
culture, At Swim-Two-Birds is the story of a young,
lazy, and frequently drunk Irish college student
who lives with his curmudgeonly uncle in Dublin.
When not in bed (where he seems to spend most
of his time) or reading he (...)

Yellow Back Radio Broke-Down

Sot-Weed Factor

by Ishmael Reed
Deep Vellum • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781628973877 • $23.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary
Dalkey Archive Essentials

by John Barth
Deep Vellum • On Sale: Aug 19/22
9781628973945 • $33.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary
Dalkey Archive Essentials

Folks. This here is the story of the Loop Garoo Kid.
A cowboy so bad he made a working posse of
spells phone in sick. A bullwhacker so unfeeling he
left the print of winged mice on hides of crawling
women. A desperado so onery he made the Pope
cry and the most powerful of cattlemen shed his
head to the Executioner's swine." And so begins
the HooDoo Western by Ishmael Reed, author of
Mumbo Jumbo and one of America's (...)

This is Barth's most distinguished masterpiece.
This modern classic is a hilarious tribute to all the
most insidious human vices, with a hero who is
one of the most diverting . . . to roam the world
since Candide."

Trilogy

Antagony

by Jon Fosse
Deep Vellum • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781628973907 • $22.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary
Dalkey Archive Essentials

by Luis Goytisolo
Deep Vellum • On Sale: Jun 3/22
9781628973983 • $34.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary
Spanish Literature Series

Trilogy is Jon Fosse's critically acclaimed,
luminous love story about Asle and Alida, two
lovers trying to find their place in this world.
Homeless and sleepless, they wander around
Bergen in the rain, trying to make a life for
themselves and the child they expect. Through a
rich web of historical, cultural, and theological
allusions, Fosse constructs a modern parable of
injustice, resistance, crime, and redemption.
Consisting of three novellas ( Wakefulness, Olav's
Dreams, and Weariness ), Trilogy is a haunting,
mysterious (...)

Antagony surveys the social history of Barcelona
and Catalonia, primarily since the end of the
Spanish Civil War in 1939. The work, originally
published as a tetralogy and now collected into
one volume, follows the youth and education of
Raul Ferrer Gaminde, son of a well-connected,
middle-class Catalan family that embraces Franco
and Spanish Nationalism. Its potent drama plays
out through Goytisolo's crisp, forceful presentation
of youth, humor, optimism, rebellion, violence,
sexual awakening, indulgence, punishment, and
the realization (...)
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"A feast. Dense, funny, endlessly inventive (and,
OK, yes, long-winded) this satire of the eighteenthcentury picaresque novel - think Fielding's Tom
Jones or Sterne's Tristram Shandy - is also an
earnest picture of the pitfalls awaiting innocence as
it makes its unsteady way in (...)
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The Planetarium

Monogamy

by Nathalie Sarraute
Deep Vellum • On Sale: May 27/22
9781628973891 • $23.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary
Dalkey Archive Essentials

by Robert Von Hallberg
Deep Vellum • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9781628974003 • $48.95 • pb
Literary Criticism / American / General
Scholarly Series

A young writer has his heart set on his aunt's large
apartment. With this seemingly simple conceit, the
characters of The Planetarium are set in orbit and
a galaxy of argument, resentment, and bitterness
erupts. Telling the story from various points of
view, Sarraute focuses below the surface, on the
emotional lives of the characters in a way that
surpasses even Virginia Woolf. Always deeply
engaging, The Planetarium reveals the deep
disparity between the way we see ourselves and
the (...)

Monogamy elaborates an ideology of romance
from extraordinary poems and songs, one by one.
Poems and popular songs are still the main
medium for preserving the rules of romance. Each
chapter is a meditation on one of eight
commonplaces about love: that it makes one
monogamous, sentimental, vulnerable; that its
force is immediate and transformative; or that it is
a fickle force, but cannot be bought, and yet
endures. Strong poets and lyricists bend these
notions, as lovers do too (...)

Bern Book

Their Four Hearts

by Vincent O. Carter
Deep Vellum • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781628973853 • $25.50 • pb
American Literature Series

by Vladimir Sorokin, illustrated by Gregory
Klassen, translated by Max Lawton
Deep Vellum • On Sale: Apr 22/22
9781628973969 • $25.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary
Russian Literature Series

The Bern Book is a travelogue, a memoir, a
diary of an isolated soul" (Darryl Pinckney),
and a meditation on the myth and reality of
race in midcentury Europe and America.
In 1953, having left the US and settled in Bern,
Switzerland, Vincent O. Carter, a struggling writer,
set about composing a "record of a voyage of the
mind." The voyage begins with Carter's furiously
good-humored description of how, every time he
leaves the house, he must face the (...)

In many respects, Their Four Hearts is a book of
endings and final things. Vladimir Sorokin wrote it
in the year the Soviet Union collapsed and then
didn't write fiction for ten years after completing it his next book being the infamous Blue Lard, which
he wrote in 1998. Without exaggerating too much,
one might call it the last book of the Russian
twentieth century and Blue Lard the first book of
the Russian twenty-first century. It is a (...)

Streaming Now

Between Tides

by Laurie Stone
Dottir Press • On Sale: May 20/22
9781948340526 • $27.95 • pb
Literary Collections / Essays

by Angel Khoury
Dzanc Books • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781950539635 • $26.50 • pb
Fiction / Historical

Streaming Now: Postcards from the Thing That Is
Happening is a collection of hybrid feminist
narratives that perfectly captures the many
paradoxes of the COVID-19 pandemic, contrasting
the seemingly never-ended public catastrophes we
experienced as a collective with the isolated, oftenmundane lives we carried out in private.

A captivating historical novel set on Cape Cod
and North Carolina's Outer Banks, perfect for
readers of Where the Crawdads Sing and
Marilynne Robinson's Housekeeping

Shifting effortless between social commentary and
memoir, glimpses of history and threads of fiction,
Stone, a lifelong feminist and longtime contributor
to the Village Voice and NPR's Fresh Air,
unapologetically (...)
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1890s, Cape Cod: Between tides, a man deserts
his wife and his post as keeper of the Chatham
Beach Lifesaving Station to start a new family far
to the south, at Cape Hatteras.

1940s: His daughter, en route to serve in World
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The Swimmers

The Martins

by Chloe Lane
Gallic Books • On Sale: May 29/22
9781913547318 • $22.50 • pb
Fiction / Family Life

by David Foenkinos
Gallic Books • On Sale: Aug 1/22
9781913547301 • $25.50 • C-format paperback
Fiction / Family Life

When an affair ends badly and her career takes a
nosedive, Erin returns to spend a holiday weekend
at the family farm with her chronically ill mother,
and her aunt-turned-carer. She learns shortly
before her arrival that her mother has decided to
take matters into her own hands and end her own
life . . . the following Tuesday.

Go out into the street and the first person you see
will be the subject of your next book.'

Doing her imperfect best to follow her mother's
wishes, Erin finds herself having to grow up quickly
as she prepares for the (...)

This is the challenge a struggling Parisian writer
sets himself, imagining his next heroine might be
the mysterious young woman who often stands
smoking near his apartment ... instead it's
octogenarian Madeleine. She's happy to become
the subject of his book - but first she needs to put
away her shopping.
Is it really true, the writer wonders, that every life is
the (...)

Contented Couples

Bowie, Cambo & All the Hype

by Anne Power
Global Book Sales • On Sale: Aug 12/22
9781913494469 • $33.50 • pb
Psychology / Psychotherapy / General

by John Cambridge
Global Book Sales • On Sale: May 14/22
9780857162168 • $27.95 • pb
Performing Arts / General

Anne Power sits down with twenty-two contented
couples in the US and the UK to discuss how they
found each other and what made it work. She
looks at the way couples found each other and
what made it work. The author uses some of the
questions she puts to new couples in therapy:
What does a row look like? How has sex been
across the years? Who has grown up the most
over their time together? What stopped (...)

John 'Cambo' Cambridge lived with Bowie at
Haddon Hall when he had his first hit record
'Space Oddity' and toured with him in Junior's
Eyes. He was there when Bowie lost his father,
passed his driving test and played his first Glam
Rock gig with Hype, even acting as best man when
Bowie married Angela Barnett in 1970. And if John
had not persuaded his former Rats colleague Mick
Ronson to join Bowie in February 1970, there
might never have (...)

Leading Through Uncertainty: 2nd Edition

Bob Dylan in the Big Apple

by Jude Jennison
Global Book Sales • On Sale: May 20/22
9781788603362 • $36.50 • pb
Bus & Econ / Leadership

by K.G Miles
Global Book Sales • On Sale: May 14/22
9780857162205 • $23.95 • pb
Performing Arts / General

In a world of
disruptive change, uncertainty is the buzzword on
everyone's lips.

Here we follow Bob Dylan during his time in New
York. Looking at the locations, including the less
trodden Dylan trails, the characters he befriended
as well as stories that formed the backdrop to his
life and work. We follow in his early footsteps into
the Cafe Wha? as well as, more recently, the
Beacon Theatre. Along the way we take in fighting
on Elizabeth Street, the 'crummy' hotel, the tavern
'on the corner of Armageddon Street' and the
Tuscarora (...)

Disruptive change can
throw everything into chaos unless leaders and
teams have the skills to lead
con&#64257;dently through it. How do you lead
complex change without burning out,
disconnecting or losing your team?
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High Conflict People in the Church

Exploring Black & White

by Megan Hunter
High Conflict Institute Press • On Sale: Jun 28/22
9781950057375 • $24.50 • pb
Religion / Christianity / Church Administration

by Victor Escandell
Hokai Book • On Sale: May 6/22
9788417656492 • $27.95 • pb
Art / Techniques / Drawing

People with high conflict personalities (HCPs) are
drawn to leadership to satisfy their maladaptive
personality traits and drawn to the church as
parishioners and staff because they frequently
move from one church or job to another, and the
barrier to entry for parishioners is non-existent.
HCPs in church leadership eventually damage the
church, sometimes beyond repair, as their fearbased personalities are in charge and they are out
of alignment with the church mission. Eventually,
chaos ensues the church (...)

In this book, renowned illustrator Victor
Escandell offers a step-by-step explanation of
ten different techniques and their multiple
variations, so that, through experimentation,
apparently simple black and white drawings or
paintings gain added depth and
expressiveness.

First People

Dear Bill Bryson

by Andrew Smith
Icon Books • On Sale: Apr 7/22
9781776191840 • $19.95 • PB - B-format
paperback
History / General

by Ben Aitken
Icon Books • On Sale: Feb 3/22
9781785788253 • $19.95 • PB - B-format
paperback
Travel / Europe / Great Britain

An illuminating exploration of early Southern
African hunters and herders.

An irreverent homage to the '95 travel classic,
from the author of The Gran Tour

In First People, archaeologist Andrew Smith
examines what we know about Southern
Africa's early people, drawing on evidence
from archaeological sites and rock art, the
observations of colonial-era travellers,
linguistics, and the study of the human
genome.

'It would be wrong to view this book as just a
highly accomplished homage to a personal
hero. Aitken's politics, as much as his humour,
are firmly in the spotlight, and Dear Bill Bryson
achieves more than its title (possibly even its
author) intended.' Manchester Review

Now in paperback, this visually detailed book by
renowned illustrator Victor Escandell is devoted
exclusively to the infinite creative possibilities of
drawing and painting in black and white.
Traditional and modern materials, techniques and

Smith has studied the history and prehistory of the
Khoisan throughout his long and distinguished

In 2013, travel writer Ben Aitken decided to follow
in the footsteps of his hero - literally - and started a
(...)

The Marmalade Diaries

Game Theory

by Ben Aitken
Icon Books • On Sale: Jun 14/22
9781785789021 • $33.95 • cl
Family & Relationships / General

by Brian Clegg
Icon Books • On Sale: Apr 21/22
9781785788321 • $19.95 • PB - B-format
paperback
Mathematics / Game Theory

From the author of The Gran Tour, a portrait of
an intergenerational friendship.
Recently widowed, Winnie, 84, was in need of
some companionship. Someone to help with the
weekly food shop and offer tips on the crossword.
Ben, 34, was looking for a new housemate.
As the UK was locked down in 2020, Ben and
Winnie's lives interwove, forming an unlikely
friendship, where lessons were learnt (heat the red
wine in the oven with the plates; preserve or pickle
whatever (...)
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Brian Clegg was always fascinated by Isaac
Asimov's classic Foundation series of books,
in which the future is predicted using
sophisticated mathematical modelling of
human psychology and behaviour.
Only much later did he realise that Asimov's
'psychohistory' had a real-world equivalent: game
theory.
Originating in the study of probabilistic gambling
games that depend on a random source - the
throw of a dice or the toss of a coin - game theory
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Money, Magic, and How to Dismantle a
Financial Bomb

Children of Sugarcane
by Joanne Joseph
Icon Books • On Sale: May 5/22
9781776191864 • $17.95 • PB - B-format
paperback
Fiction / Historical

by David Orrell
Icon Books • On Sale: Feb 10/22
9781785788284 • $39.95 • cl
Bus & Econ / General

How quantum economics can dispel the
illusions surrounding money and help us
reform finance
Money has many apparently magical
properties. It can be created out of the void and vanish without so much as a puff of
smoke. It can flash through space. It can grow
without limit. And it can blow up without
warning.

Vividly set against the backdrop of 19th
century India and the British-owned sugarcane
plantations of Natal, written with great
tenderness and lyricism, Children of
Sugarcane paints an intimate and wrenching
picture of indenture told from a woman's
perspective.

David Orrell argues that the emerging discipline of
quantum economics, of which he is at the forefront,

Shanti, a bright teenager stifled by life in rural India
and facing an arranged marriage, dreams that
South Africa is an opportunity to start afresh. The
Colony of Natal is where Shanti believes she can
escape the poverty, caste, and the (...)

Xi

The Year I Stopped to Notice

by Kerry Brown
Icon Books • On Sale: May 5/22
9781785788086 • $19.95 • pb
Biography / Political

by Miranda Keeling
Icon Books • On Sale: Mar 17/22
9781785787966 • $25.95 • cl
Reference / Curiosities & Wonders

A timely political primer on Xi Jinping by
acclaimed author and academic, Professor
Kerry Brown.

This book is a delight … the world is full of
little surprises, momentary little fountains of
pleasure and beauty, that could be visible to all
of us if we learned to stop and notice' Philip
Pullman

Although Xi Jinping came to power a decade ago,
he remains an enigmatic figure in the West. His
priority has always been to keep Chinese society
as stable as possible, steering a course through a
period of astounding economic growth, while
ensuring that nothing challenges the political
status quo.

'An odd, beautiful book … Buy an extra copy to
give to someone you love' Neil Gaiman
January: A man walking along Caledonian Road
falls over onto the huge roll of bubble wrap he is
hugging, perhaps for just this sort of situation.

But with unrest stirring in Hong Kong, reports of
human rights abuses taking place in the (...)

Wired Up Wrong

Shearwater

by Rachael Smith
Icon Books • On Sale: Jan 20/22
9781785788376 • $25.95 • pb
Comics & Graphic Novels / NonFic / Biography &
Memoir

by Roger Morgan-Grenville
Icon Books • On Sale: Apr 7/22
9781785788598 • $19.95 • PB - B-format
paperback
Nature / Animals / Birds

A new graphic memoir, from the award-winning
author of Quarantine Comix .

Shearwater is sheer delight, a luminous portrait
of a magical seabird which spans the watery
globe' Daily Mail

Hoping to better understand her own brain, awardwinning comic-creator Rachael Smith set about
documenting her experiences and struggles with
anxiety and depression through comic strips.
The resulting book, Wired Up Wrong, is both
educating and entertaining, holding a mirror up to
all the flattering and unflattering aspects of mental
health.

`Charming and impassioned … a rich tribute to
an extraordinary bird.' Horatio Clare, author of
A Single Swallow and Heavy Light

A very personal mix of memoir and natural
history from the author of Liquid Gold .
Ten weeks into its life, a Manx shearwater
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Buy Better, Consume Less

Beyond Bitcoin

by Sian Conway-Wood
Icon Books • On Sale: Feb 17/22
9781785788116 • $25.95 • cl
Self-Help / Green Lifestyle

by Simon Dingle and Steven Boykey Sidley
Icon Books • On Sale: Jan 6/22
9781785788307 • $19.95 • PB - B-format
paperback
Bus & Econ / General

How to spot greenwashing, stop consuming
and demand a more sustainable future.

The first book for a popular audience on the
transformative, democratising technology of 'DeFi'.

Climate change is now a mainstream conversation
topic, and yet every week our recycling piles are
still overflowing and we're faced with a steady
stream of brands trying to persuade us to buy their
eco-friendly products in our quest to live
sustainably.
For too long, corporations have shifted the ecoresponsibility onto us, the consumers. It's time to
push back and demand change.

After over a decade of Bitcoin, which has now
moved beyond lore and hype into an
increasingly robust star in the firmament of
global assets, a new and more important
question has arisen. What happens beyond
Bitcoin? The answer is decentralised finance 'DeFi'.
Tech and finance experts Steven Boykey Sidley

Travelers

Muslim Woman's Attire and Adornment

by Brett Riley
Imbrifex Books • On Sale: Aug 12/22
9781945501470 • $26.95 • cl
YA Fic / Superheroes
Freaks

by Abd al-Halim Abu Shuqqah
Kube Publishing • On Sale: Aug 26/22
9781847741813 • $13.50 • pb
Religion / Islam / General
Women's Emancipation under the Prophet

Falling in love. Evading the authorities.
Chasing the rabbits.

This 8-volume series is the author's abridged
version of his longer work with the same title,
spanning a 25-year study of the main sources of
Islamic teachings: the Qur'an and the authentic
sunnah. The author's study comprised 14 great
anthologies of hadiths, but in his book he only
rarely includes hadiths from any anthology other
than the two most authentic ones of al-Bukhari and
Muslim. This series will illustrate the status of the
Muslim woman that is (...)

Now high school sophomores, the self-styled
'Freaks' are back in class in quiet Quapaw City,
Arkansas. They grapple with the ordinary
challenges of everyday teen life: cliques, cars, and
crushes. While everything appears normal on the
surface, looks have rarely been more deceiving. A
secret government task force-fully aware of the
unusual powers the Freaks have acquired-is
determined to capture them. Even as the

Shah Wali-Allah Dihlawi and his
Economic Thought

The Muslim 100
by Muhammad Mojlum Khan
Kube Publishing • On Sale: Feb 4/22
9781847741769 • $33.95 • pb
Biography / Religious

by Dr. Abdul Azim Islahi
Kube Publishing • On Sale: Jul 15/22
9780860378518 • $21.95 • pb
Bus & Econ / Islamic Banking & Finance

It is rare to see a publication which includes
personalities from both Shia and Sunni schools of
thought and which is so much needed in today's
turbulent world. This book, I believe will . . . enrich
our understanding of not only the historical but the
contemporary history of the Muslim."-Ahmed J.
Versi, chief editor of The Muslim News (London)

Shah Wali-Allah was a great sufi scholar born in
the Indian Sub-Continent in the 1700's. He had a
deep understanding of Qur'an, Hadith and Fiqh.
This book is unique as it focussing on Shah WaliAllah's thought from an economic perspective.
Chapters discuss his economic ideas, his
contribution to Tadbir al-Manzil (household
management), money and interest, as well as
public finance and socio-economic development
(...)

Who have been the Muslim world's most influential
people? What were their ideas, thoughts, and
achievements? In one hundred short and engaging
(...)
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LEAD

Meeting Muhammad

The Parables of the Qur'an

by Omar Suleiman
Kube Publishing • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781847741776 • $20.95 • cl
Religion / Islam / General

by Yasir Qadhi
Kube Publishing • On Sale: Apr 22/22
9781847741790 • $20.95 • cl
Religion / Islam / General

My eyes have never seen anything better than
you. No woman has ever given birth to anyone as
beautiful as you. You were created free from all
flaws. As if you were created exactly as you
wished. - Hassan Ibn Thabit (RA) Allah has never
sent a Prophet except that Prophet had a beautiful
face and a beautiful voice. In the case of the
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) as Ali (RA) said, "I've
never seen anything like him, before him or after
(...)

The Qur'an is the word of Allah, it is the most
eloquent and best of all speech. The Qur'an uses
different rhetorical devices and parables to convey
its message. Allah says in the Qur'an: 'We have
given every type of parable in this Qur'an so that
they can understand and think'. Allah conveys to
us facts, stories and examples as well as guidance
and warnings throughout His book. Yasir Qadhi's
book will take 30 parables of the Qur'an and
explain (...)

The Corn Chief

Sabotage

by Karen Whetung
Medicine Wheel Education • On Sale: May 1/22
9781989122907 • $16.99 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Social Situations / Values

by Alex Nunns
OR Books • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781682192887 • $25.50 • pb
Political Science / Political Process / Political
Parties

With the wizened old chief set to step down, young
Linny dreams of being chosen as his replacement.
As she struggles to pass his test, Linny learns with
the help of her family what it really takes to
become chief...in the most unexpected way. This
story is told with the help of traditional cornhusk
dolls. Corn dolls protect the home, livestock, and
personal wellness of the maker and their family.
Cornhusk dolls have been made in some
Indigenous cultures (...)

I work every single day in some small way to bring
forward the end of Jeremy Corbyn's tenure," said
Labour's "˜Prince of Darkness' Peter Mandelson in
2017. British politics has never before seen a
political party sabotage itself to stop its own leader
becoming prime minister. Yet, as this explosive
account from Corbyn's former speechwriter Alex
Nunns shows, that is precisely what happened
when an outsider threatened the establishment in
Labour and beyond.
This was a wrecking operation that changed (...)

How to Read Donald Duck

Extinction

by Ariel Dorfman
OR Books • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781682193112 • $30.95 • pb
Literary Criticism / Comics & Graphic Novels

by Ashley Dawson
OR Books • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781682192993 • $22.50 • pb
Nature / Environmental Conservation & Protection

First published in 1971 in Chile, where the
entire third printing was dumped into the ocean
by the Chilean Navy and bonfires were held to
destroy earlier editions, How to Read Donald
Duck reveals the capitalist ideology at work in
our most beloved cartoons.

With a new introduction by the author

Focusing on the hapless mice and ducks of
Disney'curiously parentless, marginalized, always
short of cash'Ariel Dorfman and Armand Mattelart
dissect the narratives of dependency and social
aspiration that define the Disney corpus. Disney
recognized the challenge (...)
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Some thousands of years ago, the world was
home to an immense variety of large mammals.
From wooly mammoths and saber-toothed tigers to
giant ground sloths and armadillos the size of
automobiles, these spectacular creatures roamed
freely. Then human beings arrived. Devouring their
way down the food chain as they spread across
the planet, they began a process of voracious
extinction that has continued to the present.
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People's Power

The Black Agenda

by Ashley Dawson
OR Books • On Sale: Jul 8/22
9781682192979 • $27.95 • pb
Political Science / Public Policy / Energy Policy

by Glen Ford
OR Books • On Sale: May 20/22
9781682192900 • $30.95 • pb
Social Science / Ethnic Studies / African-American
Studies

The science is conclusive: to avoid irreversible
climate collapse, the burning of all fossil fuels will
have to end in the next decade. In this concise and
highly readable intervention, Ashley Dawson sets
out what is required to make this momentous shift:
simply replacing coal-fired power plants with forprofit solar energy farms will only maintain the toxic
illusion that it is possible to sustain relentlessly
expanding energy consumption. We can no longer
think of energy as a commodity (...)

Understanding Black politics is key to recognizing
the most important social dynamics of the United
States. And over the past 40 years no other
commentator has been as deeply insightful about
the paradoxes and personalities of Black American
public life as the journalist and radio host Glen
Ford.
In this stunning overview, Ford draws on his work
for Black Agenda Report, one of the most incisive
and perceptive publications of the progressive left,
to examine the often-competing struggles for (...)

Parrot Tales

Decolonize Museums

by Michael Steven Smith and Debby Smith,
illustrated by Eric Hanson
OR Books • On Sale: Jun 3/22
9781682193136 • $27.95 • cl
Pets / Birds

by Shimrit Lee
OR Books • On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781682193150 • $25.50 • pb
Political Science / Colonialism & Post-Colonialism
Decolonize That!
Behold the
sleazy logic of museums: plunder dressed up
as charity, conservation, and care.

Charlie Parker is an African Grey Parrot. He
entered the life of the Smith family three decades
ago when they first encountered him in a
downtown Manhattan bird shop and found him so
irresistible, they had to bring him home.
Charlie is many things in the Smith family,
articulating them all in an astonishingly diverse and
colorful vocabulary. He can be demanding,
squawking imperiously Clean my cage" or "Want
some water." He can be very direct, warning an
aggressive business (...)

The idealized
Western museum, as typified by the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, the British
Museum, and the Museum of Natural History, has
remained much the same for over
a century: a uniquely rarified public space of cool
stone, providing an
experience of leisure and education for the general
public while carefully
tending fragile artifacts from distant lands. As

Surf Is Where You Find It

Labor Power and Strategy

by Gerry Lopez
Patagonia Books • On Sale: May 27/22
9781938340949 • $37.50 • pb
Sports & Recreation / Surfing

by John Womack Jr.
PM Press • On Sale: Aug 19/22
9781629639741 • $23.95 • pb
Political Science / Labor & Industrial Relations

The saying goes, The second best thing about
surfing is talking about it afterward."Gerry
Lopez, one of the most revered surfers of all time
brings readers into the intimately personal sport
with Surf Is Where You Find It, a collection of
stories that recount harrowing waves, epic
wipeouts, and heroes encountered over a lifetime
on the water.From growing up in Hawaii in the '50s
and '60s, to finding the tube in the early days at
Pipeline, to pioneering legendary (...)

What would it take to topple Amazon? To change
how health care works in America? To break up
the media monopolies that have taken hold of our
information and imaginations? How is it possible to
organize those without hope working on the
margins? In Labor Power and Strategy, legendary
strategist, historian and labor organizer John
Womack, speaks directly to a new generation,
providing rational, radical, experience-based
perspectives that help target and run smart,
strategic, effective campaigns in the working (...)
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Walking Through Needles

The Shadow People

by Heather Levy
Polis Books • On Sale: May 13/22
9781951709877 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Thrillers / Psychological

by Joe Clifford
Polis Books • On Sale: May 27/22
9781951709891 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Thrillers / Psychological

A riveting, dark debut psychological thriller
perfect for fans of Gillian Flynn, S.J. Watson,
and Megan Abbott
From an early age, Sam Mayfair knew she was
different. Like any young girl, she developed
infatuations and lust - but her desires were always
tinged with darkness. Then, when Sam was
sixteen, her life was shattered by an abuser close
to her. And she made one shocking decision
whose ramifications would reverberate throughout
her life.
Now, fifteen years later, Sam learns that her (...)

A riveting, twisty psychological thriller from
acclaimed author Joe Clifford, perfect for fans
of The Whisper Man
Brandon Cossey is finishing his last semester as
an undergrad when he learns his childhood best
friend, Jacob Balfour, has committed suicide. The
news about Jacob, who had long battled
schizophrenia, does not come as a surprise - but
the bizarre details surrounding his death do. Jacob
was found several states away, in a quarry, burned
alive. Brandon returns to his hometown and
discovers (...)

Killing Field

Seeing Strangers

by Meghan Holloway
Polis Books • On Sale: Jul 8/22
9781951709860 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Suspense
Hector Lewis

by Sebastian J. Plata
Polis Books • On Sale: May 13/22
9781951709792 • $37.95 • cl
Fiction / Gay

span class="><span class=">Annie Between
Lodges knows who murdered her sister and why.
She has proof. She also knows that if she comes
forward with the evidence she has stolen, she will
not survive long enough to tell the truth. She needs
an ally, someone unflinching and unafraid,
someone who knows how to make enemies and
remain unscathed. But Hector Lewis is no hero,
and one lie catapults her into deeper danger.<span
class="><span class="><br class="><span (...)

A stylish novel of obsession and social satire set in
a world where sex is just a swipe away. Life is
going well for Greg Kelly. He's married to the
handsome and kind Cristian, a Spanish-born artist
who is also a talented cook. Greg's work as a
translator for an IT startup allows them to live
comfortably in a stylish Bushwick two bedroom and
enjoy just about all NYC has to offer - including
sleeping with other men, since Greg (...)

Murder on the Spanish Seas

At the End of the World, Turn Left

by Wendy Church
Polis Books • On Sale: Jun 10/22
9781951709853 • $36.95 • cl
Fiction / Suspense

by Zhanna Slor
Polis Books • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781951709884 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Suspense

font face=times new roman, serif">Jesse O'Hara is
profane, introverted, and not frequently sober- and
has just lost another job. 'A million dollar brain and
a ten-cent personality,' her last employer said.
With nothing better to do, Jesse reluctantly accepts
the gift of a luxury cruise around the Iberian
Peninsula. She's not sure she can drink enough to
keep her boredom at bay, but that's the least of her
problems. From the very first moment of the cruise
(...)

HONORABLE MENTION CRIMEREADS' THE
BEST DEBUT NOVELS OF 2022NAMED ONE
OF THE 40 NEW BOOKS FOR SUMMER
READING 2021" BY THE MILWAUKEE
JOURNAL SENTINEL</b?> A riveting debut
novel from an unforgettable new voice that is
literary, suspenseful, and a compelling story
about identity and how you define "home".
Masha remembers her childhood in the former
USSR, but found her life and heart in Israel.
Anna was just an infant when her family fled,
but yearns to find her roots (...)
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House of Hearts

The City of Good Death

by Francesca Lia Block
Rare Bird Books • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781644282625 • $35.50 • cl
Fiction / Romance / General

by Priyanka Champaneri
Restless Books • On Sale: Mar 18/22
9781632062536 • $26.50 • pb
Fiction / Family Life

Izzy Ames is a fierce young woman, living with her
beloved boyfriend Cyrus Rivera and her threelegged tortoise, Yard, in a shack they built near the
Salton Sea. One morning, Izzy wakes up to find
Cyrus has vanished.

Winner of the Restless Books Prize for New
Immigrant Writing

After weeks of looking for him with no results, Izzy
discovers a clue that Cyrus may have left her for
another woman. She abandons her search, and,
devastated, ends up at the House of Hearts retreat
center that promises 'Healing from (...)

Shortlisted for the Center for Fiction First
Novel Prize

The Lighter Side of Yoga

50 Things Kate Bush Taught Me About
the Multiverse

by Mike Nevitt
Santa Monica Press • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781595801098 • $20.50 • pb
Humor / Form / Comic Strips & Cartoons

Winner of the Restless Books Prize for New
Immigrant Writing

Priyanka Champaneri's transcendent, prizewinning debut novel brings us inside India's
holy city of Banaras, where the manager of a
death hostel shepherds the dying who seek the
release of a good death, while his own past

by Karyna McGlynn
Sarabande Books • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781946448941 • $22.50 • pb
Poetry / Women Authors

From cell phone users in yoga classes to Zoom
yoga participants sneaking wine and cheese off
camera to those folks who just can't help peeking
during meditation sessions, The Lighter Side of
Yoga presents the humorous and offbeat aspects
of yoga through Mike Nevitt's satiric comics.

This is a book of tragicomic gurlesque wordwitchery inspired by the Kate Bush cosmos.
Campily glamorous, darkly funny, obsessively
ekphrastic, boozily baroque, psychedelically girly &
musically ecstatic, 50 Things Kate Bush Taught
Me About the Multiverse dazzles as Karyna
McGlynn's third collection.

The many true-to-life situations in the book are
based on Nevitt's experiences and observations
over a 30-year period as a full-time yoga and
meditation teacher. Aside from providing good
laughs (...)

I packed my navel in a crate & gave it / to charity
so I wouldn't stare at it,' the speaker says in this
fizzy, delicious, and defiant collection of poems
about the melodrama of girlhood and coming of

Bright

Down and Out in England and Italy

by Kiki Petrosino
Sarabande Books • On Sale: Aug 19/22
9781946448927 • $22.95 • pb
Biography / Personal Memoirs

by Alberto Prunetti
Scribe Publications • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781950354856 • $23.50 • pb
Biography / Personal Memoirs

Bright: A Memoir, the first full-length essay
collection from acclaimed poet Kiki Petrosino, is a
work of lyric nonfiction, offering glimpses of a life
lived between cultural worlds. Bright," a slang term
used to describe light-skinned people of interracial
American ancestry, becomes the starting point for
an extended meditation on the author's upbringing
in a mixed Black and Italian American family.
Alternating moments of memoir, archival research,
close reading and reverie, this work contemplates
the enduring, deeply personal (...)

An unputdownable look at class and national
identity today.
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Alberto Prunetti arrives in England, the twentysomething year old son of a Tuscan factory worker
who has never left home before. With only broken
English, his wits, and an obsession with the work
of George Orwell to guide him, he sets about
looking for a job and navigating his new home.
In between laboring in pizzerias and cleaning
toilets up and down the country, he finds his place
among the (...)
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Aue

Home and Dry

by Becky Manawatu
Scribe Publications • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781950354955 • $23.95 • pb

by Birgit Bulla
Scribe Publications • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781950354931 • $25.50 • pb
Health & Fitness / Women'S Health

WINNER OF THE JANN MEDLICOTT ACORN
PRIZE FOR FICTION
WINNER OF THE MITOQ BEST FIRST BOOK OF
FICTION
WINNER OF THE NGAIO MARSH AWARD FOR
BEST CRIME NOVEL
aue
<ol> - ( verb ) to cry, howl, groan, wail, bawl.
- ( interjection ) expression of astonishment or
distress.
</ol>Taukiri was born into sorrow. Aue can be
heard in the sound of the sea he loves and hates,
and in the music he draws out of the guitar that

Something's up down below...
Urinary tract infections result in 8.1 million visits to
a doctor every year, and between 50% and 60% of
adult women will have at least one UTI in their
lifetime. Meanwhile, an overactive bladder or
urinary incontinence affect nearly 1 in 5 of the over
-40 population, yet many people wait up to 15
years before seeking treatment.
Maybe it's time we started taking pee a bit more
seriouslyâ€¦ Home and Dry is the ultimate guide
(...)

Watersong

Crimes Against Nature

by Clarissa Goenawan
Scribe Publications • On Sale: Jul 29/22
9781950354979 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary

by Jeff Sparrow
Scribe Publications • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781950354863 • $25.50 • pb
Political Science / Public Policy / Environmental
Policy

A mesmerizing novel by the author of Rainbirds
and The Perfect World of Miwako Sumida about a
young man trying to escape his past in Japan.
When Shouji Arai crosses one of his company's
most powerful clients, he must leave Akakawa
immediately or risk his life. But his girlfriend Youko
is nowhere to be found.
Haunted by dreams of drowning and the words of
a fortune teller who warned him away from three
women with water in their names, he (...)

A polemic about global warming and the
environmental crisis, which argues that
ordinary people have consistently opposed the
destruction of nature and so provide an
untapped constituency for climate action.
Crimes Against Nature uses fresh material to offer
a very different take on the most important issue of
our times. It takes the familiar narrative about
global warming - the one in which we are all to
blame - and inverts it, to show how, again and
again, pollution and ecological devastation (...)

The Herd

Fever

by Johan Anderberg
Scribe Publications • On Sale: May 27/22
9781950354894 • $27.95 • pb
Health & Fitness / Diseases / Contagious

by Jonathan Bazzi
Scribe Publications • On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781950354962 • $23.50 • pb
Biography / Personal Memoirs

A fly-on-the-wall account of the herd-immunity
strategy that Sweden adopted during the first
year of the COVID-19 pandemic.

A multi-award winning Italian debut, from a
bold new voice in contemporary queer
literature.

In the spring of 2020, as a new and deadly virus
spread across the globe rapidly, the world shut
down. But a small country in Northern Europe
remained open. The Swedish COVID-19 strategy
was alternately lauded and held up as a cautionary
tale by international governments and journalists
alike-with all eyes on what has been (...)

Jonathan is 31 years old, living in Milan with his
boyfriend of three years and their two Devon Rex
cats when, on a day like any other, he gets a fever.
But unlike most, this fever doesn't go away; it's
constant, low-level, and exhausting. After spending
weeks Googling his symptoms and documenting
his illness, he finally sees a doctor. A series of
blood tests (...)
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Break the Internet

The Voids

by Olivia Yallop
Scribe Publications • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781950354870 • $27.95 • C-format paperback
Computers / Web / Social Networking

by Ryan O'Connor
Scribe Publications • On Sale: Aug 12/22
9781950354948 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary

Traditional media is over. The internet reigns.
And in the attention economy, influencers are
royalty. But who are theyâ€¦ and how do you
become one?

â€œAfter a couple of weeks, I found myself
standing outside the voids in the middle of the
night listening for human activity, for any sign
of life at all. Voids are flats that have been
vacated, that will never be lived in again. But
there never were any signs of life. Only the
wind whistling through vacant interiors.â€

Break the Internet takes a deep dive into the
influencer industry, tracing its evolution from
blogging and legacy social media such as Tumblr
to today's world in which YouTube, Instagram, and
TikTok dominate. Surveying the new media
landscape that the rise of online celebrity has
created, it is an insider account of a trend which
(...)

In a condemned tower block in Glasgow, residents
slowly trickle away until a young man is left alone
with only the (...)

Immune

Cop

by Servaas Binge
Scribe Publications • On Sale: May 13/22
9781950354900 • $23.95 • pb
Health & Fitness / Diseases / Immune System

by Valentin Gendrot
Scribe Publications • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781922310774 • $25.50 • pb
Biography / Personal Memoirs

There's no shortage of tips for boosting the
immune system. Everyone has an opinion, but
who can tell fact from fiction?

A Paris police force as you've never seen it

Sports Physician Servaas Binge takes us on a
fascinating journey through the immune system
and explains just how we become ill. He translates
the latest scientific findings on immunity into clear
advice with which you can optimize your lifestyle.

Police officers are obliged to give an account of
every incident they are involved in. But what
happened today will never be logged. Because
that's what police solidarity means: what happens
in the van stays in the van.
Well, not always. Not this time.

After reading this book, you will know exactly how
you can strengthen your immune system through
diet, stress reduction, sleep (...)

What really happens behind the walls of a police
station? To answer this question, investigative
journalist Valentin Gendrot put his life on hold for
two years and (...)

A Famished Heart

The Rosary Garden

by Nicola White
Serpent's Tail • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781788164085 • $23.95 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / International
Mystery & Crime

by Nicola White
Serpent's Tail • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781788164115 • $23.95 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / International
Mystery & Crime

The Macnamara sisters hadn't been seen for
months before anyone noticed. It was Father
Timoney who finally broke down the door, who saw
what had become of them. Berenice was sitting in
her armchair, surrounded by religious tracts.
Rosaleen had crawled under her own bed, her
face frozen in terror. Both had starved themselves
to death. Francesca Macnamara returns to Dublin
after decades in the US, to find her family in ruins.
Meanwhile, Detectives Vincent Swan and Gina
Considine are (...)

It was Ali who found the body of a murdered
newborn baby, hidden in the garden of her convent
school. In an Ireland riven by battles of religion and
reproduction, the case becomes a media
sensation, even as the church tries to suppress it.
But this is not the first dead baby Ali has found. For
Detectives Vincent Swan and Gina Considine, the
pressure to discover the identity of the dead child
is little help against a community with secrets (...)
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Heroes of an Unknown World

MONKEY New Writing from Japan

by Ayize Jama-Everett
Small Beer Press • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781618731975 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Science Fiction / General
The Liminal People

edited by Ted Goossen and Motoyuki Shibata
Stone Bridge Press • On Sale: Nov 19/21
9780997248067 • $27.95 • pb

After traveling back in time to rescue his fostered
daughter, Taggert has returned to the present and
found himself in his favorite place: up against the
wall. But the world they've returned to is not the
one they left: everything is slightly grayer, the
music is boring, joy is just out of reach. The
liminals' entropic enemies, the Alters, are trying to
bring about the end of the world by sucking the life
- literally - out of enough people to tip (...)

MONKEY New Writing from Japan showcases the
best of contemporary Japanese literature. This first
issue celebrates food and was published during
the first year of the pandemic. It includes short
fiction and poetry by writers such as Mieko
Kawakami, Haruki Murakami, Hideo Furukawa,
Hiromi Kawakami, Aoko Matsuda, and Kyohei
Sakaguchi; new translations of modern classics;
graphic narratives by Satoshi Kitamura and Jon
Klassen; and contributions from American writers
such as Steven Millhauser andBarry Yourgrau.
Novelists Haruki Murakami and Mieko Kawakami
(...)

MONKEY New Writing from Japan

The Thorn Puller

edited by Ted Goossen and Motoyuki Shibata
Stone Bridge Press • On Sale: Jan 7/22
9780997248081 • $27.50 • pb

by Hiromi Ito
Stone Bridge Press • On Sale: Aug 26/22
9781737625308 • $26.50 • pb

MONKEY New Writing from Japan is an annual
anthology that showcases the best of
contemporary Japanese literature. Volume 2
celebrates TRAVEL - we may not be able to travel
much during this second year of the pandemic, but
we can travel in our imaginations. MONKEY offers
short fiction and poetry by writers such as Mieko
Kawakami, Haruki Murakami, Hideo Furukawa,
Hiromi Kawakami, Aoko Matsuda, and Kyohei
Sakaguchi; new translations of modern classics; a
graphic narrative by Satoshi Kitamura; and
contributions from (...)

The first novel to appear in English by awardwinning author Hiromi Ito explores the absurdities,
complexities, and challenges experienced by a
woman caring for her two families: her husband
and daughters in California and her aging parents
in Japan. As the narrator shuttles back and forth
between these two starkly different cultures, she
creates a powerful and entertaining narrative about
what it means to live and die in a globalized
society.

Japanese Cinema

Kyoto Stories

by Peter Cowie
Stone Bridge Press • On Sale: May 20/22
9781611720754 • $26.50 • pb
Performing Arts / Film / History & Criticism

by Steve Alpert
Stone Bridge Press • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781611720747 • $27.95 • pb
Fiction / Biographical

An informal yet informed journey through the
classic works of Japanese cinema and their
directors.

A collection of stories based on the author's own
experiences living in Kyoto as a student. The
stories comprise a naturalistic depiction of a
student's unusual life in Kyoto in the early years of
the 1970s. In part a contemplative guide to and
homage to the timeless beauty of the city at the
heart of traditional Japan; seen by an outsider and
with insights gained by having been in the right
place at the right time and open to learning's (...)

This is a passionate, personal journey through one
of the world's greatest national cinemas, beginning
with the classic directors who came to the fore in
the postwar period and became legendary names
on the art house circuit: Kurosawa, Mizoguchi,
Ozu, Kobayashi, Naruse, and Oshima, among
others. Japanese Cinema traces the common
themes explored by these directors as well as the
impact of important historical and (...)
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Gay Giant

The Shape of Sound

by Gabriel Ebensperger
Street Noise Books • On Sale: May 20/22
9781951491161 • $27.50 • pb
Comics & Graphic Novels / Gay & Lesbian

by Fiona Murphy
Text Publishing Company • On Sale: Apr 22/22
9781922330512 • $25.50 • pb
Biography / Medical

A child who feels like an outsider in a world that's
set against him. A boy who sings on the
playground instead of playing soccer, who likes
Barbies, and whose secretly favorite car is the one
called Tutti Frutti. Gabriel Ebensperger shares with
us his struggles with his own inadequacy, his
feelings of guilt, and above all, his fear that his
"differenceÔÇØ will be discovered. The vibrant
bright pink pages of Gay Giant paint a picture of
what it was (...)

The Shape of Sound is a lyrical and profound
memoir from the acclaimed deaf poet, Fiona
Murphy, about her life spent hiding from
deafness and her eventual emergence into an
extraordinary community and culture.
I devoured this in a day, fascinated, enlightened,
moved."'Helen Garner, author of This House of
Grief
Blending memoir with observations on the
healthcare industry, The Shape of Sound is a story
about the corrosive power of secrets, stigma and

The Bride of Almond Tree

Ill Feelings

by Robert Hillman
Text Publishing Company • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9781922330666 • $21.95 • pb
Fiction / Romance / Historical / 20Th Century

by Alice Hattrick
The Feminist Press at CUNY • On Sale: May 20/22
9781558612303 • $25.50 • pb
Biography / Personal Memoirs

A sweeping historical drama from the author of
the bestselling The Bookshop of the Broken
Hearted

An intrepid, galvanizing meditation on illness,
disability, feminism, and what it means to be
alive.

World War II is over and Hiroshima lies in a heap
of poisoned rubble when young Quaker Wesley
Cunningham returns home to Almond Tree. He's
seen his fair share of horror as a stretcher-bearer,
and now he just wants to build houses and to
marry Beth Hardy, his neighbor's daughter.
But Beth has other plans. An ardent socialist, she
is convinced the Party (...)

In 1995 Alice's mother collapsed with pneumonia.
She never fully recovered and was eventually
diagnosed with ME, or Chronic Fatigue Syndrome.
Then Alice got ill. Their symptoms mirrored their
mother's and appeared to have no physical cause;
they received the same diagnosis a few years
later. Ill Feelings blends memoir, medical history,
biography and literary nonfiction to uncover both of
their case histories, and branches (...)

Panics

Enjoy Me Among My Ruins

by Barbara Molinard
The Feminist Press at CUNY • On Sale: Aug 19/22
9781558612952 • $21.95 • pb
Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)

by Juniper Fitzgerald
The Feminist Press at CUNY • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9781558613829 • $21.95 • pb
Social Science / Prostitution & Sex Trade

A haunting, bizarre short story collection about
violence, mental illness, and the warped
contradictions of the twentieth-century female
experience.

Combining feminist theories, X-Files fandom, and
personal memoir, Enjoy Me among My Ruins
draws together a kaleidoscopic archive of Juniper
Fitzgerald's experiences as a queer sex-working
mother. Plumbing the major events that shaped
her life, and interspersing her childhood letters
written to cult icon Gillian Anderson, this
experimental manifesto contends with dominant
narratives placed upon marginalized bodies and
ultimately rejects a capitalist system that demands
our purity and submission over our survival (...)

A close friend and protege of Marguerite Duras,
Barbara Molinard (1921-1986) wrote and wrote
feverishly, but only managed to publish one book
in her lifetime: the surreal, nightmarish collection
Panics .
These thirteen stories beat with a frantic, off-kilter
rhythm as Molinard obsesses over sickness,
death, and control. A woman goes to disastrous
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Violets

Warrior Princesses Strike Back

by Kyung-Sook Shin
The Feminist Press at CUNY • On Sale: Apr 22/22
9781558612907 • $22.50 • pb

by Sarah Eagle Heart and Emma Eagle HeartWhite
The Feminist Press at CUNY • On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781558612938 • $24.50 • pb
Biography / Personal Memoirs

By Man Asian Literary Prize winner KyungSook Shin, "a moving delve into a lonely
psyche" that follows a neglected young
woman's search for human connection in
contemporary Seoul (YZ Chin).
San is twenty-two and alone when she happens
upon a job at a flower shop in Seoul's bustling city
center. Haunted by childhood rejection, she
stumbles through life-painfully vulnerable, stifled,
and unsure. She barely registers to others,
especially by the ruthless standards of 1990s
South Korea.

Interspersing personal memoir with radical
notions of self-help and collective recovery,
Warrior Princesses Strike Back focuses how
Indigenous activist strategies can be a crucial
roadmap for contemporary truth and healing.

Over (...)

Pine Ridge Indian Reservation is home to the
original people of this land, yet it is also one of the
poorest communities in America. Through intimate
and vulnerable memoir, Lakota twin sisters Sarah
Eagle Heart and Emma Eagle Heart-White recount
growing up on the reservation and overcoming
enormous (...)

Exalted

A Calm and Normal Heart: Stories

by Anna Dorn
The Unnamed Press • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781951213480 • $36.50 • cl
Fiction / Lesbian

by Chelsea T. Hicks
The Unnamed Press • On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781951213541 • $34.95 • cl
Fiction / Native American & Aboriginal

A brutally funny and observant ride through
astrology culture, love, and self-discovery."NYLON's Most Anticipated Books of 2022

The stories in Chelsea Hicks's A Calm &
Normal Heart are full of quiet truths and wry,
soulful secrets. It is a book that doesn't at all
feel like a debut story collection, but rather
written with startling beauty and the flawless
precision of a master storyteller. It is a genuine
page-turner full of sentences so beautiful they
demand re-reading."

"A depressed Millennial astrologist, a selfhating lesbian with a rage (and drinking)
problem, and profound questions of
connection and destiny make<span
class="mark3yrfqwg3p"> Exalted an
unforgettable read. Clear your schedule and
consult your horoscope because Anna Dorn's

-Brandon Hobson, National Book Award finalist
and author of The Removed

New to Liberty

Long Live King Kobe: Following the
Murder of Tyler Kobe Nichols

by DeMisty D. Bellinger
The Unnamed Press • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781951213466 • $36.50 • cl
Fic / Small Town & Rural

by Paul Auster
The Unnamed Press • On Sale: May 20/22
9781736309322 • $55.95 • cl
Photography / Photoessays & Documentaries

New to Liberty is a marvel. I was enraptured by
DeMisty Bellinger's portrait of a gothic, gritty
countryside. This atmospheric novel traces,
with great sincerity, sensitivity, and crystalclear prose, the dynamics of love and
courtship, even as it explores lives lived in the
haunting aftermath of violence. Bellinger's is a
major, exciting new voice in fiction."-<span
class="mark65jl1a2m5">Timothy<span
class="markd7pptf5x9">Schaffert, author of
The Perfume Thief
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p dir=ltr">'On the eve of Christmas Eve... ' Paul
Auster writes, 'Tyler Kobe Nichols collapsed onto
the sidewalk with three knife wounds in the front of
his torso and one in the back.'
<p dir="ltr">His death soon followed. With it, the
twenty-one-year-old joined the ranks of young
people killed by senseless violence in America.
Tyler's death warranted just two paragraphs in
theNew York Daily News. And yet with each death,
a new story begins (...)
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Monolithic Undertow

Dionysian Buddhism

by Harry Sword
Third Man Books • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781737382935 • $37.95 • pb
Music / Heavy Metal

by Claudio Naranjo
Too Far Publishing • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9780907791973 • $22.95 • pb
Religion / Buddhism / Rituals & Practice

An inspired and intuitive navigation of the
drone continuum . . . with a compass firmly set
to new and enlightening psychedelic truths" BECK
In 1977 Sniffin' Glue verbalised the musical
zeitgeist with their infamous 'this is a chord; this is
another; now form a band' illustration. The drone
requires neither chord nor band, representing - via
its infinite pliability and accessibility - the ultimate
folk music: a potent audio tool of personal
liberation. Immersion in hypnotic and repetitive
sounds allows us to step outside (...)

p dir=ltr">Dionysian Buddhism: Guided
Interpersonal Meditations in the Three Yanas will
assist readers in exploring their own emotional
landscapes. This sequence of thirty guided
meditations by the renowned spiritual teacher and
psychotherapist Claudio Naranjo is structured to
guide individuals towards acceptance of what is
and to be fully present - to meet pain with joy,
expand awareness into consciousness and to
learn how to share in the full presence of others.

When I Was Red Clay

The Backwoods of Everywhere

by Jonathan T. Bailey
Torrey House Press • On Sale: Aug 18/22
9781948814638 • $22.95 • pb
Nature / Ecosystems & Habitats / Deserts

by R. E. Burrillo
Torrey House Press • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781948814614 • $25.95 • pb
Nature / Essays

A young person's story of growing up gay in a
rural Mormon town and the wild places where
he found refuge.

Throughout personal essays spiked with
humor and natural science, archaeologist R. E.
Burrillo widens his range beyond his popular
Behind the Bears Ears.

This achingly intimate record lays bare one
person's experience growing up in a rural Mormon
community and struggling to reconcile his sexual
orientation with the religious doctrine of his
childhood. Weaving together prose, poetry, and
stories scrawled on the margins of high school
notebooks, Jonathan T. Bailey encounters truthseeing owls, anachronistic gourds, and the hardedged realities of (...)
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After an upstate New York childhood and a
bartending stint in New Orleans' French Quarter,
seasonal resort work led R. E. Burrillo to the desert
Southwest, whose redrock landscapes were a
source of stability through mental and physical
illness. In The Backwoods of Everywhere,
archaeologist Burrillo excavates his past,

A Hard Place to Leave

West Side Rising

by Marcia DeSanctis
Travelers Tales • On Sale: May 13/22
9781609522063 • $26.95 • pb
Biography / Women

by Char Miller
Trinity University Press • On Sale: Jun 3/22
9781595349736 • $27.50 • pb
History / US / State & Local / Southwest

Restless to leave, eager to return: this memoir
in essays captures the unrelenting pull
between the past and the present, between
traveling the world and staying home.

On September 9, 1921, a tropical depression
stalled just north of San Antonio and within hours
overwhelmed its winding network of creeks and
rivers. Floodwaters ripped through the city's Latino
West Side neighborhoods, killing more than eighty
people. Meanwhile a wall of water crashed into the
central business district on the city's North Side,
wreaking considerable damage.

Starting in a dreary Moscow hotel room in 1983,
weaving back and forth to rural New England,and
ending on a West Texas trail in 2020, Marcia
DeSanctis tells stories
that span the globe and half a lifetime. With
intimacy and depth, over
quicksand in France, insomnia in Cambodia, up a
volcano in (...)

The city's response to this disaster shaped its
environmental policies for the next fifty years,
carving new channels of power. Decisions about
which (...)
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The Widow, The Priest and The Octopus
Hunter

Writing Haiku
by Bruce Ross
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 15/22
9784805316887 • $19.95 • PB - Paperback
Poetry / Haiku

by Amy Chavez
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Apr 5/22
9784805316917 • $22.95 • CL - Hardback - With
dust jacket
Travel / Essays & Travelogues

Get to know the inhabitants of a tiny Japanese
island-and their unusual stories and secretsthrough this fascinating, intimate collection of
portraits.
When American journalist Amy Chavez moved to
the tiny island of Shiraishi (population 430), she
rented a house from an elderly woman named
Eiko, who left many of her most cherished
possessions in the house-including a portrait of
Emperor Hirohito and a family altar bearing the
spirit tablet of her late husband.

A world of dew
And within every dewdrop
A world of struggle
The iconic three-line haiku form is increasingly
popular today as people embrace its simplicity and
grace-and its connections to the Japanese ethos
of mindfulness and minimalism. Say more with
fewer words.
This practical guide by poet and teacher Bruce
Ross shows you how to capture a fleeting moment,
like painting a picture with words, and how to give
voice to your innermost thoughts, feelings, and

A Complete Guide to Chinese Brush
Painting

Ask A North Korean
by Daniel Tudor
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 20/18
9780804849333 • $24.95 • CL - Hardback - With
dust jacket
History / Asia / Korea

by Caroline Self and Susan Self
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 1/22
9780804854528 • $24.95 • PB - Paperback
Art / Techniques / Painting

Paint the classic subjects that inspired ancient
Chinese masters.
This book introduces the venerable art of painting
with ink on rice paper using traditional techniques
developed over a thousand years ago. It is ideal
for a beginner hoping to practice a large variety of
techniques and subjects.

In his new book, Ask a North Korean, Daniel
Tudor-a former Economist journalist and current
Korean beer entrepreneur- wants people to
understand the true lives of everyday North
Koreans. Using translated essays written by
defectors, the book covers topics from politics to
pornography." - The Boston Globe
The weekly column Ask A North Korean, published
by NK News, invites readers from around the world
to pose questions to North Korean defectors .
Adapted from the long-running column, these

With this practical guide, you will learn to
paint:
- Towering landscapes
- The elegant Four Gentlemen

How to Draw Bold Manga Characters

Gossamer Years

by Ebimo
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 1/22
9784805316757 • $22.95 • PB - Paperback
Art / Techniques / Cartooning

by Edward G. Seidensticker
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 29/22
9784805316863 • $19.95 • PB - Paperback
Biography / Literary

Elevate your manga drawings to the next level
with help from a Japanese professional!

A self-portrait devastating in its honesty...
written passionately and without a thought to
how readers might judge her actions."-Donald
Keene

Manga drawing expert and author Ebimo is an
action film junkie who taught herself to draw by
studying martial arts films. In this book, she brings
those techniques, tips, and tricks to you! Learn
how to draw every detail of exciting action
characters-from the muscles used in fight scenes
to the 3-D arc of a flying frontal kick.
What sets Ebimo apart is her (...)
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Gossamer Years is a remarkably frank diary
written by an unnamed noblewoman in Tenthcentury Japan-the same period as Murasaki
Shikibu's celebrated Tale of Genji . In her diary,
the author describes her tempestuous and
unhappy marriage and growing indignation at the
many rival wives and mistresses taken by her
husband, as was commonplace at the time. Too
(...)
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Wounded Little Gods

After Lambana: A Graphic Novel

by Eliza Victoria
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: May 10/22
9780804855228 • $19.95 • CL - Hardback - With
dust jacket
YA Fic / Fantasy / Dark Fantasy

by Eliza Victoria, illustrated by Mervin Malonzo
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: May 10/22
9780804855259 • $22.95 • PB - Paperback

Immerse yourself in a fantasy world of Filipino
myth, magic, and supernatural suspense!
Regina was born and raised in the small town
of Heridos, where gods and spirits walked the
earth.
Until they didn't. Ten years ago, the town's harvest
failed utterly, and the people - believing the gods
had abandoned them-left their farms and moved
on.
Now, on a Friday before a long weekend, Regina
ends her workday at an office in Makati, and walks
home with a new colleague, Diana. Following a
strange and disturbing conversation between

An Illustrated Guide to Samurai History
and Culture

Lambana-the realm of supernatural fairies known
as Diwata-has fallen, and the Magic Prohibition Act
has been enacted. To add to his troubles, there's
something wrong with Conrad's heart and only
magic can prolong his life. He teams up with
Ignacio, a well-connected friend who promises to
hook him up with the Diwata and their magical
treatments-a quest that's not only risky but highly
(...)

The Art and Science of Judo
by Jiichi Watanabe and Lindy Avakian
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 1/22
9780804852234 • $22.95 • PB - Paperback
Sports & Recreation / Martial Arts & Self-Defense

by Gavin Blair
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Apr 5/22
9784805316597 • $39.95 • CL - Hardback - With
dust jacket
History / Asia / Japan

The ultimate visual guide to Samurai history
and culture!
The Samurai are continuously celebrated as the
greatest warriors the world has ever seen. They
ruled Japan for centuries, finally uniting the nation
after a prolonged period of brutal war and
bloodshed. Though famed for their loyalty, honor,
and chivalry, they could also be treacherous,
bloodthirsty, and merciless.

There have been many books on judo-some
highly competent, others well-written or wellillustrated, some fit for beginners, others for
the advanced student. To have all these in a
single volume is unusual." -San Francisco
Chronicle
The Art and Science of Judo is a revealing
Japanese martial arts manual that focuses
primarily on the scientific principles at work in
Judo.

This book tells the story of their rise and eventual

In this book, highly-respected Judo instructors
Jiichi Watanabe and Lindy Avakian delve deeply

Thai Stories for Language Learners

Japan at War in the Pacific

by Joi Jintana Rattankhemakorn
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: May 10/22
9780804853781 • $24.95 • PB - Paperback
Foreign Language Study / Korean

by Jonathan Clements
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: May 10/22
9784805316474 • $29.95 • CL - Hardback - With
dust jacket
History / Military / World War Ii

The most enjoyable way to learn about an
unfamiliar culture is through its storiesespecially when they're told in two languages!
Thai Stories for Language Learners introduces 28
entertaining Thai stories with bilingual Thai and
English versions presented on facing pages. The
stories are adapted from traditional folktales with
roots in the Thai oral tradition, classic Thai
literature, and Thai versions of the Indian Jataka
Tales -which describe the past lives of the Buddha.
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By the time of Japan's surrender in 1945, an entire
generation had grown up knowing nothing but
conflict; but the transformation of Japan into a
militarist power began decades earlier, with the
toppling of the old samurai regime, and the rush of
the formerly isolated nation onto the world stage."
Japan at War in the Pacific recounts the dramatic
story of Japan's transformation from a Samurai-led
feudal society to a modern military-industrial
empire in the space of a (...)
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Learning Korean

Journey Through the Philippines

by Julie Damron
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: May 31/22
9780804853323 • $19.95 • PB - Paperback
Foreign Language Study / Korean
Easy Language Series

by Kiki Deere
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Apr 26/22
9780804855266 • $22.95 • PB - Paperback
Travel / Asia / Southeast
Journey Through

Learn to speak, read, and write Korean with
this complete language guide for beginners!

A visual journey exploring one of Southeast
Asia's most beautiful destinations.

Learning Korean teaches you the basics of the
Korean language, including practical daily
conversations and vocabulary, and enables you to
begin communicating effectively right away. All
Korean words and sentences are given in Korean
Hangeul script and romanized form for easy
pronunciation, with English translations.

Through more than 250 stunning photographs,
readers are taken across the length and breadth of
this culturally and geographically diverse
archipelago-from the chocolate hills of Bohol to the
country's northernmost province of Batanes. Often
overlooked by travelers to Southeast Asia, the
islands are home to spectacular white-sand
beaches, bubbling volcanoes, 2000-year-old rice
terraces, and some of the best surfing and diving
in the world.

Key features include:
- 11 lessons designed for beginning adult learners

Lady Murasaki's Tale of Genji: The Manga
Edition
by Lady Murasaki Shikibu and Sean Michael
Wilson, illustrated by Inko Ai Takita
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Apr 26/22
9784805316566 • $19.95 • PB - Paperback
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga / Historical
Fiction

Step into a story of life and love in Kyoto's 10th
century royal court.
Tale of Genji tells the story of Prince Genji, the
passionate heir to the Chrysanthemum Throne.
Handsome, romantic, and talented in the art of
seduction, Prince Genji skillfully navigates the
court and all its intrigues-always in search of love
and often finding it. His story is the oldest and most
famous tale of romance in the annals of Japanese
literature and, as a representation of (...)

Lafcadio Hearn's Kwaidan
by Lafcadio Hearn
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Apr 19/22
9784805316801 • $19.95 • PB - Paperback
Literary Collections / Asian / Japanese

Even as she screamed, her voice became thin,
like a crying of wind; then she melted into a
bright white mist that spired to the roof beams.
Never again was she seen."
Lafcadio Hearn's Kwaidan (which means "ghost
story" in Japanese) is the first and most famous
collection of Japanese yokai stories ever
published. This unforgettable collection of 17 eerie
tales and 3 original cultural studies by Hearn are
based on traditional oral tales passed down for
generations. They are (...)

Learn Japanese with Manga Volume One

A Beginner's Guide to Kintsugi

by Marc Bernabe, illustrated by Gabriel Luque
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: May 24/22
9784805316894 • $24.95 • PB - Paperback
Foreign Language Study / Japanese

by Michihiro Hori
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Apr 26/22
9784805316740 • $24.95 • CL - Hardback - With
dust jacket
Crafts & Hobbies / Pottery & Ceramics

Learn to read, write, and speak everyday
Japanese with manga stories!

Old, broken objects can become more beautiful
than ever!

If you enjoy manga, you'll love learning Japanese
with this book. The language lessons are
interspersed with entertaining manga comic strips,
making it easy to learn and remember all the key
vocabulary and grammar. With a focus on the
casual speech used by young people in Japan,
you'll find yourself feeling confident with speaking,
reading, and writing Japanese quickly!

The thought of throwing away a cherished dish or
mug can be heartbreaking. If you've ever wanted
to repair a treasured piece rather than tossing it in
the trash-but didn't know how-the traditional
Japanese art of Kintsugi (gold repair") offers the
perfect solution!

Designed for self-study use by adult learners, this
book (...)

A Beginner's Guide to Kintsugi teaches you the
traditional Japanese techniques of pottery and
glass repair based on the ancient Wabi Sabi idea
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Hiroshige's Japan

It's All Chinese To Me

by Philippe Delord
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 8/22
9784805316290 • $39.95 • CL - Hardback - With
dust jacket
Art / Asian / Japanese

by Pierre Ostrowski, illustrated by Gwen Penner,
revised by Matthew B. Christensen
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Apr 12/22
9780804855372 • $8.95 • PB - Paperback
Travel / Asia / China

Journey along the famed Tokaido Road-an
ancient thoroughfare with a modern twist.

It's All Chinese to Me is a fun and authentic
introduction to Chinese culture that allows
readers, tourists, and business travelers to
experience what ultimately makes China so
unique-its people.

The Fifty-Three Stations of the Tokaido is the
best-known work of the great 19th century
Japanese woodblock artist Utagawa Hiroshige.
The series of 53 masterful woodblock prints
depicts stops along the ancient Tokaido roadwhich, from the eleventh to the nineteenth century,
was the main thoroughfare between Tokyo and
Kyoto.
Though the road itself is now submerged under

Learn about Chinese customs, proper etiquette for
all types of situations, and how to interact
effectively while traveling China. Firsthand tips and
illustrations offer an authentic view of China and
the many cultural differences that foreigners
encounter there. This new edition of It's All
Chinese to Me is revised (...)

A Brief History of Thailand

Arabic for Beginners

by Richard A. Ruth
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 15/22
9780804851213 • $22.95 • PB - Paperback
History / Asia / Southeast Asia

by Sarah Risha
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Jun 28/22
9780804852586 • $24.95 • PB - Paperback
Foreign Language Study / Arabic

Thailand is known for its picturesque beaches
and famous temples, but there's much more to
this popular holiday destination than many
realize.

A complete beginning language course for
Modern Standard Arabic!

A Brief History of Thailand offers an engaging look
at the country's last 250 years-from coups and
violent massacres to the invention of Pad Thai in
the 1930's. Readers will learn the vibrant story of
Thailand's emergence as a prosperous Buddhist
state, its transformation from traditional kingdom to
democratic constitutional monarchy and its
subsequent rise to (...)

Modern Japanese Painting Techniques

This is an ideal introductory textbook-quickly
teaching you everything you need to get started
learning this beautiful and popular language.
Spoken by over 400 million people, Arabic is the
world's 5th most spoken language.
Each of the 20 lessons in this book includes:
- A real-life, practical dialogue that increases your
proficiency and ability to communicate
- Free online audio recordings by native speakers
that allow you accurately pronounce all the (...)

Korean Hangeul for Beginners: Say it Like
a Korean

by Shinichi Fukui
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: May 10/22
9784805316733 • $24.95 • PB - Paperback
Art / Techniques / Acrylic Painting

by Soohee Kim
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: May 10/22
9780804852906 • $19.95 • PB - Paperback
Foreign Language Study / Korean

This book makes it easy to create and admire
wonderful Japanese-style paintings and
portraits!

An interactive workbook for beginners to learn
how to write and read Korean quickly!

Modern Japanese-style paintings are recognizable
by their restrained use of three-dimensionality and
perspective, reliance upon expressive lines, and
the bold use of color to direct the viewer's eye.
There are other ways that artists imbue their work
with Japanese- inspired attributes, including
through the skillful use of shape, texture, and facial
expression.

This easy workbook has everything you need to
learn the Korean scripts-clear explanations,
plentiful practice exercises, and free online audio
recordings by native speakers. No prior knowledge
of Korean is needed! Even if you're a complete
beginner, you'll soon be reading and writing
Korean with confidence.

Author Shinichi Fukui introduces readers to 7

This book gives you a thorough grounding in the
written Korean language, including its history and
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Vietnamese Stories for Language
Learners

Chinese Characters Writing Practice Pad

by Tri C. Tran and Tram Le, illustrated by Nguyen
Thi Hop
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: Mar 15/22
9780804855297 • $24.95 • PB - Paperback
Foreign Language Study / Vietnamese

by Xin Liang and Martha Lam
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: May 17/22
9780804846783 • $19.95 • PB - Paperback
Foreign Language Study / Chinese
Tuttle Practice Pads
Five minutes a day is all it takes to begin
learning Chinese!

A great story can lead a reader on a cultural
and linguistic journey-especially if it's in two
languages!
Vietnamese Stories for Language Learners
introduces 40 traditional Vietnamese folktales with
bilingual Vietnamese and English versions
presented on facing pages. Each story is followed
by cultural notes, vocabulary lists, and a set of
discussion questions and exercises for further
comprehension.

Chinese Characters Writing Practice Pad is the
perfect guide for busy people who want to start
learning Chinese or students looking for a fun way
to review what they've learned. This interactive
paper pad helps even those completely unfamiliar
with the language learn and write 280 essential
Chinese characters-in just a few minutes a day!
Each tear-out sheet includes:
- One new character
- How it is written (...)

She Is Haunted

Stick a Flag in It

by Paige Clark
Two Dollar Radio • On Sale: May 27/22
9781953387202 • $24.50 • pb
Fiction / Asian American

by Arran Lomas
Unbound • On Sale: Aug 19/22
9781800181175 • $27.95 • pb
HUMOR / Topic / History

With an unforgettable voice and exuberant wit,
She Is Haunted is a masterful debut exploring
issues of identity, connection, and loss, told with
remarkable grace and assurance by
Chinese/American/Australian author, Paige Clark.

From the Norman Invasion in 1066 to the eve of
the First World War, Stick a Flag in It is a
thousand-year jocular journey through the
history of Britain and its global empire.

In stories charged by the complexities of motherdaughter relationships, grief, exes, and the
profundities of friendship, She Is Haunted features
injured ballerinas, cloned dogs, and competitive
call centers in settings as far ranging as future and
present Australia, New York City's Chinatown, and
suburban California (...)

The British people have always been eccentric,
occasionally ingenious and, sure, sometimes
unhinged-from mad monarchs to mass-murdering
lepers. Here, Arran Lomas shows us how they
harnessed those traits to forge the British nation,
and indeed the world, we know today.
Follow history's greatest adventurers (...)

Naked Nutrition

Tales from the Colony Room

by Daniel O'Shaughnessy
Unbound • On Sale: May 27/22
9781800180468 • $22.50 • pb
Health & Fitness / Diet & Nutrition / General

by Darren Coffield
Unbound • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781800180284 • $25.95 • pb
Biography / Artists, Architects, Photographers

As a gay man living in London and working as a
nutritionist, Daniel O'Shaughnessy knows that the
LGBTQ+ community has specific dietary and
health needs.
He works with individuals on matters you might
expect: weight loss and muscle gain, addiction,
fertility and digestive health issues. But he also
works with many clients on more sensitive matters
such as nutrition for balancing hormones while
transitioning, how to eat if you have a chronic
condition, and how to mitigate against theparty
lifestyle (...)

Entertaining, shocking, uproarious,
hilarious . . . like eavesdropping on a wake, as
the mourners get gradually more drunk and tell
ever more outrageous stories' Sunday Times
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This is the definitive history of London's most
notorious drinking den, the Colony Room Club in
Soho. It's a hair-raising romp through the
underbelly of the post-war scene: during its sixtyyear history, more romances, more deaths, more
horrors and more sex scandals took place in the
Colony than anywhere else.
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Gender Euphoria

A Wild and Precious Life

edited by Laura Kate Dale
Unbound • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781800180567 • $22.50 • pb

edited by Lily Dunn and Zoe Gilbert
Unbound • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9781783529643 • $21.95 • pb
Fiction / Anthologies (Multiple Authors)

GENDER EUPHORIA: a powerful feeling of
happiness experienced as a result of moving away
from one's birth-assigned gender.
So often the stories shared by trans people about
their transition center on gender dysphoria: a
feeling of deep discomfort with their birth-assigned
gender, and a powerful catalyst for coming out or
transitioning.But for many non-cisgender people,
it's gender euphoria that pushes forward their
transition: the joy the first time a parent calls them
by their new chosen name (...)

Featuring a foreword by Will Self.We all
experience recovery at some point in our lives,
whether from addiction, physical illness, mental
health issues, or loss. Many of us heal, and we
may discover ways to live with our changed selves,
to reclaim a life. We may find a new voice, or
unearth a voice that has been submerged.
Vitally, recovery can mean community. This
anthology-which grew out of a small creative
writing class run by Lily Dunn at Hackney (...)

Financial Feminism

The Plagiarist in the Kitchen

by Jessica Robinson
Unbound • On Sale: Jun 10/22
9781783529520 • $22.50 • pb
Bus & Econ / Personal Finance / Investing

by Jonathan Meades
Unbound • On Sale: Nov 5/21
9781783528523 • $22.50 • pb
Cooking / Courses & Dishes / General

As we face global challenges like climate change
and inequality, what if women could use their
investments to build a cleaner, fairer and more
sustainable world?
Financial feminism-the belief in the financial
equality of women-has been gathering momentum,
largely in the context of the gender pay gap: on
average a woman earns 80% of what a man does.
But there's another gap-the gender investing gapwhich shows women are investing less than men,
saving less for retirement (...)

I adore Meades's book . . . I want more of his rulebreaking irreverence in my kitchen' New York
Times 'The Plagiarist in the Kitchen is hilariously
grumpy, muttering at us Don't you bastards know
anything?" You can read it purely for literary
pleasure, but Jonathan Meades makes everything
sound so delicious that the non-cook will be moved
to cook and the bad cook will cook better' David
Hare, Guardian The Plagiarist in the Kitchen is an
anti-cookbook. Best knownas (...)

Museum Without Walls

Between the Devil and the Deep

by Jonathan Meades
Unbound • On Sale: Nov 5/21
9781783528530 • $25.50 • pb
Architecture / History

by Mark Cowan and Martin Robson
Unbound • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9781800180291 • $40.50 • cl
Sports & Recreation / Swimming

Jonathan Meades has an obsessive preoccupation
with places. He has spent thirty years constructing
sixty films, two novels and hundreds of pieces of
journalism that explore an extraordinary range of
them, from natural landscapes to man-made
buildings and 'the gaps between them', drawing
attention to what he calls 'the rich oddness of what
we take for granted'. This book collects fifty-four
pieces and six film scripts that dissolve the barriers
between high and low culture, good and badtaste
(...)

One of the best accounts ever written of deepwater diving and its staggering, haunting
dangers.' Robert Kurson, New York Times
bestselling author of Shadow Divers
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Deep underwater lurks a mysterious man-made
illness. It has gone by many names over the years
-Satan's disease, diver's palsy, the chokes-but
today, doctors call it decompression sickness. You
know it as the bends.
That's the devil British diver Martin Robson faces
each time he plunges beneath the surface.
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Notebook

What Remains

by Tom Cox
Unbound • On Sale: Aug 19/22
9781783529728 • $27.95 • cl
Biography / Personal Memoirs

by Camilo Aguirre
Uncivilized Books • On Sale: Jun 3/22
9781941250495 • $23.95 • pb

Sure, sex is great, but have you ever cracked
open a new notebook and written something
on the first page with a really nice pen?

The story behind Notebook starts with a minor
crime: the theft of Tom Cox's rucksack from a
Bristol pub in 2018. In that rucksack was a journal
containing ten months worth of notes, one of the
many Tom has used to record his thoughts and
observations over the past twelve years. It wasn't
the best (...)

What Remains is an innovative graphic novel that
weaves documentary and memoir forms to capture
the sociopolitical fabric of Colombia, spanning 200
years. Camilo Aguirre dips in and out of pivotal
historical periods, all while skillfully interweaving
family histories and anecdotes of students, union
workers, and guerilla fighters. He creates a critical,
unflinching vision of Colombia that is profoundly
mobilizing in its search for resolution. Aguirre is
hopeful throughout, but he refuses to step into the
trap of fictitious optimism (...)

Museum of Mistakes

Natural Health

by Julia Wertz
Uncivilized Books • On Sale: May 6/22
9781941250464 • $41.95 • pb
Comics & Graphic Novels / Contemporary Women

by Marie D. Jones
Visible Ink Press • On Sale: May 13/22
9781578595556 • $31.95 • pb
Health & Fitness / Naturopathy

For almost two decades, Julia Wertz has been
documenting her life's most intimate, absurd, and
amusing moments through a whimsical and
hilarious diary comic book called The Fart Party .
Wertz retells childhood antics that end in scars and
swears. She tracks, in real-time, her young
adulthood as she forgot her college graduation,
traveled cross country via train, and drank her way
through a harsh break-up. After receiving much
acclaim (and controversy), The Fart Party became
a series of (...)

Embrace the natural power to feel great and
live a healthier, happier life! Learn about
hundreds of ways to enrich your life with this
comprehensive guide to nature-based health
and well-being. From herbs, oils and vitamins to
yoga, healing remedies and belly laughs, the
Natural Health: Your Complete Guide to
Natural Remedies and Mindful Well-Being
explores hundreds of ancient remedies, natural
therapies and nature's medicine cabinet. It
includes the most current knowledge, information,
and science behind natural (...)

Plans for Sentences

Capitalism

by Renee Gladman
Wave Books • On Sale: May 13/22
9781950268597 • $83.95 • cl
Poetry / Women Authors

by Abdullah Ocalan
On Sale: May 6/22
9781629637877 • $37.95 • pb
Political Science / Political Ideologies /
Communism & Socialism
Kairos

These sentences - they - will begin having already
been sentences somewhere else, and this will
mark their afterlife, and this will be their debut." So
begins Renee Gladman's latest interdisciplinary
project, Plans for Sentences . A tour de force of
dizzying brilliance, Gladman's book blurs the
distinctions between text and image, recognizing
that drawing can be a form of writing, and vice
versa: a generative act in which the two practices
not only inform each other but propel each other
into futures (...)
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Capitalism: The Age of Unmasked Gods and
Naked Kings is the second volume of Abdullah
Ocalan's definitive five-volume work The
Manifesto of the Democratic Civilization . For years
he has unraveled the sources of hierarchical
relations, power, and the formation of nation-states
that has led to capitalism's emergence and global
domination. He makes the convincing argument
that capitalism is not a product of the last four
hundred years but a continuation of classical
civilization.
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Anne Bronte Reimagined

The Golden Thread

by Adelle Hay
On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781912235643 • $22.95 • pb
Literary Criticism / European / English, Irish,
Scottish, Welsh

by Amali Gunasekera
On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781780375984 • $22.95 • pb
Poetry / English, Irish, Scottish, Welsh

Anne Bronteis now widely believed to have
written the finest of all the Bronte works-and
the first ever feminist novel. Why, then, is she
less famous than Charlotte and Emily?
Discover the real Anne and why she remained
for so long in her sisters' shadow.
Anne's writing has often been compared harshly
with that of Charlotte and Emily-as if living in her
sisters' shadows throughout her life wasn't enough.
But her reputation, literary and personal, has
changed dramatically (...)

Blending the sacred and the everyday, Amali
Gunasekera's second collection The Golden
Thread is a search for grace through the deep
process of transmuting emotional trauma into
peace. She takes up Muriel Rukeyser's famous
line: â€˜What would happen if one woman told the
truth about her life? The world would split open.'
Her book's central sequence, Nine [Miscarried]
Methods, considers the challenge of asserting a
woman's equal status within a patriarchal
objectified culture. Approaching the polemic or the
existential (...)

Incandescent

Ghost Trees

by Anna Levin
On Sale: May 6/22
9781912235315 • $24.50 • pb
Science / Energy

by Bob Gilbert
On Sale: Jul 29/22
9781912235575 • $27.50 • pb
Nature / Trees & Forests

Light is fundamental - it interacts with life in
profound ways. But light is changing,
dramatically, with artificial light pollution, and
we don't truly understand the consequences.
Nature writer Anna Levin explores the impact
on the planet and on human health.

Nominated for two major literary awards, this is
an urban nature book telling the story of an
historic
part of London through its trees, past and
present. Even in the brick and concrete heart of
our cities, nature finds a way. Birds and mammals,
insects, plants and
trees-they all manage to thrive in the urban jungle,
and Bob Gilbert is their champion and their
chronicler.
He explores the hidden wildlife of the inner city and
its edgelands, finding unexpected (...)

Artificial light is voracious and spreading.
Vanquishing precious darkness across the planet,
when we are supposed to be using less energy.
The quality of light has altered as well. Technology
and legislation have crushed warm incandescent
lighting in favour of (...)

Emily Bronte Reappraised

Towards a General Theory of Love

by Claire O'Callaghan
On Sale: May 27/22
9781912235056 • $22.95 • pb
Literary Criticism / Women Authors

by Clare Shaw
On Sale: Aug 19/22
9781780376042 • $22.95 • pb
Poetry / English, Irish, Scottish, Welsh

In this biography with a twist, Claire
O'Callaghan conjures a new image of Emily
Brontë and rehabilitates her reputation by
exploring the themes of her life and work. We
discover that Emily was a thoroughly modern
woman.

Clare Shaw's fourth collection Towards a General
Theory of Love shows that poetry can say as much
as about who we are - and especially how we feel as psychology. They also feed each other. Harry
Harlow's famous experiments on baby monkeys
changed the course of psychology. They proved
that we need care, contact and love - and they
inflicted profound and lasting suffering on their
subjects. Clare Shaw's poems in Towards a
General Theory of Love are driven by the same
(...)

Emily Brontë occupies a special place in the
English literary canon. And rightly so: the
incomparable Wuthering Heights is a novel that
has bewitched us for almost 200 years, and the
character of Heathcliff is, perhaps, the ultimate
romantic hero-and villain. But (...)
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Extraction to Extinction

In a Veil of Mist

by David Howe
On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781913393274 • $24.50 • pb
Sports & Recreation / Walking

by Donald S Murray
On Sale: Sep 16/22
9781913393007 • $22.95 • pb
Fiction / Historical

Tracing our environmental impact through
time, David Howe demonstrates how
humanity's exploitation of Earth's natural
resources has pushed our planet to its limit
and asks: What's next for our depleted planet?

A haunting exploration of the Cold War arms
race that tells the story of a true, covered-up
germ warfare incident in a remote part of
Scotland, involving the US, Canadian, and UK
governments, written with the empathy and
poignancy of the author's prize-winning first
novel, As the Women Lay Dreaming.

Everything we use started life in the earth, as a
rock or a mineral vein, a layer of an ancient
seabed, or perhaps the remains of a 400-millionyear-old volcano.Humanity's ability to fashion
nature to its own ends is by no means a new
phenomenon-we have (...)

NOMINATED FOR THE 2021 HIGHLAND BOOK
PRIZE
Operation Cauldron, 1952: Top-secret germ
warfare experiments on monkeys and guinea pigs
are taking place aboard a vessel moored off (...)

Gag Reflex

A Time of Birds

by Elle Nash
On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781955904025 • $22.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary

by Helen Moat
On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781912235704 • $24.50 • pb
Travel / Europe / General

Through diaristic ellipses, Nash crafts an origin
story of obsessional masochism.

Finding herself at a crossroads and in need of
a change from her job and domestic
responsibilities, Helen Moat set herself the
challenge of a lifetime: she got on her bike and
embarked on an epic cycle ride across Europe,
all the way to Istanbul, accompanied by her
eighteen-year-old son.

Drawing on the nostalgia of a nascent digital age
and grappling with an eating disorder, indie cult
author Elle Nash paints a realistic and poignant
portrait of a teenager's quest for self-identification
on both sides of the computer screen. Using live
journal entries, we meet our protagonist, in her
messy transition into adulthood in the midst of
grappling with calorie counts, boys, and being
honest with who she (...)

When Helen Moat sets out to cycle across Europe
on her sit-up-and-beg bike-aka The Tank." She's
not sure whether she is running away from (...)

Castles from Cobwebs

The Garden Cure

by J.A. Mensah
On Sale: May 13/22
9781913393458 • $22.95 • pb
Fiction / Literary

by Jan Cameron
On Sale: Jul 15/22
9781912235872 • $24.50 • pb
Gardening / General

Longlisted for the Desmond Elliott Prize and
named among the 50 most notablenew books
from Africa, Castles from Cobwebs follows one
girl's transition fromyouthful innocence to
understanding as she navigates questions
about family,identity, and race.

This is a story of gardens and how people can
grow well in them. Through a lifetime's
experience of award-winning work in
community gardens and in mental health care
and training, Jan Cameron shows us how
tending green spaces can bring tremendous
benefits to mental health.

I'd always known that I was Brown. Black was
different though; it came announced. Black
came with expectations, of rhythm and other
things that might trip me up."
Imani is a foundling. Rescued as a baby and
raised by nuns on a remote Northumbrian (...)
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Using the garden's annual cycle, Cameron reveals
how stages of the growing year can act as a
powerful metaphor and even mirror healing
mechanisms that can help in times of distress,
anxiety, or (...)
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The Mahogany Pod

Lakeland Wild

by Jill Hopper
On Sale: May 20/22
9781912235933 • $33.95 • cl
Biography / Women

by Jim Crumley
On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781913393212 • $29.95 • cl
Nature / Animals

The Mahogany Pod is a moving portrayal of a
joyful love affair that was cut short by a
terminal illness after just one exhilarating year
- and an inspirational account of vulnerability,
reconciliation and learning to live fully after
loss.

With a naturalist's eye and a poet's instinct,
acclaimed nature writer Jim Crumley traces the
place of our first and most famous National
Park in the evolution of global conservation
and pleads the case for a far-reaching
reappraisal of its wildness.

A work of literature: beautifully written,
meticulously structured and heart-rending."
Guardian

Books of the Year, Mark Avery

What if you knew from the beginning how your
relationship was going to end?

The Lake District is one of England's busiest
national parks. Many people believe that wildness
is long gone from the fells, lakes, tarns and becks,
yet, within its boundaries, Jim Crumley sets (...)

Approval

The Pain Eater

by John D Rutter
On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781913393120 • $22.95 • pb
Fiction / Family Life

by Kyle Muntz
On Sale: Jul 15/22
9781955904063 • $25.95 • pb
Fiction / Horror

Approval is a powerful meditation on judgment,
the adoption process and fatherhood, told from
a perspective rarely explored in fiction: a man's
response to a couple's infertility.

The Pain Eater is the story of two brothers from
Michigan reunited after the death of their father.
They've never been close, but now they have to
live together - and it gets more difficult when one
discovers a strange creature, vomited from the
body of a dead cat. A creature that eats human
pain. It feels good: too good. Soon he wants to
hurt himself more, just so the pain can be taken
away. But the more the creature becomes (...)

Approval follows would-be parents David and Cici
through a series of forays into the past as they go
through the motions of applying to adopt a child.
Their story builds a picture of hope, vulnerability
and fear as David is put under intense and
intrusive scrutiny during their battle against
faceless bureaucracy.From (...)

Westering

What Are You

by Laurence Mitchell
On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781913393069 • $24.50 • pb
Sports & Recreation / Walking

by LIndsay Lerman
On Sale: Jun 3/22
9781944866969 • $22.95 • pb
Fic / Epistolary

A treasure trove of fascinating stories, littleknown places and hidden gems of history,
Westering is a coast-to-coast British journey
from Norfolk to the Welsh coast, by an
established travel writer.

A series of hypnotic, dreamlike, fictionalized autotheoretical moments tell the story of a woman
trapped in a series of destructive love affairs with
the universe. Addressed to an amorphous you in a
murky, unidentifiable world, a narrator wrestles
with the forces of birth and death, creation and
destruction - going deep into the subterranean
strata of consciousness and back.

From Great Yarmouth to Aberystwyth, Westering
takes us across England from the Fens, Leicester,
the Black Country and central Wales. It connects
landscape, place and memory to evoke a narrative
unravelling the deep topography, and following a
westerly route that runs against the grain of the
land (...)
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Challenging language to be both slow and fast,
soft and hard, drunk and sober, What Are You
performs its own destruction (...)
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The Bee & The Fly

High School Romance

by Lorraine Tosiello and Jane Cavolina
On Sale: May 20/22
9781955904032 • $27.50 • pb

by Marston Hefner
On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781955904056 • $20.50 • pb
Fiction / Coming of Age

The Bee and the Fly: The Improbable
Correspondence of Louisa May Alcott and
Emily Dickinson presents a lifelong exchange of
unknown letters between Dickinson, the reclusive
poet, and Alcott, the most renowned author of the
time. What could Alcott say to Dickinson about
abolitionism and woman's rights? What might
Dickinson reveal to Alcott about her thoughts on
marriage and eternity? Researched for over five
years and drawing heavily on biographical facts,
these luminous letters present a believable
friendship that explores (...)

In his debut collection, Marston Hefner brings a
unique voice and playful style to mediations on
self-acceptance, the folly of youth, and how love
can lead to actualization and destruction. Through
moments of family intimacy, work presentations,
vacations, doomed relationships, or business men
chasing the ephemeral, Hefner shows we are
lovable and acceptable despite the shame we
accumulate through the years. Sometimes it's only
through stories that we can make sense of who we
are and where we are (...)

Anybody Home?

Recovering Dorothy

by Michael J. Seidlinger
On Sale: Aug 26/22
9781955904094 • $25.95 • pb
Fiction / Thrillers

by Polly Atkin
On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781913393175 • $22.95 • pb
Literary Criticism / European / English, Irish,
Scottish, Welsh

What came first, the home or the desire to
invade?

The first book to focus on Dorothy
Wordsworth's later life and work and the
impact of her disability - allowing her to step
out from her brother's shadow and back into
her own life story.

A seasoned invader with multiple home invasions
under
their belt recounts their dark victories while offering
tutelage to a new
generation of ambitious home invaders eager to

Dorothy Wordsworth is well known as the author of
the Alfoxden and Grasmere Journals (1798-1803)
and as the sister of the English Romantic poet
William Wordsworth. She is widely praised for her
nature writing and is often remembered as a
woman of great physical vitality. Less (...)

Bleak

Cottongrass Summer

by R.M Murray
On Sale: Jul 24/22
9781912235605 • $24.50 • pb
Biography / Personal Memoirs

by Roy Dennis
On Sale: May 20/22
9781912235889 • $22.95 • pb
Nature / Essays

Best First Book of the Year, Scotland's
National Book Awards 2021. An entertaining
Scottish memoir of rain, biting bugs, and minor
humiliations, lightened with music, booze, dry
humor and an array of eccentric characters.

A collection of vibrant essays on climate
change, and conservation to inform, stimulate
and call every nature lover to action.

R.M. Murray has a story. Quite a few of them. Of
seasickness, hangovers, the wrong kind of
weather. Of the joy of woe, and disappointments
fairy-lit with hope. From fishing in the endless rain
on the Isle of Lewis to performing in a punk band
(...)
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'I can't think of a more important book that's
been written about British wildlife in the past
20 years ... Roy Dennis [is] the UK's preeminent conservationist of the past half
century.. BBC Countryfile Magazine
Throughunparalleled expertise as a field naturalist,
Roy Dennis is able to write about the natural world
in a way that considers both the problems and (...)
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The Citizen

Shocked Earth

by Roy Fisher
On Sale: May 13/22
9781780375960 • $33.95 • pb
Poetry / English, Irish, Scottish, Welsh

by Saskia Goldschmidt
On Sale: May 27/22
9781912235681 • $22.95 • pb
Fiction / Family Life

When Roy Fisher told Gael Turnbull in 1960 that
he had 'started writing like mad' and produced 'a
sententious prose book, about the length of a short
novel, called the Citizen' he was registering a sea
change in his work, finding a mode to express his
almost visceral connection with Birmingham in a
way that drew on his sensibility and a wealth of
materials that could last a lifetime. Much later in his
career he would say that 'Birmingham is (...)

Acclaimed Dutch author Saskia Goldschmidt
explores the dangers of industrial gas
extraction, changing farming methods and
their impact on our environment, and what it
means to have your identity intensely entwined
with your place of birth, in this compelling
family saga.

Charlotte Bronte Revisited

Walking The Line

by Sophia Franklin
On Sale: Jul 17/22
9781912235247 • $22.95 • pb
Literary Criticism / European / English, Irish,
Scottish, Welsh
Women Writers Rediscovered

by Stan Abbott
On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781913393083 • $24.50 • pb
Transportation / Railroads / History

Femke, her mother Trijn and her grandfather have
very different ideas about how to run their family
farm. Tensions between mother and daughter are
growing; Femke wants to switch to sustainable
growing principles, while her mother considers this
an (...)

An authoritative guide to the history, landscape
and lore along the scenic English train line
between Settle and Carlisle, by an established
travel writer and railway aficionado.

Charlotte Bronte Revisited looks again at
Charlotte Brontë's life and work through 21stcentury eyes. Discover her private world of
convention, rebellion, and imagination, and
how they shaped her life, writing, and
obsessions-including the paranormal, nature,
feminism and politics.
Everybody knows Charlotte Brontë. World-famous
for her novel Jane Eyre, she's a giant of literature
and has been written about in reverential tones in
scores of textbooks over the years. But what do we
really know about Charlotte?

Widely known as England's most picturesque line,
the enduring Settle-Carlisle Railway crosses the
north Pennines between Yorkshire and Cumbria,
traversing stunning scenery from the Dales
through the lonely and lofty fells to the limestone
pavements of Westmorland, and on into the lush,
green Eden Valley.

Skylarks with Rosie

Life of the Party

by Stephen Moss
On Sale: Apr 22/22
9781913393045 • $29.95 • cl
Nature / General

by Tea Hacic-Vlahovic
On Sale: May 6/22
9781955904018 • $22.95 • pb

A bestselling British birder, naturalist, writer
and broadcaster leads us on a springtime
journey of discovery through daily walks in the
area surrounding his home, highlighting the
joys of connecting with wildlife and our
environment.

As spring arrives, Stephen Moss's Somerset
garden is awash with birdsong: chiffchaffs, wrens,
robins and more. Overhead, buzzards soar, ravens
tumble and the season gathers pace.But this
equinox is unlike any other. As the nation goes into
lockdown, Stephen records the wildlife around his
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Life of the Party will leave you with a hangover
and a VIP" stamp on your heart. Hacic crafts a
Beat novel for the Instagram generation.

This dark comedy dives into the underbelly of
Milanese fashion and nightlife, through the eyes of
Mia, a young expat. She came to Milan to escape
her problems but only found more glamorous
ones...
Mia indulges in the highs and lows Milanese
decadence can offer. Between fashion class and
clubbing, her narcissistic boss and (...)
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